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EDITOR'S NOTE:

Sociological Fraternity of India !
Welcome to the scholarly e-world of the Indian Sociological Society. So far the Indian
sociological community has been sharing its epistemic activities, knowledge claimed,
etc through its journal the Sociological Bulletin. Till date this journal continued to be the
principal outlet of sociological thinking and sociological research pertaining to Indian
society. As over the decades the sociological community in India has grown manifold,
and the pressure on the Sociological Bulletin has become heavier, the ISS in the recent
past has increased its frequency, by converting it from a biannual to a quarterly journal .
Probably the load on Sociological Bulletin continues to be high. Despite that it is still
being published only in hardcopy and not in softcopy. Nevertheless, in order to
offload this journal the ISS Managing Committee took a timely and welcome decision to
launch its E-journal.
As an e-product it has the all the advantages of quick delivery and definite delivery to
its clientele. Further as an e-product it is highly cost effective. And the limits of its reach
is global. It is today the most cost effective means of scholarly integration of the
Indian sociological community with that of the global. Added to this, it would enable
us to globalize ourselves in a faster way. Reaching out to the global sociological
fraternity for scholarly reciprocity is almost an imperative in today’s globalized world.
We are very much hopeful that this effort of ISS would be an enriching experience. In
future we are to have theme based as well as country/ region specific special issues/
guest edited volumes of the journal devoted to the causes of the developing societies.
This of course is to be a regular feature of this journal in the years to come.
Further to ensure its true international character this journal is to carryout international
research papers/ contributions and stimulate as well as facilitate sociological and
broader intellectual debates involving international responses/ views on a regular basis.
Therefore, we look forward to establishing organic linkages with the larger international
sociological communities and epistemic networks with this international platform
instituted by the ISS.

Binay K Pattnaik, Editor
Professor of Sociology
Dept. of Humanities and Social sciences
Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur
Kanpur208016, India
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THE SCIENCE AND POLITICS OF NIMESULIDE:
RETRACING THE ‘CAREER’ OF A
CONTROVERSIAL DRUG
Parvathi K Iyer*
Abstract: The present paper undertakes a socio-historical examination of a
‘controversial’ drug Nimesulide. Through a detailed documentation of the drug’s
entry and marketing in India and the subsequent litigation in connection with its
safety and efficacy issues, the paper attempts to examine the relative power of the
pharmaceutical industry in the shaping of knowledge claims and attributes related to
the potency, safety and efficacy of drugs. The paper also discusses how the
attributes of the drug were represented by different sets of actors, including the
petitioner, print media, health activists, firms, regulatory officials and medicoscientific experts. In this connection, it also examines the ‘lay-expert’ divide,
sought to be created by regulatory officials and the medico- scientific
community, in the course of the litigation, in order to justify their assessments of the
drug and its implication for the knowledge claims related to the safety and efficacy
related attributes of the drug and its therapeutic career. Thus the paper deals with
the social process of a knowledge claim wherein the civil society elements also play a
key role.
Key Words: Nimesulide Controversy, lay-expert divide, role of regulatory bodies,
role of medico- scientific community, role pharmaceutical industry, knowledge claim.

Backdrop:
The paper attempts to undertake a socio-historical examination of a
‘controversial’ drug Nimesulide. Through a detailed documentation of the drug’s
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entry and marketing in India and the subsequent litigation in connection with its
safety and efficacy issues, the paper attempts to examine the relative power of the
pharmaceutical industry in the shaping of knowledge claims and attributes related to
the potency, safety and efficacy of drugs. (The material for the case study was
acquired from the legal documents in the possession of Social Jurist and
discussions with two lawyers belonging to the same organization, as well as
secondary sources and insights provided by health activists, regulators and other
respondents. Social Jurist is the lawyers’ group, which filed the public interest
litigation in the Delhi High Court in 2002 in connection with the safety and
efficacy of Nimesulide.)
The paper commences with an outlining of the history pertaining to the
discovery of the drug in the United States and its approval in a few European
countries. It then examines the broad context of its entry in the Indian market and
its ‘success’ as a revenue generating drug among domestic manufacturers. The
subsequent sections examine the trajectory of the litigation in connection with the
drug, including the arguments and counter-arguments put forward by the parties in
the litigation and the judgment by the Delhi High court on the drug. The paper
concludes with a discussion of how the attributes of the drug were represented by
different sets of actors, including the petitioner, print media, health activists,
firms, regulatory officials and medico-scientific experts. It discusses the ‘lay-expert’
divide, sought to be created by regulatory officials and the medico-scientific
community, in the course of the litigation. Of course this controversy is emergent
of the attempts to justify each of the contending parties’ assessments of the drug and
its implication for the knowledge claims related to the safety and efficacy related
attributes of the drug and its therapeutic career.
Controversies involving safety and efficacy concerns related to drugs may
also be understood as scientific controversies. Scientific controversies typically
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involve broad areas of uncertainty, the making of decisions in the context of
limited knowledge or lack of conclusive evidence, struggle over credibility, the
power of certain actors to define certain kinds of knowledge claims as more
objective and acceptable, intra-institutional concerns, professional interests and
even the influence of extra-scientific factors on supposedly technical decisions 1.
The present paper also attempts to demonstrate how all of the above factors came into
play in the Nimesulide controversy.

History of the Drug:
Nimesulide, an anti-inflammatory and analgesic 2 drug, was originally synthesized by
Dr George Moore and his research team at Riker Laboratories, Minnesota in
1971. The laboratory eventually became a part of the firm, 3M Pharmaceuticals in
the United States. 3 The drug was synthesized with the intention of providing a
better therapeutic alternative in comparison to the existing class of non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) in terms of providing relief from inflammation
and pain due to musculoskeletal disorders and also fever without the adverse effects
demonstrated by these drugs in the form of gastro-intestinal injury. However, during
the subsequent assessments by the United States Food and Drug Administration
(USFDA), the drug reportedly failed to live up to its original promise and was
therefore denied approval by the regulatory body.

4

The synthesis of the drug is also linked to the discovery of an enzyme,
Cox-2, at the University of Rochester in the United States, and the prevailing

1

Abraham (2008, 2003, 2002,), Jassanoff (2004), Webster (1991)
A drug whose primary indication is relief from inflammation and pain, but which is also used to control
fever
3
Helsinn Healthcare S.A. 2007. “Licencing is our core business.” European Musculoskeletal Review.
4
Gulhati, 2003. “Nimesulide: Unessential Drug: Unnecessary Risk. Unpublished report. The report was
one of the documents used by Social Jurist, the organization which filed the PIL, in the preparation of the
legal materials in relation to the case. However, there seems to be some dispute on this point as the Indian
Medical Association claims that since no application was received by the FDA for marketing the drug,
there was no question of the drug not being approved or prohibited in the United States. The Swiss firm
Helsinn’s reports on the drug are also vague and unclear on this point
2

3
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competition among pharmaceutical firms engaged in research on Cox-2 inhibitors.
The inhibition of both Cox-1 and Cox-2 enzymatic reactions is required for gastric
injury. The failure to receive regulatory approval from the USFDA was on the
grounds that, apart from Cox-2, Nimesulide was also inhibiting Cox-1 to some
extent. 5
The drug was subsequently licensed to Helsinn, a Swiss company, in
1980. Helsinn acquired from 3M, the world-wide licensing rights for the drug and
proceeded to carry out tests related to the clarification of its pharmacological and
clinical profile. However, the firm failed to get approval for the drug in
Switzerland. The firm subsequently licensed it to another German firm, Boehringer,
for introduction in the Italian market. 6 The drug subsequently underwent clinical
trials in the country and was given approval for marketing in 1985. Later, the drug
was reintroduced in Switzerland. However, permission was granted, solely for the
use of the drug in tablet form and only for use by adults. 7 (Gulhati, 2003 & Rane,
2003).

Entry and Marketing of the Drug by Firms in India:
In India, marketing approval for Nimesulide was first sought by Panacea Biotech
Ltd, a Delhi- based company. 8 Permission was sought, both to import the drug
(under Rule-122-A of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940) and to market it
(under Rule 122-B) in December 1994. The drug subsequently received marketing
approval in January 1995. 9 However, the permission pertained to the marketing of
the drug only in 100mg tablet form.

5

Rane, 2003. ‘Why risk our children to Nimesulide’. Health Action
The Italian regulatory environment for drugs has always been regarded as more permissive in
comparison to other West European and American markets
7
Till date, Switzerland does not permit the use of the drug in children
8
Letter to the Drugs Controller, India, Directorate General of Health Services Ltd, dated December 1,
1994
9
Letter from Drugs Controller, India to Panacea Biotech, Delhi dated January 13, 1995
6
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Subsequently, the drug was also marketed by other domestic firms 10,
including companies like Ranbaxy, Dr Reddy’s Laboratories, and Nicholas Piramal
etc. There were eight different tablet forms and nine different fixed dose
combinations of the drug with other drugs. In all there were 255 brands of the drug
in the market during this period (Rane, 2003). The drug had been approved for
inflammatory musculoskeletal disorders but was subsequently promoted as first line
anti-pyretic therapy. 11 Some of the brands marketed by leading Indian firms during
this period included: Dolamide (Ranbaxy), Parazolandin (Sarabhai Piramal), Nise
Spas (Dr Reddy’s), Nise DT (Dr Reddy’s), Nimulid – MD (Panacea Biotech),
Nimulid-EF (Panacea Biotech), Pronim QR (Unichem). The 255 brands of the drug
included 25 mg suspension (drops), 50 mg tablets, 100 mg dispersible tablets and
150 mg tablets. 12 They were marketed by leading firms, in addition to medium scale
and small scale firms.
One of the major motivation for Indian firms to market the drug during the
period in all its multifarious combinations and avatars was due to its being outside
the purview of the Drug Price Control Order (DPCO), which meant that the drug
could be sold for the price that the firm decided. The relatively recent entry of the
drug in the Indian market also meant that it could be ‘packaged’ as a novel drug to
physicians and pharmacists. The drug was regarded as a ‘success’ in the Indian
market since it commanded a share of about Rs. 700 crores (Srinivasan, 2006).
The profits accruing to firms marketing the drug were considerable.
Hypothetically, the break-up of the costs of manufacturing and marketing the drug

10

Issues pertaining to the legal status and therapeutic rationality of these formulations and other alleged
violations of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940 by Panacea Biotech and these firms would be taken up
during the discussion of the case
11
This means that the primary indication and approval was for pain management, with the alleviation of
fever being only a secondary indication See Srinivasan, S. 2006. A Lay Person’s Guide to Medicines.
Locost, Vadodara.
12
See Annexure D; C.W. No 8335 of 2002 (PIL). Social Jurist, A Lawyer’s Group vs. Union of India and
ORS. The dosage and route of delivery of these drugs , (as drops, injectibles etc), had allegedly not been
approved by the Drug Controller

5
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could be broken down as follows 13: the raw material of the drug being available for
Rs. 485 per kg during the period, the cost of 100mg of the drug came to just 4.85
paise. The cost of conversion of raw material to ready-to-sell tablets (processing,
tableting, strip making, aluminum foil, printing of strips, packaging boxes etc.), was
a maximum of Rs. 1.25 per strip of 10 tablets. The total production costs of a strip
of 10 tablets would not exceed Rs. 1.75. Even if a hundred per cent mark up (i.e.
another Rs. 1.75 was added to the price to pay for transportation, distributors’
margin (8-10 percent), retailers’ commission (16-20 per cent) and manufacturer’s
own profits, logically the maximum retail price (MRP) should not exceed Rs. 3.50
plus government taxes. Thus a strip of 10 tablets could be available to patients for
about Rs. 4. However, the formulations were being sold by leading firms at a
range of Rs. 26-29. (For e.g. Nise (Dr Reddy’s Laboratories) and Nimulid
(Panacea Biotech). These two brands commanded the largest shares in the market
for Nimesulide formulations.

Adverse Reactions of the Drug & Consequent PIL in Delhi High Court:
This upward swing in firms’ revenues from the drug continued until 1999, when the
death of two children due to adverse reactions of the drug was reported in Portugal.
Subsequently, the use of the drug in children was prohibited in all European
countries and Israel except Italy, where its use was permitted in children above six
years. 14 The question of the drug being banned in the United States never arose
since the drug had never received approval there.
On March 11, 2002, the death of an adult patient due to Nimesulide
heptotoxicity was reported in Finland. The Finnish government subsequently
ordered the suspension of the use of the drug with effect from March 18, 2002. The
report of the death had been preceded with other reports of liver damage there in

13
14

See Gulhati, 2004. ‘Drug Prices under Ministerial Microscope’. MIMS India.
See WHO Pharmaceutical Newsletter 2000
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the press. In May 2002, Spain banned the drug and recalled all existing stocks of
the drug. This was followed by a similar action in Turkey. In Bangladesh,
pediatric formulations of the drug were banned in October 2002 and Sri Lanka
rejected the applications of local firms in the country to market the drug. The drug
had already been refused permission for marketing in Canada, England, Australia,
New Zealand, Denmark and Sweden. 15
A relevant detail here is that a few medical journals had already pointed
to the above adverse effects of the drugs in addition to other effects like heart
related ailments etc. Some of the medical observations against the use of the drug,
made by these studies, were as follows. Firstly, in relation to dosage, it was
pointed out that as per the approved dosage (i.e. 5 m.g./ kg per day), mean serum
concentration of the drug reached around 14.6mH. However, only 1.49 mH
concentration was required to effectively inhibit Cox-1 activity. The increased
serum concentration, it was pointed out, would lead to ulcers. This also meant
that much before the anti-inflammatory and analgesic effect, claimed by the drug,
occurred, the gastric mucous in the body would be adversely effected. 16 Similarly,
the Journal of American Medical Association (JAMA) in 1999 (December 13:
17(6) had pointed out the likelihood of heart related adverse reactions due to the
drug. All this meant that Nimesulide was not a ‘selective’ inhibitor of Cox-2
enzymatic reaction, as had been declared in studies submitted to the Indian
regulatory authorities, but a ‘preferential’ inhibitor.
Subsequent to the above-mentioned regulatory developments around the
world, there were critical reports in the print media about the drug circulating in
the Indian markets and proving a money-spinner for Indian firms despite its
associated adverse reactions being well documented by medical journals and
international regulatory authorities. The other point of criticism raised by these
15

As cited in the petition submitted by Social Justice vide WP © 8335/ 2002 in connection with the PIL,
Social Jurist vs. Union of India and OTRS.
16
See Gastroenterology, 1998: 115:1-1-9) as cited by Rane, 2003
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reports pertained to the government’s indifference to the potential hazards of
the drug and its negative implications for public health. 17 More importantly, there
were several cases of adverse reactions in India, which were reported predominantly
by the print media, also in relation to the drug. Seven cases of adverse reactions
due to Nimesulide 18 were reported at the Victoria Memorial Hospital in Bangalore
and five other cases pertained to the death of children, who had been administered
with the drug. Of these latter five cases, one case referred to Apollo Hospital, New
Delhi 19, one case referred to Holy Family Hospital, 20 two cases pertained to
Chandigarh 21 and one case in Kerala was reported by The Week. 22
The government subsequently took cognizance of these media reports and
elicited the opinion of prominent doctors from the Indian Medical Association and
the Indian Association of Pediatrics on the safety and efficacy of the drug, with
particular reference to its use in children. The Drug Controller, India sought and was
subsequently sent a letter in favour of the drug by Dr K.P.S. Sachdeva, President of
the Indian Association of Pediatrics. The drug controller also sought an opinion
regarding the drug from the doctors in the Indian Medical Association. The Indian
Medical Association (IMA), subsequently conducted an opinion poll on the
safety of Nimesulide. 23 The questionnaire, administered confidentially to its
doctors, among other information, also elicited details pertaining to the years of
practice, the number of the years the concerned doctor had been using the drug,
the total number of patients on whom the drug had been administered with age17

Kamath and D’Silva, 2002. Pain on the Side: Banned drugs still do the circuit. Times of India.
November 19, 2002; ‘Sick Medicine. Times of India editorial dated October 5, 2002
18
WP©8335/2002 &CM 1119/03. Judgment delivered on 10.03.2004
19
News article by Dr Anupam Sibal in Times of India (October 4, 2002); as cited by Gulhati 2002. MIMS
India. November
20
Reported on ‘We-The People’ in Star News channel on October 20, 2002 as cited by ibid.
21
Kalpana Jain, 2002. ‘Popular Fever Drug Placed Under Review’ in Times of India, New Delhi edition
dated 4-10-02, as cited by ibid .
22
Letter from Dr Ajitha Gopakumar of Kerala, The Week, November 17, 2002 as cited by ibid
23
Annexure K, WP© 8335/2002 &CM 1119/ 03. Copy of the form by IMA asking for the opinion of
various specialists on the safety of the drug.
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wise details of the patients’, the indications for which the drug had been used,
including pain, fever, arthritis, gynecological pain, urethritis prostatitis and cancerrelated pain.
The Indian Medical Association subsequently submitted its conclusions
and recommendations to the Drug Controller, India: 24 The report mentioned that
fifty doctors had responded to the opinion poll and the total number of patients,
whose data was submitted by them, pertained to 5,29,792 patients. Of these,
170917 patients belonged to the age group 0-1 years, 1,58,528 patients belonged to
the age group 1-5 years, 109589 patients belonged to the age group 5-12 years,
31,149 patients belonged to the age group 12-30 years, 34,089 patients belonged to
the age group 30-60 years and 25,520 patients belonged to the age group above sixty
years. The report mentioned that the conclusions and recommendations were based
on a ‘scientific analysis’ of the data as well as the opinions expressed by experts at
the special plenary session organized by the Association.
These conclusions and recommendations were: 25
Nimesulide is a safe drug for use in India. Nimesulide is safe even in
the pediatric age group. Nimesulide is as safe as or even better than
other NSAIDs. A post marketing survey of all drugs in India should
be conducted regularly. A causal relationship between drug and the
side effect must be definitely established before any steps for restricted
use or banning the drug are even thought of. It is noticed that all
drugs have some or the other side effects and medically it is
established that the risk-benefit ratio has to be weighed before a drug
is prescribed. The IMA strongly recommends that stray cases being
reported by lay media without any scientific data and establishment
of causal relationship should never be given any importance by drug
regulatory authorities. It has been noticed by the majority of the
doctors that most of the side effects seen with nimesulide are
24

Ibid.
WP© 8335/2002 &CM 1119/ 03. Copy of the conclusions and recommendations submitted by IMA to
Drug Controller, India. ‘National Recommendations on Nimesulide Safety.’ Date not mentioned in the
document obtained from Social Jurist.

25
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common with other NSAIDS; both in pediatric and adult age
groups, and that the benefits far outweigh the side effects.
The Indian Medical Association clearly labeled Nimesulide as a safe drug,
even for use in children, despite the reports of its adverse reactions in a few medical
journals, mentioned earlier in the chapter. It gave a clean chit to the drug and
expressed its disdain of the media reports, claiming that these allegations had been
made without ‘scientific’ proof and clear establishment of causal relationship
pertaining to the adverse effects of the drug.
The report also contained the details of the statistical analysis and
extrapolation carried out by the IMA on 4,00,000 practicing doctors on the basis of
the information derived from fifty doctors on the safety of the drug. 26 The petition
submitted by Social Jurist indicates that the Review Committee of the drug was
constituted sometime in October 2002. Subsequent to the IMA report details being
made public, the print media carried reports of the regulatory body bowing to
pressure from pharmaceutical firms and called for strict scientific evaluation of
the controversial drug. A news item in the Times of India quoted the then Drug
Controller General, India, Ashwini Kumar 27as stating that the government had
decided to give a clean chit to the drug. The item also quoted the drug controller as
mentioning that Israel had decided to withdraw the ban on the drug and that
Bangladesh’s decision to ban the use of the drug may not have been a scientific
decision. However, the drug controller conceded to the deficiencies in drug adverse
reaction monitoring systems in the country and mentioned about the need for shortterm studies on the drug at three or four centers, according to the news report. 28
This clearly indicates that though the government had given a clean chit to
the drug, they were still unsure of its safety profile. Subsequently, a petition was
26

Annexure L. WP© 8335/2002 &CM 1119/ 03. The report and statistical analysis does not have any
mention of details regarding its date of submission to the Drug Controller, India
27
In 2002.
28
Jain 2002. ‘Clean Chit for Drug Minus Monitoring.’ Times of India article dated December 17, 2002.
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filed by Social Jurist in the high court of Delhi on December 17, 2002. The
respondents named in the petition were the Union of India, the government of
National Capital Territory of Delhi, the Drug Controller of India, Panacea Biotech
Ltd., Dr Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd. and Ranbaxy India Ltd.

29

The petition named

these respondents,
… in the matter of failure on the part of the respondents to protect
the health of the citizens of their own country by providing them with
safe and rational medicines and drugs and in the matter of failure on
the part of the respondents to protect the tender age of the children and
the kids of the country and in the matter of violation of fundamental
right under article 21 and article 45 of the constitution, as the
respondents failed to protect the life of the people by not
imposing a ban on the drugs which are injurious to their health and in
the matter of violation of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940 and
Rules framed there under: Schedule ‘H’, Rule 65, Rule 97; Schedule‘Y’ Rule no 1.2 (Para 4) Rule 122-E, Drug Policy 1986 (Rule 8,9,10),
Drug Policy 1994 (Rule 12, 13, 14 & 15), Drug Price Control Order
1995 and in the matter of 1. Constitution of India, 2. Drugs and
Cosmetics Act, 3. Drug Policy 1986, 4. New Drug Policy 1994
and Drug Price Control Order 1995. (ibid)

Arguments made by the Petitioner :
The counsel for the petitioner raised several arguments and points in the submissions
to the court during the period of the litigation. One of these arguments pertained to
the origin of the drug and the fact that the drug had failed to receive the approval of
the FDA in its country of origin, the United States, despite the millions of dollars
spent in its research and discovery. The implication here was that the USFDA had
very strict standards of assessment and that by itself was proof enough of the
questionable nature of the drug’s safety profile (Petitioner’s submission-1)
A related argument here pertained to the Cox-2 Selectivity claim of the
drug. It was stated that the approval and marketing of Nimesulide had been
29

Civil Writ Petition No 8335 0f 2002. In the matter of Social Jurist vs. Union of India and ORS.
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instituted with the claims that the drug was a selective inhibitor of Cox-2 enzymatic
reaction and hence did not have any adverse impact on the gastro-intestinal system.
The counsel, however, pointed out that these claims had been made on the basis
of studies conducted by Adis International Ltd. in New Zealand, a company,
which had close links with the pharmaceutical industry. The counsel further referred
to independent studies, published in reputed academic journals, which had amply
demonstrated that the drug was not a “selective” but “preferential” inhibitor of Cox-2
and therefore was harmful to the gastro-intestinal system (ibid). The counsel’s
submission also elaborated on the banning of the drug in several European
countries and even countries like Bangladesh. 30 Another important argument
pertained to the violation of rules related to the import of drugs under the Drugs
and Cosmetics Act, 1940. It was pointed out that as per Rule 30-B of the Drugs and
Cosmetics Act,
…no drug, the manufacture, sale and distribution of which is
prohibited in the country of origin, shall be imported under the same
name or under any other name except for the purpose of examination,
test or analysis.
The argument here was that the use of the word “prohibited” signified “not
permitted.” Also, the ‘country of origin’ with reference to Nimesulide meant the
United States rather than the country from which the drug was being purchased and
that the intention of the legislature was to ensure that no drug which had been
refused permission in its country of origin should be allowed to be imported into
India. This being the case, the permission granted by the Drugs Controller, India to
import the drug was in violation of this rule, according to the petition. With
respect to the marketing approval of the drug, it was argued that studies in
reputed journals had already established that the drug did not offer any novel
therapeutic benefits over existing drugs in the market. It was enquired as to why

30

These details have already been elaborated upon in the previous section.
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greater leniency had been shown to the drug in terms of permitting firms to
market it, particularly when it had been demonstrated that the drug was not an
essential one.
Another related issue highlighted by the petition here pertained to the legal
procedure in connection with the launching of Nimesulide and its fixed dose
combinations. According to them, the procedure should have included the
marketing approval from the Drug Controller, India under Rule 122 (E) and
Schedule Y. 31 Under certain conditions, particularly in public interest, the drug
controller could waive off the requirement of clinical trials, particularly when
adequate data in the form of published studies was available from other countries.
The counsel argued that in the case of Nimesulide, no such public interest was
involved since it had been established that it was not an essential drug. It was also
argued that the ‘studies’ submitted to the Drug Controller, with respect to
Nimesulide were the studies conducted by Adis International, instead of those in
peer-reviewed or independent journals. The central point made here was that since
Adis drew its entire income from the pharmaceutical industry, there was a clear
‘conflict of interest’, lack of adequate scientific credibility and bias, which made
its publications unacceptable in the matter of regulatory approval of the
concerned drug. The petition also alleged that other details pertaining to the
drug’s approval status or adverse reactions or withdrawal in other countries,
permission for clinical trials on human subjects, other laboratory, animal and human
studies and procuring of test license had not been complied with and that the drug
had been approved in violation of these rules. Other allegations made by the petition
in this context pertained to the violation of Drugs and Cosmetic rules by firms
like Reddy’s Labs, Ranbaxy and others, with respect to the lack of legal approvals
for the marketing of single-dose and fixed dose combinations by these firms.
31

Schedule Y relates to the mandatory laboratory, animal and human clinical tests carried out in India
with respect to new drugs. These include 1) Animal toxicology, reproductive tests and carcinogenicity
studies, among other tests; 2) Bioavailability studies of the drug; 3) Dissolution studies in comparison with
other drugs; 4) Stability studies and 5) Clinical studies on patients in India.
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Another argument made here was with respect to the dosage and route of
administration of the drug. Since the approval letter of the Drug Controller had
permitted Panacea Biotech to market only 100mg plain Nimesulide tablet, all other
formulations needed prior approval. It was argued that Panacea Biotech had
marketed several illegal formulations of the drug. These formulations were:
1. Nimulid (DS): (Nimesulide 200 mg tablet)
2. Nimlid Kid Tablet: (Nimesulide 50 mg tablet)32
3. Nimulid-MD Tablet: (Nimesulide 100 mg as dispersible tablet)
4. Nimulid-EF Tablet: (Nimesulide 100 mg as effervescent tablet)
The petition also enquired as to the grounds on which these formulations were being
allowed to be marketed. The argument was also that the indications for which the
drug had been approved were,
…Inflammatory conditions, including joint disorders such as
rheumatoid arthritis, post-traumatic and post-operative painful
condition and fever. 33
This meant that the approval of the drug was for inflammatory condition
accompanied by pain and fever and there was no approval for fever or pain not
associated with inflammatory condition. Further, it was argued that fever or pain
were symptoms that needed to be diagnosed and only when these were associated
with an inflammatory condition, could the drug be used. Yet the drug was being
marketed as a first-line remedy for fever and pain. In the above context, it was
further stated that no prior permission had been acquired for the marketing of drug
in the form of suspensions and drops and also that, as per the provisions of the
32

The Drug Controller, India had refused permission to the firm to market the formulation vide letter
dated May 17, 1996 (as cited in Annexure D, Petitioner’s Submission, Civil Writ Petition No 8335 0f
2002. In the matter of Social Jurist vs. Union of India and ORS )
33
Vide letter dated 13-01-1995 by the Drug Controller, India as cited in Annexure E, Petitioner’s
submission, ibid.
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approval, Nimesulide had to be treated as a new drug and therefore these
formulations required prior approval. It was alleged that dozens of such formulations
had been marketed without such approval.
SOME FORMULATIONS MARKETED BY LEADING FIRMS

1. Nimesulide 50mg/ 50 ml suspension formulations: Auronim (Aurobindo
Pharma), Nimegesic (Alembic),
Nimfast (Cadila Pharmaceuticals), Nimuflex (Sarabhai), Novogesic
(Glenmark), Orthobid (Nicholas Piramal),
Pronim (Unichem Pharma) and Zega (Sun Pharmaceuticals)

2. Fixed-dose combinations of Nimesulide: These included:
a)

Nimesulide + Paracetemol combinations: Dolamide (Ranbaxy),
Nimica Plus (Ipca Laboratories), Parazolandin (Sarabhai Piramal),

b) Nimesulide + Dicyclomine combinations: Nise Spas-DS (Dr Reddy’s

Laboratories)
c)

Nimesulide + Tizanidine combinations: Nimulid MR (Panacea)

d) Nimesulide + Serratiopeptidase combinations: Nimulid SP (Panacea)
e)

Nimesulide+ P-Piperidinoethoxy-O-Carbomethoxybenz ophenone
combinations: Novigan-N (Dr Reddy’s)

(Source: Petitioner’s Submission, Annexure G)
The therapeutic rationality of these fixed dose combinations, mentioned
above, also came into question. The allegations here pertained to the combining of
these different active ingredients with Nimesulide, (a) without assessing their
‘combined therapeutic rationality’ and (b) without taking into account the different
dosing intervals for these active ingredients. The argument was that combinations
could be allowed only under exceptional and specific circumstances and that the
overlooking of these ‘established scientific facts’ by the firms would prove to be
potentially hazardous for the consumers of these formulations. It was also argued that
the drug was not marketed for children in any other country in world except Brazil
15
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(children over three years) and Italy (children over six years), whereas in India, the
drug was being marketed for new-born babes.
The opinion poll conducted by the Indian Medical Association also came in
for criticism on various counts. These included the ‘statistically microscopic’ size
of the sample, which represented the opinions of only fifty doctors out of a total
population of four lakhs of doctors, the ‘rudimentary, inappropriate and deficient’
nature of the form filled in by the doctors included in the sample, the discrepancies in
the data as revealed in the extrapolation results and the Indian Medical Association’s
financial ties with the pharmaceutical industry. In this regard the petition scathingly
stated that,
The entire exercise was based on the memory of fifty doctors, dating
back to past ten years, when Nimesulide was not in use. Nimesulide
came to the market after January 13, 1995. The ‘opinion poll’ was
conducted in the end of 2002. Thus the drug was in use for less than
eight years and yet the doctors were asked to scratch their heads for
memory and answer if they were using Nimesulide more than ten
years ago. (Petitioner’s submission: 10)
And further added that:
An analysis and extrapolation done on all doctors on the basis of
“data” conducted shows that Nimesulide is administered to a
minimum of 108 crores children and 18.75 crores adults every year.
If so, Nimesulide should have a sale of Rs 2,042 crores each year,
while the total actual sale (as per ORG-MARG figures) is around Rs
200 crores. (ibid)
With regard to the IMA’s ties with the industry, reference was made to a
similar case involving the drug Cisapride, where the association had given a clean
chit to it in spite of a ban on it by the USFDA and that the fact that the IMA did
not engage in routine monitoring of the adverse drug reactions but only intervened
when the drug was in danger of being withdrawn. The petition also alluded to the
Jul. - Dec. 2012
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IMA’s corrupt practices, which had been highlighted in the media. 34
Arguments by the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers and the Petitioner’s
Response:
Following the submission of the petition in the High Court of Delhi, the petition
came up for motion hearing on December 20, 2002. Subsequently, the High
Court served notice on the respondents to appear before the court and show cause
against the admission of the petition on January 8, 2003. 35 In a separate order, the
petitioner was also permitted to implicate the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers
as one of the respondents 36. The issue here related to the banning of two drugs,
Terfinadine and Astemizole. The counsel for the petitioner had argued that in the case
of these two drugs, a ban had been instituted by the Expert Committee of the
central regulatory body in spite of no local data on adverse reactions and the
availability of the drug in countries like UK, Australia, Finland, Germany etc. The
petition questioned the exception made in the case of Nimesulide and also its status as
a drug outside price control.
The Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers in its counter-affidavit 37stated
that the drug was not eligible for price control since it did not cross the minimum
annual turnover limit. The submission alluded to the Drug Price Control Policy
1994, which states that even when a drug is not placed under price control,
… a strict watch would be kept on the movement of prices as it is
expected that their prices would be kept in check by the forces of market
competition. The government may determine the ceiling levels beyond which
increases in prices would not be permissible.

The Ministry also accepted that data pertaining to the compilation of drugs for price
control had not been updated after March 31, 1990. The response of the petitioner to
34

Petitioner’s submission: Annexure M.
Vide notice issued to respondents by Administrative Officer (Writs) for Registrar General on December
31, 2002 , CW-8335/02.
36
Order dated February 4, 2003.
37
Vide February 1, 2003.
35
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the Ministry’s submission was that Nimesulide was eligible for price control since it
had a minimum annual turnover of Rs four lakhs and the view that the market forces
would check the unnatural spiraling of prices had been proved wrong in the case of
the drug. The petitioner mentioned that the cost price of ten tablets of Nimesulide
was less that Rs 1.80 38and that if the drug had been placed under price control,
then even after a 100% mark-up, the price would not go above Rs 4.00. The
petitioner quoted the retail prices of ten tablets of some of the brands in this
context. These included: Nise (Dr Reddy’s Labs): Rs 25.00, Nicip (Cipla): Rs
25.74 and Nimulid (Panacea Biotech): Rs 29.00.
The petitioner also argued that the failure of the ministry in updating data
relating to the compilation of the list of drugs under price control had led to a
large number of drugs being placed outside the price control mechanism and
indiscriminate rise in the prices of these drugs.

Arguments by the Drug Controller, India and the Petitioner’s Response :
With reference to the original approval to the drug for marketing
purpose 39, the Drug Controller’s submission mentioned that since Nimesulide was
listed in the European pharmacopoeia, it had wide acceptability. The petitioner’s
response to this was that the drug had also been listed in the British
pharmacopoeia but had not been given approval in the United Kingdom.
40

Further, it was argued that the purpose of a pharmacopoeia was to provide

chemical information and method to test the purity of the drug and that it did not
provide any information on the uses of the drug, dosage, adverse effects or any other
clinical uses. The point put forward here by the petitioner was that the listing of the
drug in a pharmacopoeia did not automatically exclude it from being banned. 41
38

The break up of the costs of manufacturing and marketing of the drug has been explained earlier in the
previous section
39
Mentioned earlier on in the chapter in the previous section
40
Petitioner’s submission: 10
41
ibid
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The Drug Controller’s submission also stated that Nimesulide had
acceptability since it had been mentioned in the Standard Treatment Guidelines,
2002. The petitioner’s argument here was that the book had been published before
the adverse effects of the drug, which had been reported abroad, were known in
India. In addition, the Drug Controller mentioned that, in 1996, prior to the
approval of Nimesulide suspension for pediatric use 42, it had engaged in
consultations with renowned pediatricians. The petitioner, however, argued that
details pertaining to the names of these experts, the method of their selection and
details regarding their conflicts of interests, if any, had not been provided by the Drug
Controller. Moreover, at the time of seeking such an opinion, Nimesulide was not
being used in India in pediatric patients, which meant that the concerned
pediatricians could not have had clinical experience with the drug. A related point
made here was that during the period, there were no scientifically acceptable
journal articles on the use of Nimesulide in children.
The drug controller also pointed out that, other than media reports, there
had been no conclusive evidence of adverse reactions in the case of the drug and
therefore there was no need for withdrawal or banning of the drug from the market.
It was argued that Nimesulide was still being used in a number of countries like
Brazil and Italy and therefore it could be safely used in India. The petitioner’s
response here was that there was no established and reliable mechanism and
infrastructure for monitoring adverse reactions in the country and that in the absence
of these and isolated adverse events that had occurred abroad and in India, it was
better to suspend if not ban the drug, until further studies to establish its safety and
efficacy had been conducted. In this context the petitioner stated that:
When it comes to children, when it comes to unessential drugs like
Nimesulide, when it comes to situations where a large number of safer, well
tried and tested alternatives are available, the prudent course of action in
42

Vide letter N0. 12-32/94-DC dated June 17, 1996 issued by the then Drugs Controller General, India,
Dr P. Dasgupta to Ms. Panacea Biotech
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the interest of the health of patients is to immediately suspend the use
and then review, as it has been done in Finland, Spain, Turkey,
Bangladesh etc. If United States, Britain, Canada and over 140 countries can
live without Nimesulide, so can India. Nimesulide has no India-specific
use. (Petitioner’s submission: 11)

Interestingly enough, the Drug Controller’s submission conceded that in
general, formulations, which were unapproved by India’s central regulatory
agencies and which had not been evaluated for their effectiveness, were being
prescribed and sold in the country. The blame was, however, squarely laid on state
regulatory officials, for the indiscriminate issuing of manufacturing licenses for
drugs, which had not been approved by the central health ministry. In the interim
period, firms like Dr Reddy’s Labs and Nicholas Piramal, withdrew some of their
Nimesulide related brands from the market. Dr Reddy’s withdrew its fixed dose
combinations of Nimesulide such as Nise Spas, Nise Spas DS, Novigan N, Niap
and Nise MR, while Nicholas Piramal withdrew its Nimesulide tablets for adults. 43

Arguments by Ranbaxy 44 the Pharmaceutical firm :
The arguments in favour of the validity of the marketing approvals issued and
the safety and efficacy of Nimesulide was made by Ranbaxy, one of the respondents
in the case. The firm, in its response, contended that the PIL was not maintainable.
Its response included extracts from articles published in several medical journals,
which had conclusively documented that Nimesulide was an effective anti-pyretic
and had demonstrated efficacy in “soft tissue pain, post operative pain and
inflammation” 45 and was safer than paracetamol in one safety evaluation study
43

Dr Reddy’s Nise brand, the leader in the NSAIDS anti-inflammatory segment, is still available in the
market.
44
Documents pertaining to the submissions made by other firms were not available with Social Jurist and
could not be obtained from the concerned firms or other sources. From the discussions with Mr Agarwal,
Social Jurist, it was revealed that their submissions to the court were along the same lines as had been
made by Ranbaxy with respect to the drug.
45
Para 3, Counter-affidavit on behalf of respondent no 6, in the matter of CW 8335/02, filed through
Khaitan & Khaitan, advocates for the said respondent. (The document, obtained from Social Jurist, does
not have the date of filing of the affidavit)
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related to intolerance to non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Incidentally, most of
these articles were based on the studies conducted by the New Zealand firm, Adis
International. The counter-affidavit also mentioned another journal article 46 in
relation to the principle adverse events from Nimesulide, with particular reference
to hepatic injury. The article mentioned that up to 1997, about twenty five such
cases had been reported, where in fourteen of them, factors such as co-prescription
with other NSAIDS, anti-cancer agents or pre-existent liver disease had contributed
to the adverse reactions. A causal relationship with Nimesulide was established in
seventeen of these cases. The article also mentioned that in nineteen of these cases,
the affected patients were elderly women, with an average age of sixty one years.
Nineteen of these patients recovered and there was one case of death, where the
patient had been concomitantly prescribed with hormonal drugs.
The respondent further submitted the drug had a good safety profile and
that in other clinical studies, adverse events associated with Nimesulide had been
established as occurring in relation to disturbances associated with the gastric or
nervous system and to a lesser extent with skin or the body as a whole. 47 The
respondent also alluded to another post-marketing survey conducted on 22,938
patients with osteoarthritis in Italy, who had been administered with short- term (13 weeks) Nimesulide therapy, which had conclusively demonstrated the
good “tolerability profile” of the drug. Mild forms of gastro-intestinal disturbances,
skin reactions and dizziness, somnolence and headache were the most commonly
reported adverse reactions in 1887 of these cases.

The respondent

further

asserted that no serious gastro-intestinal complications had been observed in the
study, which had involved a significantly large number of respondents. 48 The point
sought to be made through the references to the above-mentioned and other studies
was that adverse reactions with Nimesulide had mostly occurred only in cases of
46

Rainsford, KD. 1999. ‘Relationship of Nimesulide safety to its pharmacokinetics: Assessment of
adverse reactions.’ Rheumatology, 38 (suppl. 1):4:10.
47
Para V, counter-affidavit submitted by respondent
48
Para vi, ibid
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the drug being prescribed with other kinds of medication and that the drug was a
highly selective indicator of Cox-2 enzymatic reaction, with no adverse impact on the
gastro-intestinal system. The respondent also quoted a media report on the IMA
study, 49 which stated that:
Nimesulide has minimal side effects. The benefits of taking the drug
outweigh its side effects…The data clearly showed that the sideeffects of the drug were nothing more than common gastrointestinal problems such as nausea and vomiting…The only note of
caution is that people who are suffering from liver disorders should
be prescribed the drug after a proper check-up. The drug is
alright even for people who have had liver-related problems in the
past, said Dr Sanjiv Malik, honorary General Secretary of the
IMA…Most countries, like Israel, have now withdrawn the ban, said
Dr Malik.
The argument was also that Nimesulide was safer than any other class of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs being sold in the country and therefore there was no
case for its ban while other NSAIDS were freely available in the market. The
respondent also pleaded with the court to order the Indian Medical Association or the
Drugs Controller to produce the report, which had declared the drug as safe. Ranbaxy
also informed the court that it was manufacturing the brand ‘Dolamide’ with a valid
license dated 19-2-2001 50, which had been issued by the Drugs Controller. With
reference to Dolamide, Ranbaxy further stated that the formulation was a combination of
the bulk drugs Nimesulide and Paracetamol, for treatment of painful inflammatory
conditions. The product insert of the drug indicated its use,

…for the symptomatic relief of painful inflammatory conditions viz
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, …and otitis. It is also an effective
anti-pyretic.
The firm added that, in the same literature, certain precautions had also been
49

Kumar & Parthanobis 2003. “IMA ends debate: Nimesulide is safe. Article in ”Hindustan Times” dated
January 13, 2003
50
Vide letter No.AP/Ranbaxy/2001/rd issued by Drug Controller’s office
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prescribed, which specifically stated that caution should be exercised when
Dolamide is administered to patients with renal and hepatic impairment and that it
should not be given to patients with moderate to severe hepatic impairment. It was
also emphasized that the product insert specifically mentioned that,
… the efficacy and safety of Nimesulide and Paracetamol are well
established in children, however, in view of the dosages of the two
ingredients in the formulation, Dolamide is not recommended for the
use of children.
Further, Ranbaxy also pointed that the adverse effects of the drug including
minor effects like nausea, vomiting etc. had been described in the product insert and
that from all of the above, it was amply clear that the respondent had elaborately
explained the effects of the drug and its dosages. 51 The respondent also informed
the court that no adverse drug

reaction

had been reported with respect to

Dolamide, which proved that the drug was safe and effective for treatment.
Similarly in it’s para-wise reply to the petition filed by Social Jurist,
Ranbaxy denied any illegal complicity with the drug control authorities, since the
brand was being produced and marketed with a valid license. The firm also denied
giving incomplete or misleading information about the drug and referred to its
product insert as evidence for the same. With reference to the adverse deaths
reported abroad and in India, Ranbaxy stated that there was no conclusive proof of
the same and interestingly enough, added,
The suspension of the drug in the countries mentioned, and the
petitioner is put to strict proof of the same, appears to be a measure
of abundant precaution rather than any conclusive finding against
Nimesulide. If there had been any conclusive evidence, the drug
would have been permanently prohibited rather than temporarily
suspended. Furthermore, if as per the information of MIMS, on which
the petitioner has relied, the drug has been referred to a scientific
advisory body of the European Council, the Committee for Proprietary
51

Para iii, iv, v. Respondent’s counter-affidavit.
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Medicinal Products (CPMP), the petitioner may be directed to
provide the report of the said committee.
The implication here was that the withdrawal of the drug in countries abroad and
the call for its banning in India was a ‘precautionary’ move, with no basis in the
form of medical evidence 52. Further, Ranbaxy stated that Nimesulide,
… like any other form of medicine, has certain side-effects, which
may manifest themselves in certain persons….It may be pointed out
herein that the petitioner contradicts himself when he states that the
USFDA has never been approached by drug manufacturers for a
license to manufacture Nimesulide, whereas in the previous paragraph,
the petitioner had alleged that Nimesulide had been positively banned
in the United States. …it is respectfully submitted therefore that the
allegations made by the petitioner are reckless perjuries and the only
intention of the present petition is to prejudice this honourable court
against the manufacturers of Nimesulide and its formulation. 53
The above statements implied that due to genetic variability in the
population, the occurrence of side effects in some individuals, administered with the
drug, was common. Moreover, Ranbaxy, in turn, alleged that there were certain
inconsistencies in the statements made in the petition, in the context of the drug’s
regulatory status in the United States and that the intention of the petition was to
prejudice the court against the manufacturers of the drug. In addition, the firm
criticized the use of the words ‘misbranded’, ‘adulterated’ etc mentioned in the
petition, claiming that since Dolamide was being manufactured and sold with a valid
license and its product literature had not made any false claims pertaining to the
indications for use of the brand or its efficacy, the interpretations implied by the
petitioner in the above context were not applicable. The respondent further alleged
that:
… It is worth noting, however, that the petitioner chooses to place
52
53

Para-wise reply of the respondent to the petition, Para 4 & 5, Petitioner’s submission.
Ibid Para 6, Petitioner’s submission
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greater reliance on baseless and unsubstantiated media reports
authored by lay persons instead of believing the report of the expert
review committee consisting of eminent scientists and doctors,
which have admittedly given a clean chit to the drug, Nimesulide.
It is denied that there is no effective mechanism for the monitoring of
adverse drug reactions (ADRs) in India. It is submitted that there are
five recognized pharmacovigilance centers and these centers report the
cases of ADRs directly to the World Health Organization. It is
respectfully submitted that this court is being deliberately misled
by the petitioner through concealment of material evidence. 54
The point sought to be established by the firm was that any adverse
reactions pertaining to the use of its brand could have been effectively reported by
the existing five ADR monitoring centers and that the petition had chosen to ignore
the expert opinions on the drug made by the review committee of the central
regulatory body and instead had chosen to highlight media reports, which had not
provided any substantial ‘scientific’ proof.

Arguments on the DTAB’s Assessment of the Drug :
Having heard the arguments of all the parties to the litigation, the Delhi High Court
subsequently ordered the Drugs Technical Advisory Board (DTAB) of the central
regulatory body to examine the safety related aspects of the drug and its single dose
and fixed dose combinations available in the market, both for use by adults and
children 55. The court also ordered the DTAB to submit its report within three months
of the date of issue of the said order. The petitioner was also provided the liberty to
submit the material/representation on the subject matter to the DTAB. The petitioner
pleaded with the court to be provided with a copy of the Central regulatory
body’s expert committee assessment

of the

safety related

aspects

of

56

Nimesulide and also to be informed about the date and details of the DTAB
54

Ibid Para 20-21, Petitioner’s submission
Order dated 20-02-2003, CWP No 8335/02.
56
Report of the sub-committee meeting held on October 9, 2002 submitted by the Drugs Controller, India
to the high court of Delhi.
55
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meeting, in order to be able to participate in its deliberations 57. The request was
granted by the High Court.
As per the submission by the Drugs Controller to the Delhi High
Court, the sub-committee meeting of the DTAB, held on October 9, 2002, had
reportedly considered the available literature on the drug, the opinion of All India
Institute for Medical Sciences (AIIMS), information available from the ADR
monitoring centre at New Delhi and Lucknow etc. about any serious events
reported at these centers. The submission mentioned that no report indicating causal
relationship of any adverse event on the use of the drug had been received by
the regulatory body. 58
In addition, the submission mentioned that it had decided to obtain feed
back on the use of the drug from leading orthopedic surgeons, gastroenterologists
and rheumatologists. The Indian Academy of Pediatrics (IAP) and the Indian
Medical Association (IMA) had also been approached to elicit information from
their members in the use of the drug. Causal relationship with serious liver toxicity
or Reye’s Syndrome, as alleged in media reports on the use of the drug, were not
reported by any of these experts. The ADR centre at Victoria Hospital, Bangalore,
which had documented nearly 200 ADRs due to various drugs since 2001 had
reported only seven cases pertaining to Nimesulide and these had been mostly skinrelated reactions. 59
Further, the Drug Controller’s submission also informed the court that the
feed-back from these experts had been examined in its subsequent meeting held on
December 10, 2002. With respect to the reports appearing in the press, the
submission stated that the consensus view of the committee was that, on the basis
of available evidence, there was no indication of any causal relationship with the
57

Ibid, request submitted to the high court of Delhi dated 12-03-03.
As mentioned in the judgment delivered by the high court of Delhi at New Delhi on October 3, 2004 ,
WP © 8335/02 on ‘Safety of Nimesulide Drug’.
59
Ibid.
58
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drug in the reports of the above-mentioned adverse reactions. The submission also
referred to the Delhi Society for the Promotion of Rational Use of Drugs
(DSPRUD), which had in its publication entitled ‘Standard Treatment Guidelines
2002’, recommended the use of Nimesulide along with other drugs like ibuprofen
and paracetamol for controlling fever in adults as well as children. 60
The Drug Controller also informed the court that, in relation to the use of
the drug in children, the Indian Association of Pediatrics, in addition to their
opinions, had also elicited the opinion of leading pediatricians in an Indo-UK
Symposium, held from February 1-3, 2003 at New Delhi. In this regard, the Drug
Controller stated that though most of the experts had opined that on the basis of their
experience with the drug, there was no justification to ban the use of the drug in
children, they had nevertheless advocated caution in regard to its use in any
heptatotoxic condition

and

its

co-administration

with

other

drugs

for

hepatotoxicity. In addition, the Drug Controller informed that some experts had
suggested dilution in the dose of suspension drops for children. However, Dr S.K.
Gupta, Head of the Department, Pharmacology, at AIIMS had advised against it,
stating that any arbitrary change in the strength of the dosage would necessitate a
further clinical study, the drug controller’s submission added. 61 With reference to
the rationality of the fixed dose combinations of the drug, namely its combination
with paracetamol (marketed by Ranbaxy) and other muscle relaxants, the submission
added that these combinations had been in use for a long period of time and had
been well accepted, with no reports of adverse reactions and therefore their use
for short-term relief from pain and inflammation could be continued.
In this context, it is also worth going into the expert opinions expressed
by different members of the sub-committee. The IMA honorary Secretary General,
60

The arguments made by the petitioner about the acceptability of the drug based on its recommendation
in the Standard Treatment Guidelines has already been dealt with earlier in the chapter.
61
As mentioned in the judgment delivered by the high court of Delhi at New Delhi on October 3, 2004 ,
WP © 8335/02 on ‘Safety of Nimesulide Drug’.
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Sanjiv Malik stated that:
The material furnished by the petitioners appears one-sided and the
facts have, in many instances, been projected in a distorted manner
rather than on a very scientific footing. The regulatory authorities of
UK or USA never received the application for marketing the drug,
so there is no question of the drug being prohibited or not
approved in these countries. There are similar drugs like Analgin,
which have been used in many countries including India, but never
used in the United States, United Kingdom etc. Due to various reasons
and commercial viability etc, drugs marketed in one country may not
be marketed in other countries. The use of Nimesulide was suspended
only in 3 countries, though it is in use in about 50 countries. Israel has
again permitted its use, after evaluating its overall safety data. No
country has in the strict sense of the term banned the drug. The survey
conducted by the Indian Medical Association was an extensive one
and revealed that the drug is very useful and well accepted in the
medical community. Even the Indian Academy of Pediatrics has also
endorsed the continued use of the drug in children. There is no overall
evidence to suggest that its use should be prohibited…To paint all
these expert and professional bodies as having vested interest or
lacking sound knowledge just because they have not taken the stand
taken by the petitioner is rather unfortunate.
The remarks made by the IMA honorary Secretary General implied that the
petitioner’s accusations were ‘unscientific’ and ‘prejudiced’ against the experts of the
sub-committee merely on the grounds that they had a different opinion about the
drug and that the assessment made by the sub-committee had greater validity since it
was grounded in scientific evidence and had been made by individuals with proven
professional expertise in the field. The expert’s facts about the regulatory status of
the drug in US and UK were also different from those mentioned by the
petitioner. The use of the drug in India in contrast to its absence in drug markets of
United States and United Kingdom was attributed to commercial rather than
scientific reasons and was justified on the grounds of lack of adequate evidence with
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respect to adverse reactions.
Other experts advocated its use in adults as well as in children on
grounds that an extensive benefit-risk assessment had been undertaken on
scientific norms. The reference was obviously to the IMA study. However, the two
pharmacologists in the committee advocated the use of the drug in infants as
drops only after further review and examination by the Drugs Controller. The
DTAB members, in reference to the above assessments made by the subcommittee, added that the drug could be incorporated in Schedule H since it had not
been given a schedule. 62 The DTAB also recommended that state licensing
authorities order firms marketing Nimesulide suspension drops to discontinue selling
of these formulations with immediate effect, until further studies were carried out.
The body also took serious note of the bypassing of Drug Controller, India’s
approval in the case of granting of licenses by the state regulatory authorities for
‘new drugs’ and warned the state authorities to desist from doing so in future.

Petitioner’s Counter-arguments :
The petitioner’s submission to the high court of Delhi alleged that there had been
ethical and legal shortcomings in the composition and functioning of the subcommittee of the DTAB. It was argued that the membership of the expert
committee was not in conformity with the requirements of Section 45 & 46 of the
Indian Evidence Act. The petitioner’s submission stated that:
…Even otherwise, many members are not ‘experts’ in the field of
monitoring ADRs, (such as Dr Sanjiv Malik, Honorary Secretary General of
the Indian Medical Association. One member (Dr B.N.A. Narayanan) from a
drug manufacturing company is not totally free from bias because of
obvious reasons. Three official members have themselves approved either
Nimesulide or Nimesulide FDCs and hence are not free from bias. They
62

This was another of the points raised by the petitioner in their preliminary submission to the court. The
petitioner had observed that to merely state that the drug was to be sold on prescriptions of registered
medical practitioners without giving it a schedule did not give it a legal basis as chemists selling it without
prescription could not be prosecuted since the drug had not been formally categorized as falling under
Schedule H. (Schedule H consists of prescription only drugs under the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940).
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cannot be involved in deciding the fate of a drug, which they themselves
have approved, not to mention the fact that the two State Drug
Controllers, who are members of the Committee, have been involved in
approving irrational Nimesulide FDCs without the authority of law, and
‘indiscriminately’ as claimed by the DCI himself in his affidavit to the Delhi
High Court. The Committee has 10 members, out of which 4 members are
from national bodies (ICMR, IMA, DCI, IPA), 5 from institutions in Delhi
and only one from outside Delhi, that too a person (FDA commissioner from
Gujarat), who is not free from bias. A national level expert committee should
not have 5 members from Delhi and none from other states while deciding
the fate of a controversial drug that affects the entire country. The nominee
of the Indian Medical Association, both in his official capacity as well as
individual capacity, has a conflict of interest with the subject matter. He
should not have been permitted to be on the committee. IMA gets funds for its
activities from the drug industry while its nominee publishes promotional
publications on drugs including “sponsored articles” from the drug industry.
As per the minutes of the meeting, there is no mention of any discussion on
the conflict of interest aspect dual commitments, competing interests or
competing loyalties.

The submission alleged bias in the composition of members in the committee,
competing loyalties and conflict of interests among the members and inadequate
representation of experts outside Delhi, especially from the states. Further, the
petitioner also alleged that the assessment was based on the information provided
by the Drugs Controller and only included data favourable to the drug.
The meeting held on 10-12-2002 that took decision on Nimesulide
was attended by five members, out of whom two were government
nominees (not free from bias since they had approved Nimesulide
and Nimesulide FDCs, one was an employee of a drug company,
though representing IPA 63 and two pharmacologists. Thus in effect
the committee consisted of just two independent experts, i.e. two
pharmacologists. Since other members did not attend the meeting,
for all practical purposes, the report was endorsed by two experts
only. The members of the Committee did not have any material on
record from outside independent sources and were dependant on
63
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information provided by the Drugs Controller, India. As per the
minutes of the meeting, they were provided exclusively with
‘favourable-to-Nimesulide’ information. Unfavourable information
was not provided.

The Delhi High Court’s Judgment:
The Delhi High Court in its judgment preferred to deal with the legal aspects of
the case as compared to the technical aspects. In reference to the technical aspects,
the court declared that it was not a competent authority to deliberate on matters
related to medical expertise such as safety of drugs.
It is not for this court to sit as an expert body and to render an
opinion on such specialized fields such as safety of drugs. In view
of the report submitted by DTAB, the use of the drug in question
in the form of drops be reviewed and permitted only after its
examination and approval by the office of the Drugs Controller,
India. Suffice it to say that, in view of what the expert body (DTAB),
after examining the matter, has stated in the report, we find that the
allegations are not worth hearing further.
In addition, the court expressed its satisfaction with the review and
assessment conducted by the DTAB on safety issues related to the drug. It
concurred with the recommendation of the DTAB with respect to review of
Nimesulide in the form of suspension drops. The court declared that the licenses
produced by the manufacturers seemed valid and this was again a matter to be
referred to the Central regulatory body. The court disposed off the petition in
favour of the respondents and in addition, endorsed the technical decisions made by
the regulatory authorities.
The above controversy provides us with an interesting glimpse into the
processes and mechanisms shaping the qualification of drugs outside the realm of
the firm. It provides us with an understanding of how, outside the realm of the
firm, the drug mediates with other agencies, which then seek to control its
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therapeutic career. The ‘Nimesulide’ controversy reveals how the terrain of drug
regulation is a contested terrain, involving a ‘hybrid group’

64

consisting of a

heterogeneous groups of actors like firms, regulatory bodies, health activists,
scientists, physicians, consumers etc, involved in claims and counter-claims about
the risks and benefits of drugs and in shaping knowledge claims related to their
‘attributes.’ Thus the civil society elements have proved to be playing an active role
in this process.
The episode typically demonstrated all the facets of a scientific
controversy. Different actors including the petitioner on one hand and the
regulatory body and the medico-scientific community, on the other hand,
presented different versions of the drug’s regulatory status in countries like US
and UK and its legal status in India, in addition to invoking different sets of
‘medical’ facts and ‘scientific’ evidence pertaining to the drug’s efficacy and safety
profile. The submissions by these actors to the court are also reflective of the
struggles over credibility by these actors. Each group resorted to endorsements
by opinion makers. The petition had the support and endorsement of prominent
health activists of the All India Drug Action Network. The respondents sought the
endorsements of prominent physicians in the Indian Association of Pediatrics, the
Indian Medical Association and other medico-scientific professionals. The
submissions by the petitioner alleged collusion between the firms, the regulatory
body and the medical practitioners in the promotion of the drug. The petition also
alleged that commercial rather than therapeutic interests had dictated the
continued presence of the drug in the market despite adverse reactions. The
respondents on the other hand, invoked norms of professional expertise and
scientific evidence to assert the safety of the drug for use in adults and children.
Each group alleged bias, the petitioner alleged conflict of financial and
professional interests, and the respondents alleged prejudice and ‘over dramatic
64
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representations’ by the media and health activists without corroborating evidence.
The attributes of Nimesulide and the resulting controversy were represented
in different ways by different groups of actors during the course of the litigation. For
the petitioner, Nimesulide was clearly an ‘unsafe’ drug, reinvented as therapeutically
beneficial by the demands of the market and the ‘machinations’ of the firms and
their collusion with regulatory bodies and physicians. The print media and activists
largely represented the Nimesulide episode in the broader context of an over
liberal and inefficient regulatory regime, which had allowed the Indian market to
be flooded with scores of therapeutically irrational and potentially hazardous
formulations. The experts involved in the assessment of the drug believed that
the drug was largely ‘safe’ and ‘efficacious’ in the absence of evidence to the
contrary and also saw the episode as the ‘over-dramatic’ and ‘unscientific’
representation of stray adverse drug reactions by media and health activists. The
firms involved in the litigation also represented the drug as safe and
therapeutically beneficial and represented the controversy as needless slander by
the media and the petitioner of their legitimate economic pursuits. The central
regulatory body, though it admitted to some lapses on the part of state
regulators in the issuing of licenses, generally represented the controversy as a
needless challenge to its ‘expertise’ and ‘scientific’ judgment.
Finally, the Nimesulide controversy hints at the ‘invisible’ hand of firms in
the shaping of knowledge claims related to drugs. It tells us, how firms, in collusion
with regulatory bodies and medical practitioners, may have relative power to
‘qualify’ drugs as ‘safe’ and ‘effacious’ and shape its therapeutic attributes in
comparison with other actors.
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ORGANIZATION
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Abstract: International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON) is an
organization spearheading a religious revivalist movement aiming at reviving Gaudiya
Vaishnavism (a part of the Bhakti movement) and spreading it across the globe; a
mission which Lord Chaitanya, the harbinger of Bhakti movement envisioned 500
years ago. The present paper analyses ISKCON as a social movement organization
and explains this religious movement by applying Resource Mobilization Theory of
Zald and McCarthy. Based on the primary documents published by ISKCON,
secondary research publications and participant observation, the paper examines the
variety of resources that were mobilized towards formation of ISKCON in the USA,
how the initial linkages were secured for ISKCON with other organizations; both
religious and nonreligious, the dependence of this movement upon external support for
success, and the tactics used by authorities to direct this movement. The paper also
touches upon all the phases that ISKCON has undergone in the process of mobilization
to institutionalization. Finally it winds up with certain predictions on the future of this
movement on the basis of the phases it has already passed in the life cycle of a
movement.
Key words: ISKCON, Social movement, Resource mobilization theory, Social
movement organization, Bhakti movement.

ISKCON at a glance:
A 69 year old Vaishnava1saint named Abhay Charanarabinda Bhakti Vedanta Swami
Srila Prabhupada who turned 70 in mid sea started his journey to America in 1965 to
preach the message of Lord Chaitanya2 and to fulfill the wish of his spiritual master
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(Guru) Bhakti Sidhanta Saraswati Goswami3.

Upon arriving at Boston port of

4

America he wondered why Lord Krishna had sent him to such a land where sense
enjoyment is rampant and nobody seems to be interested in spirituality. Drugs, illicit
sex, meat eating, gambling etc. are very much part of their way of life (Goswami 1983)
which according the Vaishnava sidhanta are out and out detrimental for spiritual life.
But being a Sanyasi, he was not too much perturbed and stared his activities of singing
the Hare Krishna Mahamantra i.e. Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare
Hare, Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare in a sweet voice accompanied
with a pairs of cymbals or sometimes with a Mridanga and giving short lectures on
Mahamantra and Vedic philosophy to people (mostly hippies and occasionally some
respectable middle class men) in a storefront at 26 Second Avenue, New York city
where he initiated his first batch of 11 disciples to the Krishna Consciousness.
Accompanied by those disciples and other volunteer musicians he started Sankirtan
and Lecture daily for people spending their leisure time in Tompkins Square Park,
New York. Within two months he could influence a handful of young Americans who
took recourse to drug, sex and detachment from main stream to realize God. With the
help of these 10 to 20 young Americans, Swamiji started the organization named
International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON). Then within next 12 years
he was able to erect around 108 Hare Krishna temples throughout the world and having
millions of followers in all most all the major countries of the six continents (Ketola,
2008) establishing ISKCON as a strong, determined and a very powerful socioreligious movement organization of 20th century.

Origin of ISKCON as an Organization:
Against the occasional perception of ISKCON as a new religion or a new sect, it is
actually an organization reviving an age old tradition, an older movement, of course in
a newer form with some additional features of missionary spirit. Ketola (2008) writes,
Hinduism had never been missionary until Prabhupada established ISKCON. But he is
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not fully correct because Chaitanya, who started the Bhakti movement, himself
travelled the length and breadth of India and preached Vaishnava philosophy, sent his
followers in different Sankirtan group to different villages which attracted large
number of people and also instructed his dear disciples like Rupa Goswami and
Sanatan Goswami to stay in Vrindavan and to write most exclusive Bhakti literatures
(CC Madhya, 2007) which would have the power to attract any body towards Bhakti.
Apart from him other Acharyas in succession like Bhakti Vinod Thakur5 who was a
district magistrate also did a lot of preaching in Bengal and outside Bengal. But most
prominent of previous acharyas was Prabhupada’s own spiritual master who
established 64 Gaudia Maths inside India, which during his life time preached the
message of Bhakti very successfully but fell immediately after his death. He also sent
some of his disciples like B. H. Bon and B. P. Tirtha in 1933 to Europe (Sherbow
2004) for the purpose of preaching though they were not so successful. Some of them
could not preach in the west and others managed to get a few disciples but returned
back to India. ISKCON is different from other socio-religious movement organizations
where the founder claims no magical power as happens in case of some other socio
religious movements. Instead, the founder of this movement claimed to be an
enthusiastic teacher who repeats the message of Chaitanya unaltered to the masses for
whom the message was meant like a postman who delivers the messages unaltered to
the person it is meant for (Goswami, 1983). He does not take the ownership of the
ideology or philosophy that he was preaching except certain intelligent adjustments
required for the modern set up of Western countries but not at all compromising or
altering the principles (Das, 2003). After the ISKCON was formed legally, Satsworup
Goswami (1983) one of the initial disciples of Prabhupada writes
“It was not that a new religion was being born in July of 1966; rather,
the eternal preaching of Godhead, known as Sankirtan, was being
transplanted from East to West.”
Taking a tour to the origin of ISKCON needs a brief biography of its founder Acharya
A C Bhakti Vedanta Swami Prabhupada. Abhay Charan, as he was named by his
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father, was born in a Bengali Vaishnava family and grew up worshiping the deities of
Radha Krishna and celebrating all the Vaishnava festivals. He took up his education in
a British run Indian university and after passing the fourth year he refused to receive
the diploma to register his protest in response to Mahatma Gandhi’s call of non cooperation and boycott of whatever British after the Jalianwalla Bagh incidents6. In his
youth a married Abhay Charan went to meet a Sadhu on the insistent persuasion of his
friend and immediately got the instructions to preach in English in the western
countries without even being introduced properly (Goswami, 1983). The saint later on
became his spiritual master and urged him to print books whenever he gets money and
continued his insistence on preaching in West which Prabupada took seriously and
started preparing for that for a long time by translating the first Canto of Srimad
Bhagavatam in English and printing it in three volumes, publishing a quarterly
magazine called Back to God Head, translating the Bhagavat Gita in English and of
course leading a very austere life of a Sanyasi in Vrindavan. In between he also
attempted to systematically preach the Bhakti Yoga by forming an organization in the
fashion of United Nations called “League of Devotees” in 1954 at Jhansi, India which
failed after the building used for the office of League of Devotees was allotted by the
government to some influential persons to open a ladies club.
He suffered a lot of hardship in getting his books and magazine printed due to lack of
resources. But suddenly he got a piece of good news from Ministry of External Affairs
that his no objection certificate (NOC) to travel to US was ready since his stay in
America was being sponsored by a Muthura businessman Mr. Agarwal. With a
sponsored ticket and a cabin in a cargo ship owned by Scindia Steamship Line
Company, Swamiji left for America without any specific planning. Upon reaching
there he became discouraged but not hopeless after coming in to contact with the life
style of Americans. Being stationed at Agarwal’s7 house he met some American
people who came to him more out of curiosity to see and talk to a differently dressed
Indian Sadhu. They came to know about him from an article published in an American
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local news paper Butler Eagle (Sept. 22 1965) titled “Devotee of Hindu Cult Explains
Commission to Visit the West” and his photo with a caption “The Ambassador of
Bhakti” Gradually he was invited by different groups and institutions starting with
Lions Club, Pennsylvania, Y and St. Fidelis Seminary College in Herman,
Pennsylvania and Slippery Rock State College. He later on moved to New York City
where he stayed with another Indian Yogi and met some inquisitive American
intellectuals, students and spiritualists. To have a better avenue of preaching, he then
moved to a store front at 26 Second Avenue where he could chant, do Sankirtan,
translate Bhagavatam and lecture to the inquisitive and interested people. It is in this
store front Prabhupada coined the name International Society for Krishna
Consciousness with acronym ISKCON in July 1966. Prabhupada also finalized the 7
neatly explained purposes of ISKCON before it was registered as a nonprofit tax
exempted religious organization. They are as follows:
(a) To systematically propagate spiritual knowledge to society at large and to educate
all people in the techniques of spiritual life in order to check the imbalance of values in
life and to achieve real unity and peace in the world.
(b) To propagate consciousness of Krishna, as it is revealed in the Bhagavad Gita and
Srimad Bhagavatam.
(c) To bring the members of the Society together with each other and nearer to
Krishna, the prime entity, thus to develop the idea within the members, and humanity
at large, that each soul is part and parcel of the quality of Godhead (Krishna).
(d) To teach and encourage the Sankirtan movement, congregational chanting of the
holy name of God as revealed in the teachings of Lord Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu.
(e) To erect for the members and for society at large, a holy place of transcendental
pastimes, dedicated to the Personality of Krishna.
(f) To bring the members closer together for the purpose of teaching a simpler and
more natural way of life.
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(g) With a view towards achieving the aforementioned purposes, to publish and
distribute periodicals, magazines, books and other writings.
Source: Direction of management, ISKCON Legal documents, July 28 1970 retrieved
from Vedabase, the electronic data base of ISKCON.
In September 1966, on the day of Janmastami, he initiated 11 disciples to Krishna
consciousness for the first time at the same store front of 26 Second Avenue. There
after he never looked back. After giving some basic training to his initial but
determined disciples he sent them to various cities of America and other countries to
develop ISKCON as a worldwide organization.

Development of ISKCON Social Movement Organization:
After the legal birth of ISKCON at 26 Second Avenue, New York, Prabhupada trained
his western disciples in Bhakti Yoga and they reciprocated well to their Guru’s call so
much so that they took initiation in the same year and started preaching his Guru’s
message in different parts of the America initially and then in other countries with
efficiency and determination in spite of a lot of hardship (which they say austerity for
spiritual advancement).
Swamiji (as Prabhupada was known by his disciples and other people of America) in
the same venue of 26 Second Avenue where he had first initiated 11 disciples initiated
four more disciples after 15 days. He prepared his western disciples through Kirtan,
lecture and training for nearly one month for the next important assignment of public
appearance. In October 1966, he made the first public demonstration of Sankirtan
movement at Tompkins Park (a citadel for drug user hippy boys and girls) in the lower
eastside of the New York City. Along with his new found disciples he started singing
the Hare Krishna Mahamantra (Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare
Hare, Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare) and others joined. Some
accompanied Swamiji’s group with their music instruments, some only gazed widely,
some danced with the disciples thinking it to be a new type of eastern dance and some
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others teased, mocked and offended the group. Not caring for the adversities Swamiji
went on leading the Kirtan for quite a long time and then stood up to speak about the
meaning and importance of Mahamantra. This continued nearly daily for some time.
Then Prabhupada introduced the Sunday feast programme to attract more people which
they named as love feast. In the same month ISKCON acquired two old printing
machines and started its first printing press. The magazine Back to God Head, that was
started by Swamiji in India in 1944 and stopped in 1960 due to his engagement in
publication of First canto of Srimad Bhagavatam, was the first publication of ISKCON
press as monthly magazine with the editorship of one of Swamis disciples. This press,
latter renamed as Bhakti Vedanta Book Trust, has become largest publisher of Vedic
literature publishing millions of Bhagavad Gita and a large array of other literature
translated by Swamiji. Along with this ISKCON also established a number of other
presses which printed the publications of ISKCON devotees. Gopal Jiu Publication,
Bhubaneswar, Mandal Publication San Rafael, Vrajraj Press, New Delhi, etc. are some
to name a few. Publishing and distributing books especially Bhagavad Gita was their
main weapon of preaching which also provided financial support for the maintenance
of ISKCON.
1967 saw the inauguration of second branch of ISKCON in the American city of San
Francisco established by Mukunda Das and Janaki Dasi, the first married couple of
ISKCON. This is the place where first ISKCON temple was established with proper
installation of Sri Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra8 the supreme Hindu Deities.
This city also celebrated its first Ratha Yatra9 (car festival) in the West, of course in
western style. In the same year first ISKCON disciple was initiated in to the Sanyasa (a
renounced order of life having the sole purpose of life to preach the message of God)
and a number of preaching centers were opened in different American cities like Los
Angeles, Boston, Montreal, Buffalo etc. by the efficient disciples of Prabhupada. 1968
took the ISKCON to Europe where a temple was established (at London) in 1969.
Then in 1971 ISKCON went to Australia and gradually spread to other continents of
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the world. In India ISKCON established three initial centers in Vrindavan, Bombay
and Mayapur (the international headquarter of ISKCON) and latter on other cities like
Bhubaneswar, Hyderabad, Surat, Delhi, Bangalore, Chhenai, etc. Till 1977 up to
Prabhupada’s demise ISKCON had approximately 108 temples throughout the world
(Ketola, 2008)
After the demise of Prabhupada, ISKCON faced a crisis of losing its charismatic
founder Acharya but could overcome the shock very soon because of the intelligent
governance arrangement system lead down by Prabhupada. Instead of choosing a
particular disciple as the successor (as it happens in case of most of the religious
movement particularly in India) Prabhupada liked to have a Governing Body
Commission (GBC) to manage the ISKCON affairs.

Back ground of ISKCON movement:
The lineage of ISKCON can be traced back to the Bhakti movement pioneered by Lord
Chaitanya in medieval period who himself extends his linkage up to Madhvacharya,
the great Acharya of Brahma Sampradaya who is the founder of Dvaita Vedanta10.
However Lord Chaitanya professed and preached a slightly different (from
Madhvacharya) philosophy called as Achintya Veda-Aved11 and founded a different
Sampradaya known as Gaudia Vaishnava Sampradaya12. Born in 1486 Lord
Chaitanya became an erudite scholar in Sanskrit in the areas of grammar, rhetoric, the
Smriti and the Nyaya – most of them by self-learning at an early stage (CC Madhya,
1986). By the age of 18, he had started a Samkirtana movement that spread like wildfire across Nadia. He established Bhakti, the devotional service, as a process that is
culmination of highest knowledge and scientific fact, not a mere sentiment. He held
Bhakti as the topmost scientific discipline for perfection (Bhakti Rasamrita Swami,
2010). By his strong hold on Sashtra (Scriptures), like Bhagavad Gita, Srimad
Bhagavatam, Vedanta Sutras, etc. and ecstatic Sankirtan he attracted huge number of
followers from all over India. Chaitanya Vaishnavas are known for having refined the
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practice and aesthetics of devotion into a sophisticated science. This imposing
devotional edifice was constructed upon a solid foundation of philosophical argument
and understanding (Gupta, 2007). Chaitanya also ensured that everybody irrespective
of his birth is eligible not only for practicing Krishna Bhakti but also for worshipping
in the temple and even becoming a spiritual master (Guru). In other words, Sri
Chaitanya established one’s devotional qualifications, and not birth, as the important
criteria for spiritual emancipation. He started the tradition of preaching in large scale to
both classes and masses which his disciples too continued.
Personally trained and instructed by him are his disciples Rupa Goswami and Santana
Goswami who wrote extensively on Gaudiya Vaishnava philosophy. After them came
Jiva Goswami whose reputation derives largely from his versatile and vigorous pen
(Gupta, 2007). Krishna Dasa Kaviraja estimates the size of his writings as 400,000
verses. Disciple succession after Jiva Goswami went on creating many unalloyed
devotees and erudite scholars like Krishna Dasa Kaviraja Goswami who wrote
Chaitanya Charitamrita; Narottam Das Thakur, an ardent poet who wrote a number of
bhajans summarizing the conclusion of sastras; Viswanath Chakravarti Thakur, an
expert scholar in understanding the principles of Sastras, etc. Towards the end of 19th
century a famous preacher named Kedarnath Dutt Bhaktivinoda, a district magistrate
by profession entered fully into Gaudiya Vaishnava life, applying his writing talent to
produce almost one hundred works in Bengali, Sanskrit, Oriya, Hindi, and English,
which are of prime importance in understanding the scope of Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupada’s mission (Sherbow, 2004). And finally there came the immediate
predecessor of Prabupada, his Guru and son of Bhakti Vinod Thakur, Srila Bhakti
Sidhanta Saraswati Goswami. He was a brilliant student, a prolific writer having a very
strong hold in English language, a man of scholarship in vedic scriptures, an efficient
organizer and a strong leader. Founding the Gaudiya Math in Calcutta (1920), he
expanded his activities through public preaching and publishing devotional literature
including a magazine named “Harmonizer”. The Gaudiya Math gradually increased to
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64 centers in India, Burma, and the United Kingdom by 1937 (Sherbow, 2004).
Establishing printing presses, he printed daily news papers and monthly and weekly
journals and books in Bengali and other languages such as Assamese, Oriya, Hindi and
English. By the time of his demise in 1936 he had several thousands of disciples both
Brahmacharis and Sanyasis. One of his disciples was Bhakti Vedanta Swami
Prabhupada, a Grihastha devotee.
The reason behind Prabhupada’s starting the movement in America rather than in India
was the strong current of Westernization flowing throughout India in 1960s. Trying to
preach in India in the mid 20th century, he did not get substantial result. He could not
attract the Indian youth towards Bhakti movement. He, thus thought that Indian youth
had lost their way, forgotten the Indian culture and were following blindly whatever
was western especially American. Starting the movement in America seemed to be a
good idea, because he thought that if Americans would start performing Bhakti,
Indians would surely follow. His vision was proved fruitful. Before leaving for USA
he had only one disciple. After returning from USA he had thousands and now after 40
years of formal initiation of the movement, he has millions of followers worldwide, of
which many are Indians also. Inspiration behind preaching through the length and
breadth of India was Sri Chaitanya’s instruction that :
“bharata-bhumite haila manusya- janma yara
Janma sarthaka kari kara para-upakara” (Kaviraj, 1996 Ädi 9.41)
“One who has taken his birth as a human being in the land of India [Bharata-varsa]
should make his life successful and work for the benefit of all other people.” Human
life is especially meant for God realization, as stated in the Vedanta-Sutra: athatho
Brahma jijnasa. Anyone who takes birth in the land of India (Bharata-varsa) has the
special privilege of being able to take advantage of the instruction and guidance of the
Vedic civilization. The success of life, thus according to Sri Chaitanya, lies in realizing
God which culminates in developing intense love for Him. Having developed love for
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God one has to be involved in Philanthropic activity of distributing the love of God by
preaching extensively His name, fame, glory and past times. Sri Chaitanya showed it to
his disciples by his own example. He travelled the length and breadth of India and
preached the message of Lord to everybody (Yare Dekha Tare kaha Krishna Upadesa,
amara ajnaya guru haila tara ei desa [Kaaviraj, 1996 Madhya, 7.128] meaning
Instruct everyone to follow the orders of Lord Sri Krishna as they are given in the
Bhagavad-Gita and Srimad Bhagavatam. In this way become a spiritual master and try
to liberate everyone in this land).

ISKCON as a carrier of Bhakti movement possesses the elements of
structural contradiction that Bhakti movement itself possesses. It is against the
doctrine of caste system which distributes the rewards on the basis of the birth
of a particular individual. Rather it follows the Bhagavat Gita’s doctrine that a
man is considered to belong to a particular Varna13 by the mode of material
nature he is in and the activities he performs in accordance with the mode of
material nature he/she is associated with. It also goes against the established
belief that Vedic knowledge is only for the Brahmins and should not be given
to the men of other castes. It preaches and distributes the knowledge not only to
the people of all the caste but also to those who fall outside the caste system
such as people from other religions.
Methodology of Study:
Yin (1989) identifies four types of case study research designs deriving from a
two by two matrix (see Figure 1.1). The four types of designs are (1) single-case
(holistic) designs, (2) single-case (embedded) designs, (3) multiple-case (holistic)
designs, and (4) multiple-case (embedded) designs. In a single-case study a case is an
analogous to a single experiment and in the multiple-case study; multiple cases fitting
to the research area are investigated to address the research questions. In a case study
method, the important component is the unit of analysis which defines what the “case”
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is. A case may be an event, individual, an organization, a community or a country
depending upon the problem. The same case study may involve more than one unit of
analysis. This occurs when, within a single case, attention is also given to sub-units.
Such a design is called as embedded case study design. In contrast, if the case study
examines case as one unit, it is called holistic single case study design.
Single-Case

Multiple-Case

Designs

Designs

Holistic
(Single unit

Type 1

of analysis)

(This research)

Type 3

Type 2

Type 4

Embedded
(Multiple
Unit of
analysis)
Figure 1.1
Source: Yin, Robert K. Case Study Research: Design and Methods, p. 46, Sage, 1989.
In the present study type 1 design is used which is single case holistic design. Here in
this study ISKCON is investigated as a single unit of analysis. Though attention has
been given to its sub-units such as BBT, IYF, VOISE etc, these are explained as
subsidiary to ISKCON. In the first place ISKCON is not divided in to these sub-units.
In second place by explaining the sub units only we cannot understand ISKCON
because of the fact that BBT is a separate body existing independent of temple
administration and other units are recent developments to facilitate ISKCON’s
activities.
Most data is collected from primary and secondary material published by ISKCON and
on ISKCON by different scholars. But participant observation has also been used
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especially to enumerate the process of mobilization of various types of resources to the
organization.

ISKCON as a Social Movement Organization:
A social movement is a set of opinions and beliefs in a population which represents
preferences for changing some elements of the social structure and/or reward
distribution of a society. Social movements are also preference structures directed
toward social change (Mc Carthy and Zald, 1977). Mukherji (1977) says that social
movements are related to social change and therefore to social structure and social
movements have the ability to replace or successively replace a social structure. He
also says that social movements on the outset necessarily involve collective
mobilization. Mobilization generally refers to situations where an affected group is
brought in to action. It is the process whereby people are prepared for active service for
a cause that they see as consonant with their own interests (Wilson, 1977).
Mobilizations also include the process by which the general discontent and unrest
amongst an alienated collectivity is harnessed around organized group(s) which gives
direction and substance to the alienation and there by prepares the members of the
collectivity for action for cause which they value as an end rather than as means to an
end (Mukherji, 1977).
Social movements, whose related population is highly organized internally (either
communally or associationally), are more likely than others to spawn organized forms.
A Social movement organization (SMO) is a complex, or formal, organization which
identifies its goals with the preferences of a social movement and attempts to
implement those goals. All SMOs that have as their goal the attainment of the broadest
preferences of a social movement constitute a social movement Industry (SMI).
The individuals and organizations in relation to a social movement may be categorized
along a number of dimensions. For the appropriate SM there are adherents and nonadherents. Adherents are those individuals and organizations that believe in the goals
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of the movement. The constituents of a SMO are those providing resources for it. At
one level the resource mobilization task is primarily that of converting adherents into
constituents and maintaining constituent involvement. However, at another level the
task may be seen as turning non-adherents into adherents. The term bystander public is
often used to denote those non-adherents who are not opponents of the SM and its
SMOs but who merely witness social movement activity. It is useful to distinguish
constituents, adherents, bystander public, and opponents along several other
dimensions. One refers to the size of the resource pool controlled, and McCarthy and
Zald used the terms mass and elite to describe crudely this dimension. Mass
constituents, adherents, bystander public, and opponents are those individuals and
groups who are controlling very limited resource pools. The most limited resource pool
which individuals can control is their own time and labor. Elites are those who control
larger resource pools (McCarthy and Zald, 1977).
McCarthy and Zald (1977) summarize the traits of social movement from Resource
mobilization perspective in following manner:
1. Social movements may or may not be based on the grievances of the presumed
beneficiaries. Conscience constituents14, individual and organizational, may
provide major sources of support. And in some cases supporters-may have no
commitment to the values that underlie specific movements.
2. The concern with interaction between movements and authorities is accepted,
but it is also noted that social movement organizations have a number of
strategic tasks. These include mobilizing supporters, neutralizing and/or
transforming mass and elite public into sympathizers, achieving change in
targets. Dilemma occurs in the choice of tactics, since what may achieve one
aim may conflict with behavior aimed at achieving another. Moreover, tactics
are influenced by inter- organizational competition and cooperation.
3. Society provides the infrastructure which social movement industries and other
industries utilize. The aspects utilized include communication media and
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expense, levels of affluence, degree of access to institutional centers,
preexisting networks, and occupational structure and growth.
The resource mobilization approach emphasizes both societal support and constraint of
social movement phenomena. It examines the variety of resources that must be
mobilized, the linkages of social movements to other groups, the dependence of
movements upon external support for success, and the tactics used by authorities to
control or incorporate movements. Resource mobilization also sees the process of
mobilization to institutionalization.
Looking from the broader perspective of Bhakti movement, ISKCON can safely be
termed as an SMO carrying out Bhakti movement throughout the world. Social
movement industry of Bhakti movement constitute a number of other famous and not
so famous SMOs also like Gaudiya maths, Sri Chaitanya Saraswat Math by Bhakti
Rakshayak Sridhar Maharaj, Krishna Chaitanya mission by Bhakti Vaibhava Puri
Maharaj having its head quarter at Puri, Gaudiya Vedanta Samiti by Bhakti Prajna
Swami etc.
Bhakti movement as a whole aims at changing the very structure of human society by
replacing both the goals and means. It propagates that the goal of human life is not to
satisfy the senses by earning the better facilities of enjoyment. Rather the goal of
human life is to realize a higher purpose that is to realize the self and understanding the
ultimate truth, God, who they say is a person (Lord Krishna/Narayan/Vishnu) and is
the real object of love (BG 2.70, 1972, Brahma Sanhita 1.1). Bhakti movement also
approves of those means which are prescribed by scriptures. To simplify the means,
ISKCON puts some restrictions on its followers in terms of 4 regulative principles,
namely no meat eating (including Onion and garlic), no intoxication (including tea and
coffee), no gambling (illicit means of earning money) and no illicit sex (sex other than
for procreation).
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Mobilization of Resources:
In any social movement four types of resources have to be mobilized namely capital or
financial resources, professional or human resources, organizational resources and
communication resources or mass media (Eyerman and Jamison, 1991).
Professional Resources:
The first and foremost resource to be mobilized for ISKCON before its inception was
the human resource. This was a herculean task for its founder Acharya15 Srila
Prabhupada since except for some bystander public there were no supporters of this
movement in west. So he had to convert some bystander public, who are not opposed
to the ideology of the movement, into adherents and then those adherents into
constituents and again to train those constituents properly and use them further to
convert more bystanders into adherents and consequently to constituents. Once a
sizable amount of constituents were mobilized to the organization, he even tried to
convert the opponents to adherents and constituents. But this was not emphasized and
was sometimes discouraged. One of the ten offences also states that one should not
instruct a faithless (ashradhalu) person about the glories of holy name. The
concentration, thus, was on the conversion of by standers in to adherents and
consequently in to constituents.
The authorities (at first Srila Prabhpada and afterwards his disciples) used various
methods and tactics to convert the bystanders in to adherents and adherents in to
constituents. They can approximately be enlisted as follows;
a. Congregational chanting or Sankirtan (singing the devotional songs especially
mahamantra i.e. Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare,
Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare with musical instruments)
was the first technique applied to attract the by stander public. Allowing
everybody to participate along with their music instruments, if they are trained
in any, and appreciating their efforts was another impetus in this direction.
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Dancing while singing was an additional reinforcement for the new comers
which convinced them that in contrast to the established notion, religious life
or devotional life is not monotonous rather it is interesting and joyful.
b. Once people come to the temple, devotees (the constituents of the movement)
tried to create a cordial and homely atmosphere for everybody by providing
them the means of subsistence (free Prashadam, free clothes, free
accommodation, etc.) which developed among them a sense of belongingness
to the organization.
c. For recruiting new members as constituents and sustaining them in the
organization, the authorities took up the crucial tasks of first fixing the goals
i.e. to realize the self or to know ones constitutional position as they say by
athatho brahma jijnansa. One’s constitutional position is that he is the eternal
servant of Krishna, Jivera Sworupa haye—krishnera ‘nitya-dasa (CC Madhya,
20.108). One should always try to situate himself in his constitutional position
and endeavor to attain the love of God Head by surrendering to Him, Sarva
dharman parityeja mam ekam saranam vraja (BG 18.66), and second
prescribing the means to achieve those goals i.e. practicing devotional service
(following four regulative principles, 16 rounds of chanting the Hare Krishna
mahamantra in a string of 108 beads, taking Prashadam- food offered to Lord
Krishna and always staying in association of devotees (A- association, Breading books C-chanting 16 rounds and D- diet). These goals and means are
fixed in line with goals and means of the organization ISKCON. For fixing the
goals and means they had to do the following things
i. Reinforcing the goal of individuals if it is similar with the
vision of the organization and prescribing the means approved
by the organization (in accordance with their scriptures i.e.
Bhagavad

Gita,

Srimad

Bhagavatam,

and

Chaitanya

Charitamritam) by convincing them the difficulty of attaining
the goal if they follow other means.
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ii. Fixing new goals and means as stated above if they do not
have one and rationalizing them philosophically and
sometimes giving explanations scientifically.
iii. Altering the goal of the individuals if they have a different one
other than the vision of the organization by proving futility of
their existing goal and of course providing the prescribed
means.
d. ISKCON took a step forward for easy recruitment of members by establishing
Gurukulas. The aim behind establishment of Gurukulas was to socialize the
children in the Krishna conscious way of life from the very beginning and
recruiting them in the organization as effective preachers.
e. To facilitate the mobilization of human resources they established some suborganizations like ISKCON Youth Forum (IYF), Vedic Oasis for Imparting
Spiritual Education(VOISE) etc. which concentrate their attention on special
section of potential recruitment.
Financial Resources
Mobilization of financial resources or capital is very crucial for any movement to
emerge and sustain itself. The major source from which the ISKCON mobilized
finance is by printing and distributing books, magazines and newsletters from its own
printing press and publishing house known as Bhakti Vedanta Book Trust (BBT).
From 1966 to 1973 book distribution was tremendous and ISKCON earned a sizable
amount from this act. But in 1970, there was a decrease in the number of books (Ketola
2008) distributed which caused a concern. They, therefore, invented alternative modes
of mobilizing resources such as selling paraphernalia i.e. incense sticks, Dhup batis,
photos, poster, T-shirts etc which gave them stable income. Other than this ISKCON
also mobilized financial resources from following sources:
a. By introducing the system of life membership where by a person willing to be
a life member will have to pay a fix amount of money and will get a set of
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books translated by Prabhupada. They will be given some special treatments in
special festivals, guest houses and management maters. The amount received
from a person willing to be a life member varies from Rs. 1,111 in 1970 to Rs.
20,000 in 2009,
b.

Receiving sponsorship for special festivals, daily rituals, part of mega
celebrations, part of daily rituals etc,

c. Establishing Govinda’s restaurants near temples in many cities,
d. Establishing international standards of guest houses,
e.

Conducting marriage ceremonies and other rites of passage of devotees’ life,

f.

Establishing Gosalas, the cow sheds where all variety of developed cows are
reared with utmost care to produce milk to be used for preparing milk
preparation in temple and Govinda’s restaurants,

g. Developing ISKCON communities where devotees produce agricultural goods
in a village set up,
h. Establishing Gobar Gas plants and manufacturing various items in those farms
like tiles, mosquito coils etc. apart from cooking gas,
i.

Launching special drives for collecting donation for constructing temples, etc.

Communication Resources
In fact ISKCON is very efficient in mobilizing communication resources or mass
media in its favour. Appearance of Prabhupada in America, the very first step in
establishment of ISKCON was communicated to people through “Butler Eagle
September 22, 1965”, a local daily news paper which opened up many invitations for
Prabhupada to lecture in reputed American Universities (Goswami, 1983). Of course in
initial days these media hypes were not systematically planned but later on ISKCON
learnt to use media in its favour very meticulously. Following are some of the ways
how ISKCON mobilized the communication resources in its favour.
a. Revival of Back to God Head magazine which was published by Prabhupada
back in India in 1940s and 50s. This magazine publishes articles of various
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types: scientific, philosophical, economic etc. related to the motto of the
organization to convince people from various walks of life.
b. Establishing rapport with media personnel, having a media manager who
invites both print and electronic media to have press conferences before major
events and to have media coverage after the event.
c. Creating a number of websites like www.iskcondesiretree.net,
www.iskcon.com, www.krishna.com, www.rupa.com,
www.vrindavandarshan.com and www.24hourkirtan.com to name a few along
the home pages for various temples.
d. Introducing ISKCON TV and ISKCON Radio.
e. Creating devotees networks by sending group emails
f.

Using Short Messaging Service for advertising major events and inviting
guests to important programmes, etc.

Organizational Resources
ISKCON is an organization for both classes and masses (Bhakti rasamrita Swami,
2010). It has a three tier organizational structure for the management purpose.
Governing Body Commission (GBC)

Regional Governing Body (RGB)

Temple president

GBC is the topmost body of governance which frames and implements the mandates
for the functioning of the organization. They are considered as the representative of
Prabhupada. But the body does not dissolve at a time. Some members leave the
commission after 4 years and the remaining members recruit new members to the
body.
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ISKCON centers in each country are divided in to various zones on the basis of the
number of temples existing in a particular area. Regional governing body looks after
the zonal administration and management. Two to three Governing Body
Commissioners remain a part of the Regional Governing Body who act as the
representative of GBC to zonal bodies. This system rules out the possibilities of any
conflict and confusion between International body (GBC) and Zonal body (RGB). At
the temple level one president is elected democratically from among the devotees
connected to that temple. Mostly he resides inside the temple as long as he remains the
president of that temple.
Apart from this structure, ISKCON has established a sister organization named Bhakti
Vedanta Book Trust (BBT) which works independent of GBC for management.
Though some GBC are also trustees in BBT, it functions separately with its own
management structure (Legal Documents, ISKCON 2003). But the benefit accrued
from the BBT is used for ISKCON. Apart from this, ISKCON created some sub units
within it, like ISKCON Youth Forum (IYF), Vedic Oasis for Imparting Spiritual
Education (VOISE) etc. to carry out the process mobilization of human and financial
resources from a particular section of the society.

Linkages of ISKCON with Other Organizations:
ISKCON does not have much linkage with outside organizations. From the very
beginning it was not at all supported by establishment. At best it was tolerated by
them. Prabhupada wrote many letters to the eminent political leaders like Mahatma
Gandhi, Lal Bahadur Shastri, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, etc. from among whom only Lal
Bahadur Shastri invited him to have a meeting and supported his printing of Srimad
Bhagavatam, but others largely ignored him. However ISKCON managed to secure
links with some individuals and groups and used these links to spread its activities.
Initially ISKCO secured links with some reputed individuals from music industry of
America and Europe like Allex Ginsberg- a rock star, George Harrison of Beatles.
Once Prabhupada even participated in a function called Mantra rock dance organized
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by the owner of one rock band and made thousands of psychedelic drug users sing and
dance to the tune of Hare Krishna mahamantra, of course he did not like it very much
and never appeared in such programmes further. He used George Harrison to
propagate Vaishnava songs loaded with Vaishnava philosophy especially in western
world. His “My Sweet Lord” Album became a best seller. This linkage also mobilized
a lot of financial resources to ISKCON as Harrison gifted his own property in USA to
establish a farm community and a temple. ISKCON could also secure proper linkages
with some of the business establishments especially successful businessmen like the
son of Henry Ford of Ford Corporation. This connection also enabled the organization
to effectively mobilize financial resources.
Apart from this, ISKCON, despite of not having any formal linkages with educational
institutions, opened many small associations called as Bases or Bhakti Vedanta Clubs
where it attracts the students of that institute by doing regular programmes. Sometimes
these clubs function independent of ISKCON control and management but have strong
linkage with temples. This linkage helps ISKCON to mobilize human resources for
future recruitment.
Tactics used by authorities to sustain the movement:
Along with the tactics used by authorities to mobilize different types of resources
(professional, financial, organizational and communication), they also use following
tactics for sustenance of the organization.
1. ISKCON formed a Governing Body Commission for the management of the
organization and to overcome the limitation of individual succession.
Prabhuapda did not want his organization to go Gaudia Math’s way which
broke in to pieces after the demise of its founder Bhakti Sidhanta Saraswati
Goswami16.
2. They separated Bhakti Vedanta Book trust from the ISKCON management and
kept the trustees of BBT permanent for lifetime. This helped them to have
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division of responsibilities and efficient management of both the organizations
having the clear cut regulations of fund management.
3. Authorities have also started training programmes of different levels for
Brahmacharis and Sanyasis to train them properly for preaching.
4. They have addressed specific sections of society by forming different sub-units
like IYF, VOISE etc.
5. For effective management of temples they have devised a mixed system of
bureaucratic and democratic type having a President at the top and different
coordinators to look after different aspects of services and management. The
temple President and the Coordinators are selected democratically.

Future of ISKCON:
A movement undergoes through different stages since its inception to its decline. The
Bhakti movement carried through ISKCON also moved through different stages. First
stage of a movement is emergence in which a movement is not clearly defined and so
was ISKCON. In this stage the movement is largely an individual effort and
collectivity is not so prominent. When Prabhuapda started Bhakti movement in West it
was purely an individual endeavor. Then in the second stage he managed to mobilize
human resources for it and formed a collectivity that supported and helped Prabhupada
to carry out the movement. They have formulated some strategies and plans to spread
the movement and implemented those strategies in the field. In the third stage one
formal organization was formed named ISKCON and they carried out the activities in
an organized manner by formulating clear cut and concrete strategies. They undertook
public demonstration of Kirtan and lectures, introduced Sunday feast programme,
distributed books, magazines and pamphlets, celebrated festivals by inviting large
number people, etc. All these activities went on in an organized and systematic
manner. They have mobilized a large amount of all kinds of resources (financial,
professional, organizational and communication) and spread it widely. Last stage of
any movement is decline. In this stage two things may happen. First, the goal of the
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movement is realized and the movement becomes absorbed in the main stream. Second
the movement fails to achieve its goals, continues for a longer period of time until the
goals and means adopted by the movement become redundant after which the
movement ceases to exist. ISKCON as a movement organization has not yet faced its
last stage. The Bhakti movement that it carries out is still spreading and more and more
people are joining continuously along with the continuous flow of other resources. It is
very difficult on its part to fully achieve its goals. So it will go in the alternative
direction. It will continue its activities for a longtime until the society feels its goals
and means completely redundant.

End Notes:
1

Worshipers of Lord Vishnu or Krishna as the Supreme personality of God Head and thus they
act according the prescriptions of world’s most ancient scriptures like Vedas, Bhagavat Purana
and most importantly Bhagavat Gita which is considered to be spoken by the God himself.

2

SriKrishna Chaitanya was harbinger of Bhakti movement in India. He founded Gaudia
Viashnavism and preached the message of Krishna as it is given in Bhagavat Gita and Srimad
Bhagavat Puran. In Chaitanya Charitamrita(the biographical literature on Lord Chaitanya
written by Krishna Das Kaviraja, he gave the following instruction to all the vaishnava devotees
of Lord as follows; Bhara bhumite haila manusya janma yara, Janma sarthaka kara para
upakara (cc adi 9.41)
which means “One who has taken his birth as a human being in the land of India [Bhäratavarsha] should make his life successful and work for the benefit of all other people. Prabhupada
took that message.
According to Bhakti Vedanta Swami Prabhupada Srichaitanya predicted that
Prithivite achhe yata nagaradi grama sarvatra prachara haibe mora nama.

“In all the villages and towns all over the world, everywhere, this sankirtana movement will be
preached. (Prabhupada 1970) Prabhupada took these messages/instructions of Chaitanya very
seriously and set out to USA to preach the message of Krishna.
3

Bhakti Sidhanta Saraswati Goswami was a Gaudiya Vaishnava Sanyasi who accepted
disciples from all the varnas of the society and gave them brahmana initiation withstanding the
resistance from the upper and powerful castes of the then Indian society. His brave act of doing
Govardhan and Vrindavan Parikrama (Circumambulating the Govardhan Hill and the whole of
Vrindavan Dham, a holy place for Hindus where Lord Krishna took birth) with disciples from
all the castes raised much opposition from powerful upper caste but he did not succumb to their
power and continued to do so. Combined with this fearless attitude in preaching and his strong
arguments against Impersonalism earned him the title Simha Guru (the Lion Spiritual master) in
the history of Bhakti movement
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4

Krishna is the name of the supreme personality of God Head according to Vaishnava
Philosophy which the saint belongs to.

5

Bhakti Vinod Thakur was the district magistrate of Puri, a temple town in east coast of an
Indian State of Orissa and a learned Scholar of Vedic literature towards whom the British
officers were very respectful. A special railway line was built especially for him by the British
in Mayapur which shows the amount of respect they were giving to him. He is also considered
as the seventh Goswami after six Goswamis who were direct disciples of Sri Chaitanya.

6

In the youth he was a patriot and an ardent follower of Mahatma Gandhi for he believed that
Gandhi who always carried a Bhagavat Gita and was said to be acting according to it, would
bring spirituality in to the field of action (Goswami, 1983)
7

He was the son of Mr. Agarwal who sponsored Swami’s stay in America.

8

Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra are worshiped by the Vaishnava as forms of Krishna,
Balaram and their sister Subhadra.

9

Ratha Yatra is an annual festival of Lord Jagannath in Puri where three large chariots are built
and the deities of Jagannath, Balabhadra and Subhadra are put on their respective chariots.
Lakhs of Devotees throng here from different parts of the world to pull the chariot of Lord. It is
a three km journey of chariots and after 7 days chariots return to temple with a similar festival.

10

Dvaita stresses a strict distinction between God (Brahman) individual souls (Jivas).
According to Madhvacharya, souls are not 'created' by God but do; nonetheless, depend on Him
for their existence.
11

This philosophy preaches the Inconceivable one-ness and difference. God is simultaneously
one and different from His creation. Creation is spiritual as long as used in the service of God
and is material as soon as used for sense-gratification. The material nature although God’s
energy cannot influence God. A jiva is simultaneously one with and different from Krishna
(God). A jiva is qualitatively equal with God but quantitatively always remains infinitesimal.
Sociologically, the Vaishnava Sampradayas can be enumerated as follows: 1) Śrī
sampradāya, founded by Rāmanuja, 2) Brahma sampradāya, founded by Madhva, 3) Kumāra
sampradāya, founded by Nimbārka, 4) Rudra sampradāya, founded by Vishnusvāmi and
Vallabha (1479–1531), 5) Rāmanandins, founded by Rāmananda (b. 1299), 6)
GaudīyaVaishnavas, founded by Caitanya, and 7) Sant-tradition, founded by Kabir (1398–
1518). (Ketola 2008)
12

13

There are four varnas according to Bhagavat Gita such as Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaisya and
Sudra from which the caste system is believed to be originated
14

Conscience constituents are direct supporters of a SMO who do not stand to benefit directly
from its success in goal accomplishment and related with this is the term Conscience adherents
which includes the individuals and groups who are part of the appropriate SM but do not stand
to benefit directly from SMO goal accomplishment.

15

A spiritual teacher who teaches and leads the students by his own example i.e. by practicing
whatever he preaches.
16

Bhakti Sidhanta Saraswati Goswami, the spiritual master of Bhakti Vedanta Swami
established 64 Gaudiya Maths throughout India. Soon after his demise there was a succession
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dispute among his disciples. There was also conflict among the disciples on the issues of
ownership of different Maths and occupation of different quarters within the Math Premise. In
this way the dream of Bhakti Sidhanta Saraswati of establishing Bhakti movement as a
worldwide phenomenon was shattered immediately after his demise.
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‘YOUTH LANGUAGE(S)’: NATIVE LANGUAGE
DISPLACEMENT VIS-À-VIS POPULAR LINGUISTIC
PATTERNS IN CONTEMPORARY KOLKATA
Chandrabali Dutta* and Bula Bhadra**
Abstract: This paper discusses the concept of ‘Youth Language’ that emerged in the
latter half of the 20th century to refer to the linguistic innovation and change
experienced during youth. It also reflects young individuals’ active ‘agency’ to
innovate and attach new meanings to numerous aspects of their life, where language is
also no exception. In Kolkata as it is among communities of globe, the native language
has been in a displaced position. The impact of globalization, media explosion
followed by the catalytic role of information and communication technologies have led
young adults to embrace the ‘prevalent, global’ language (English) at the cost of
displacing the ‘Native’ ones. This article also draws attention to the growing tendency
among the youth to merge two different languages and thus use several ‘Hybrid’ ones,
(e.g., Benglish, Hinglish etc.), which are common among them in both public and
private spheres. Based on a semi-structured questionnaire survey, the article has
looked at the changing patterns of language use and attitudes among the urban youth
with reference to various newly emerged vocabularies in contemporary Kolkata (West
Bengal).
Key Words: Youth language, native language, displacement, language shift, youth
identities, globalization.

Introduction:
Youth as a distinct stage of a human individual’s life is usually defined and described
as the period of constructing social identity on the path to adulthood. Youth is not
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merely a biological age, but a social institution (denoting the transition period between
childhood and adulthood), which emerged and developed with modern society and
economic development that made the youngsters free from the responsibilities of
adulthood. Youth identities in general are no longer considered as static and
prefigured. Focusing on identification in and through interaction, identity is generally
better understood as a product of language use rather than as an analytic prime and that
focus should be not on identity per se (which suggests a set of fixed categories), but
rather on identification as an ongoing social and political process (Bucholtz and Hall,
2004: 376). This process-based notion of identification has caused linguists to

question our preconceived ideas about the naturalness of the relationship between
speech and speakers.1
Along with the concept of youth as a distinctive social category, comes the
term youth culture, which revolves around the two dominant dimensions of youth: selfrepresentation and group affiliation. It is in this stage that individuals innovate new
fashions in their clothing and hairstyle, music and dance and nonetheless language.
Thus for a section youth at least it is often ‘change’ is the name of the game.
Sociolinguists worldwide have agreed that adolescence and youth are the life stages in
which language change is most clearly visible (Kerswill, 1996). Young people (youth
and adolescence both these terms are used interchangeably in this paper and also often
in relevant literature) are the linguistic movers and shakers, at least in western
industrialized societies, and, as such, a prime source of information about linguistic
change and the function of language in social practice (Eckert, 1997a: 52).2 Youth
language refers to all patterns of language use in the social age of adolescence
encompassing all ranges of linguistic descriptions.
Language is, at all times considered to play an important role in shaping the
identities of the human individuals first, because language is the expression of a
collective identity which in some way already comes predefined in individuals as a
result of their socialization (generally associated with the territory) and which connects
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them (or not) with certain “origins”; Second, language is also a living thing that
precedes and is defined irrespective of its speakers, thus constituting an internally
coherent system that must be protected from external influences; and finally, the
“natural” expression of identity is to speak “one’s own” language; speaking another or
speaking it with “interference” from others is frequently a sign of aberration that
requires explanations and excuses.3
However, since during youth individuals attach new meanings to various
aspects and several external factors (including peer pressure, media exposure, popular
global culture patterns and increasing impact of information and communication
technologies etc.) also influence them, their lives undergo enormous transformation,
effects of which can easily be discernible in their newly developed life-style patterns.
Youth is that phase of an individual’s life when they act as ‘agents’ rather than being
simply the ‘passive recipients’ of the action and events of the social structure. They are
the major players in constructing and deconstructing their numerous identities. In
contemporary plural societies subject to the impact of migration and global circulation
of information, commodities and visual images, the range of identities available to
individuals has become more flexible and complex. Young people are now more likely
to embrace and revise the new cultural flows, due to their distinctive generational
experiences as well as youth culture’s demands for innovation and originality. Youth
identity practices, therefore provide important insights into the ways in which broader
categories and categorizations become fluid and porous in an era of transnationalism
and flexible citizenship (Ong, 1999), globalization and technologies of virtual mobility
(Castells, 2000), migration and diasporas (Brettel, 2003; Papastergiadis, 2000), the
“traveling” of theory and culture (Clifford, 1997; Said, 1983 & 2000), “Creole”
cultures (Hannerz, 1996) and “liquid” lives and times (Bauman, 1992).4 The new
forces of social change like, westernization, modernization, industrialization,
globalization, politicization of issues and media exposure have changed the norms and
the values of the youth throughout the country. In the course of India’s different phases
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of social transformations, significant changes are seen in their societal norms and
values, which have deep impact on the youth.5
Focusing on the point of language it can be delineated here that the semantic
system of a language is linked to the culture of its speakers6 and in recent times youth
language in particular or youth culture in general is described under the broader
spectrum of ‘popular culture’, which is defined as the widely popular and mass
commercial culture created by the people. This approach to popular culture was
adopted from the writings of Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci (1891-1937). Using a
neo-Gramscian analysis, popular culture becomes the product of the ever-changing
relationship between dominant and subordinate elements in society, a battleground for
recognition between these groups. Youth subcultures are a good example of Gramsci’s
hegemony theory at work. Youth cultures start out as a protest against the
establishment through music, clothing, and language.7
Youth language in contemporary times has attracted many researchers,
especially sociolinguists and psycholinguists in both European and American societies
(English speaking as well as others) but unfortunately sociologists in India have not
interrogated this articulation as worth looking into, although language has always been
a source of contestation in post-colonial India. Therefore the present paper is an
attempt to focus on the issue of the language(s) of the youth as well as identify how the
language use patterns and attitudes of the urban youth have changed in the 21st century
with special reference to Kolkata. This article has made an attempt to examine the
linguistic production of Indian youth under socio-economic and cultural mobility. With
reference to migration and social change as integral components of globalization, the
paper also aims to find out the relation between youth and language in the fast
changing cultures of an urban metropolis of Kolkata.

Sociolinguistic Research Works on Youth Language:
Distinctive speech patterns in adolescence and youth received scholarly attention only
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in the last decades of the 20th century, although they have been noted in the past as
well (cf. Henne, 1986; Eble, 1998). Since the 1980s an increasing number of studies on
an international scale have addressed a topic which is known as langue des jeunes or
parler jeune in French, lingua dei giovani in Italian, Jugendsprache in German,
ungdomsspråk in Swedish, teenage talk or teenage speech in English, etc. These terms
are used not only in academic discourse, but also in popular dictionaries and media
reports, where they tend to be biased towards teen vocabulary and a criticism of ‘bad
language’. Moreover, they often refer not to the speech of the whole age group, but
rather to ways of speaking which are judged ‘deviant’ and ‘exotic’ (Albrecht, 1993).8
Many studies of youth language share an interest in linguistic innovation and change as
well as in vernacular speech and in-group interaction. Besides, a great deal of research
has also concentrated on linguistic items or variants, which are considered to be
specific to (or typical for) the youth groups under investigation. This holds true for
both variant making and vocabulary studies. In some parts of continental European
literature, youth language is often conceptualized as a language variety, especially as a
sociolect, and is empirically contrasted to an abstract standard language rather than to
other local vernaculars (cf. Kotsinas 1994; Androutsopoulos 1998a). By contrast,
interactional approaches direct the attention to speech styles of specific peer groups,
and attempt at a richer contextualization of particular linguistic features (Schlobinski
1995). However, most empirical studies restrict their scope on one range of
description, be it phonology, vocabulary or conversational conduct, while complex cooccurrences of linguistic features are seldom demonstrated in practice (cf. Schwitalla,
1994).9
Variant making research on youth language includes both studies that explore
sociolinguistic stratification within adolescence (e.g. Eckert, 2000; Laks, 1983; Lee,
1995; Stenström et al, 2002), and studies that compare adolescents with other age
groups (e. g. Dubois, 1992; Kerswill, 1996; Rickford et al, 1991). Virtually all studies
on youth language demonstrate adolescence as a phase of heavy vernacular use,
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whereby the term ‘vernacular’ refers to phenomena on all ranges of linguistic
description. According to Labov (1972), adolescent speech represents the most stable
vernacular system. In subsequent research, adolescents are repeatedly found to use a
higher proportion of vernacular variants in phonology and/or grammar than adult
speakers from the same socio-economic background (see Art. 152 and reviews in
Romaine, 1984; Chambers, 1995). Some researchers emphasize adolescents’
preference for local varieties and variants (Eckert, 1995 & 2000; Kerswill, 1996).
Radtke (1990) suggests that in regions with vital dialects, adolescents might turn to
dialectal speech in contrast to parents’ standard-oriented (or leveled) varieties (cf. also
Schwitalla, 1994). Also, a high frequency of colloquial phonological processes such as
vowel reductions, assimilations etc. is sometimes regarded as typical for adolescent
speech (cf. Stenström, 1996; Androutsopoulos, 1998b). On the lexical level, “young
people’s fondness for slang” has already been noted by Leonard Bloomfield (1984: 49)
and repeatedly stated ever since. Lodge (1992) found that younger speakers report the
use of non-standard vocabulary in a conversation with a stranger from the same age
group more frequently than older speakers. Several researchers endorse the view that
the heavy use of taboo words (vulgarisms, expletives) is a characteristic of adolescence
(Androutsopoulos, 1998a: 416–7; Cheshire, 1982; de Klerk, 1997; Radtke, 1990;
Stenström et al, 2002). Some studies suggest that innovations of various kinds in
young people’s speech primarily serve expressive and interactive purposes. Kotsinas
(1997: 125) suggests that innovative variants “primarily have been used to express
some kind of an emotion or attitude, for instance irony, distance, etc., i. e. to attract the
attention of the hearer”.10
Youth (or Adolescent) speech varies according to a range of social variables,
in ways that partly confirm and partly transcend sociolinguistic tenets. Relevant
evidence comes both from variationist research and from questionnaire studies on
vocabulary. As for age differences, the dominant assumption is an increase in
vernacular variants from (late) childhood to early adolescence, followed by a decrease
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towards late adolescence and early adulthood. This trend is evidenced by e.g. Scholten
(1988) and Armstrong (1998). Within adolescence, Romaine (1984: 106) posits that
‘the younger the speaker, the greater the use of the more stigmatised feature’. With
respect to class (or school type), classic sociolinguistic patterns are confirmed by a
number of studies. As for gender, several studies reproduce the classic pattern, in
which boys use vernacular variants more than girls (e. g. Armstrong, 1998; Lee, 1995;
Pooley, 2000; Stenström et al, 2002). Last but not the least, recent research on
language contact in adolescence and youth is concerned with cases of migrationinduced contact. Studies are concerned with the impact of immigrant languages on the
speech of native youth (cf. Seux, 1997 with regard to Arabic loan-words in France),
and with multilingual practices in multi-ethnic peer groups.11
Language use in young adulthood is also often discussed in terms of the
structure of adolescent/young peer-groups and the communicative demands of peergroup interaction. Adolescence is an age of communicative nearness, in which dense
social networks press for linguistic conformism (Chambers, 1995). Most interactions
take place among friends and acquaintances. Practices such as verbal dueling in
adolescent interactions are a means of demonstrating skills and claiming status in the
peer-group. Vulgar terms of address and taboo vocabulary can be considered as
markers of positive politeness, i.e. they convey friendliness and solidarity. At the same
time, adolescent networks are wider than those of children, and therefore more open to
external influences. Adolescents’ or youths’ well-known engagement with pop and
media culture means that the resources they draw on in their linguistic identity
construction are not only local, but also global, especially on a vocabulary level.
Finally, an expressive and playful use of language has been claimed as a hallmark of
adolescence, with regard to some lexical innovations (e.g. proliferation of synonyms,
deformations) and bricolage practices.12 On the lexical level, “young people’s fondness
for slang” has already been noted by Leonard Bloomfield (1984: 49) and repeatedly
stated ever since. Lodge (1992) found that younger speakers report the use of non-
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standard vocabulary in a conversation with a stranger from the same age group more
frequently than older speakers. With regard to borrowing, Androutsopoulos (1998a)
suggests that young people borrow a great deal of vernacular English words and
expressions. Several researchers endorse the view that the heavy use of taboo words
(vulgarisms, expletives) is a characteristic of adolescence (Androutsopoulos 1998a:
416–7; Cheshire, 1982; de Klerk, 1997; Radtke, 1990; Stenström et al, 2002).
Adolescence and youth is generally seen as a social locus for various types of linguistic
innovation and change from below. Kotsinas (1997) divides linguistic innovations in
adolescence in four types: new phonological variants, slang, grammaticalization
processes, and emergence of new language varieties in contexts of language contact.
Some studies have also suggested that innovations of various kinds in young people’s
speech primarily serve expressive and interactive purposes. Kotsinas (1997: 125)
suggests that innovative variants “primarily have been used to express some kind of an
emotion or attitude, for instance irony, distance, etc., i.e. to attract the attention of the
hearer”. She also proposes a six-step model that describes the diffusion of linguistic
innovations from their original peer-group contexts up to an eventual introduction in
adult speech and standard language.13

Methodological Parameters and Research Findings:
A semi structured questionnaire-based survey was conducted among 50 Non-Bengali
speakers (38 female and 12 male) in Kolkata, belonging to the age group of 20-27
years and all of who were Postgraduate students in the University of Calcutta.
Purposive and Snowball Sampling techniques were used for selecting samples and the
criteria for sample selection was predetermined, where the respondents had to be a
resident of Kolkata for more than 5 years, whose native language was not Bengali and
who had at least some proficiency in the native language as well as in the prevalent
local languages. The primary aim in conducting this survey was to explore the relation
between youth and language use in the rapidly changing socio-cultural settings of the
modern urban, multilingual metropolis-- Kolkata. Special thrust has been given on
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related issues like migration since either almost all of the respondents or their
forefathers were immigrants to Kolkata at some points of time. In most of the cases
there was inter-state migration and most of the respondents were born and brought up
in Kolkata and their parents or grandparents migrated to Kolkata primarily in search of
better employment opportunities. Here, migrants were mainly from states like Uttar
Pradesh and Bihar, who chose West Bengal primarily since either it was the nearest
neighbouring state or it offered opportunities of education, employment as well as
better life chances for the inhabitants as well as the migrants.
The questions in the language use questionnaire were framed and categorized
as questions regarding language use in a) private or home domain, b) with friends and
peer groups, c) in public domain (formal and informal), d) while reading and/ or
writing and finally e) in the domain of culture. The findings of this survey focus not
only on the changes in language use patterns in present times but also give us
indication regarding the recent status of various languages in our society and especially
among the young generation.

Language use patterns in private/home domain:
Within the home domain native language still holds a prevalent position for
communicating with others. However, it has also been evident that using native
language is decreasing steadily with generation, i.e., unlike their parents or older
family members, the respondents were quite comfortable in conversing in English or
Hindi- languages other than their native ones, with their siblings, while using the
mother tongue (or native language) with parents or others. Among the 50 respondents,
more than 80% used the native language while conversing with grandparents and
around 65-70% used the same for communicating with parents. On the other hand,
they were quite at ease in conversing in Hindi or sometimes in English with siblings
and even parents.
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Table 1. Language Use in Home Domain
Persons

Mother

English

Hindi

Bengali

Others

7.69%

3.85%

3.85%

6.9%

3.45%

3.45%

Tongue
Grandfather

80%

3.85%

Grandmother

86.2%

-

Father

66.67%

8.33%

22.92%

2.08%

-

Mother

71.43%

4.08%

22.45%

2.04%

-

Brother

65%

7.5%

25%

2.5%

-

67.65%

5.88%

26.47%

-

-

Relatives

66%

-

32%

-

-

Servants

8.92%

-

40.54%

40.54%

-

Sister

In this case reference can be made to the monograph entitled ‘Stabilizing Indigenous
Languages’ edited by Gina Cantoni, where eminent sociolinguistic researcher Joshua
Fishman has tried to point out the barriers in using the native language. According to
Fishman the main reasons are: lack of opportunity to practice native languages at
home; the parents’ lack of proficiency in the native language particularly in a
multilingual situation owing to their inability to understand the significance and the
differences between native language/mother tongue acquisition, use and transmission
to the next generation; teachers’ criticism of those who speak the home language in
school and often compelling the children and the young individuals to switch over to
some other languages, especially the dominant local one along with English etc..
Besides this, the conception that English is a better vehicle for economic success and
the misconception that one has to give up the own native language in order to master
another one14 has also led to the displacement of the native languages in the hands of the
non-native ones, often foreign.
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Table 2. Comparison of Language Use Patterns across Generation
(according to Age)
Persons

Mother Tongue

English

Hindi

Bengali

Children (among

46%

14%

38%

2%

50%

16%

32%

2%

86%

8%

2%

4%

Peers)
Young (among
Peers)
Older Persons
(among Peers)

Table 2 shows that within one’s own age group, i.e., with peer group, mother tongue or
native language still dominates the interaction process. But here also due to
intergenerational differences, choice of native language is often undermined by the
choice of other prevalent language patterns of the time in question. Thus, while 86%
older family members of the respondents converse in their native or mother tongue, in
case of children and/or young generation the number is almost the half of it (i.e.46%
and 50%). Besides, there is also increase in the use of English and Hindi within these
two age groups, especially when the native language is not any one of these two. Thus,
over time native language is often in a displaced position vis-à-vis the popular local
form or forms. Another striking fact here is that compared to the male respondents, the
female respondents were more interested to shift to English while conversing with their
peer group. While only 8.33% peers of the respondents as well as the children in their
families used English with the people of same age group, in case of the female
respondents the numbers were 15.78% and 18.42% respectively. In Sociolinguistics
this situation is best described as ‘Language Shift’, whereby there is the gradual
displacement of one language by another in the lives of community members
(Huebner, 1987).15 However this language shift can be either partial or complete.
Complete societal language shift occurs when an additional language becomes the
mother tongue of community members. On the other hand, partial language shift may
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be manifested in the displacement of one language by another for specific functions.
Partial language shift sometimes is accompanied by language skill attrition, the loss of
proficiency in one or more of the language skills: writing, reading, speaking or
understanding. Language shift can occur rapidly, sometimes within a generation.16

Language Use Patterns in Public Domains:
It has also been observed that the young generation does not prefer to get their
elementary education in their respective native languages. The data in Diagram 1
(given below) represent the fact that choice of native language or mother tongue as the
first language in school decreases with generation. And undoubtedly here the shift is
towards selecting English as the first language. Among youngsters and children of
present times mother tongue is displaced by the increasing demand of the global
language English as the first language in school. Youth in the study placed a utilitarian
value on English, describing it as universal, a “business language,” and a “language of
survival.” English also was viewed as a marker of social class and prestige. Thus
native language loses its importance once again even in the first ever public domain of
an individual’s life, i.e., in schools.
Diagram 1. Age wise Comparison of First Language in School
70%
60%
Children's F.L. in School

50%
40%

Young people's F.L in
school

30%

Older people's F.L. in
school

20%
10%
0%
Mother English Hindi Bengali Others
Tongue
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Besides, in formal domains like schools or colleges young respondents are more likely
to use Hindi and English with teachers, classmates as well as for any official
interaction. However, as explanation of this statement it can be said that since the
respondents were non-Bengali speakers and many of them had native language other
than Hindi and English, so they could not communicate in the formal public domain in
their respective native languages and thus had to shift to other languages. Thus here,
while with teachers and classmates young people are more likely to converse in
English and Hindi, in any official interaction they switch to Bengali, as it is the
dominant local language of Kolkata.
Diagram 2. Language Use in formal Public Domain
60%
50%
40%
Teachers

30%

Classmates
Official Interaction

20%
10%
0%
Mother
Tongue

English

Hindi

Bengali

Others

The growing importance of English in India as a primary language of communication
has definitely supported its status of a ‘global language’. As David Crystal has put it, a
language achieves a genuinely global status only when it develops a special role that is
recognized in every country. And to achieve such a status a large number of mothertongue speakers of that particular language will not be enough, rather the language has
to be taken up by other countries of the world and English can be considered a global
language for its worldwide spread as the most comprehensible and comfortable
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language of communication.17 On the other hand, the increasing use and value of
English has drastically transformed the communication patterns among all ages and
especially among the young generation of the recent times. It has not only gained a
prestige status all over the world (including India) but also has also undermined and
displaced the native languages from the public domains to a large extent as well as
from the private domain.
Apart from their interaction in public domains like school, college or office,
among the young adults choice of language has also undergone major shifts in various
other spheres. Native language has been displaced to a great extent by English, Hindi
and in some cases Bengali (since the respondents were non-native speakers of Bengali)
also in several public places e.g., markets, banks, restaurants, shopping malls, hospitals
and many more. Research findings have shown that in these places while interacting
with their familiar persons as well as strangers, the young individuals are more likely
to shift to other languages than that of their native one. Here linguistic shame and guilt
lead some youth to deny or “hide” their Native language abilities and identities. Native
youth speakers are often judged by other people that speak English more clear than
they do as inferiors and they also often humiliate them if they belong to a native
language that is considered less prestigious by the English speaking youth. In this
research speakers especially belonging to Bhojpuri or Magahi linguistic communities
often shared this kind of feeling simply because of their lesser proficiency of speaking
in English. The following table represents the preferred languages of the youth for
communicating in various other public domains.
As per the data table below, mother tongue or native language is hardly used by the
young generation in the public realms. In restaurants and shopping malls there is a
growing tendency to use English with others. Shopping mall culture, one of the greatest
impacts of globalization and modernization, is hardly ten years old in Kolkata, but it
has enormous influence in the lives of the so-called ‘modern youth’. The spread of
Western lifestyles and ways-of-thought are felt throughout the country, especially
today with technology shrinking the global distance and making once remote villages
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more open, and arguably, more vulnerable to the wider world. In this context we
can refer to Crawford (1995, p. 5), who believes that the penetration of Western
capitalistic

and

individualistic

ideology

powerfully

threatens

native

communities and their languages that encode conflicting values of interdependence
and sharing.18
Table 3. Language Use in other Public Domains
Places

Mother Tongue

English

Hindi

Bengali

Banks

6.25%

25%

16.67%

52.08%

Restaurants

10.20%

38.78%

32.65%

18.37%

-

44%

36%

Local Shops

20%

Fish/Veg Market

22.22%

-

28.83%

48.89%

Shopping Malls

16.33%

44.90%

30.61%

8.16%

Parties

30%

30%

30%

10%

Hospitals

10%

18%

30%

42%

Govt. Offices

4.5%

18%

20.45%

56.80%

When asked about the reasons behind the gradual displacement of native
language by the popular prevalent ones, the respondents mainly referred to two views
viz.
a)

Since language is an important marker of ethnic identity,
attachment to one’s own language is as strong as people’s regard of
themselves as a social group, which is influenced largely by how
the larger society regards them. In that case, a negative ethnic
identity often contributes to the low prestige of that group’s
language, which, in turn, makes it more susceptible to shifting to a
high prestige language, such as English.
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b)

Moreover, the intense desire among parents to educate their
children in English, along with Hindi and/or any foreign language
as the second language in place of the mother tongue undoubtedly
gives birth to a feeling of disrespect among the young generation
for their native language. And thus the ability of the young
individuals to speak, read and write in their native language has
decreased day by day.

Besides, since English is the most important language of wider communication
as well as the primary language of science and technology in the world, it has
spread and advanced in many countries where the language was not spoken
previously. Being a major part of popular culture and globalization, English has
often been considered a threat for linguistic diversity also. In India or more
specifically in Kolkata, it has been observed that ‘teaching and learning’ in
one’s native language is no more encouraged in recent times. Though primary
education in mother tongue is essential and somewhat compulsory, higher
education in English is always a choice of preference. According to the
respondents in a multilingual country like India and even in such a modern,
urban and multilingual metropolis like Kolkata, English is the medium of
instruction in almost all higher education institutions and also all the
competitive examinations are conducted in that particular language. So in order
to get quality education as well as to find a job English is required everywhere.
It has also been noticed that despite being highly qualified an individual often
loses chance to get a job only because of his/her inability to speak in English
fluently. That is why in this fast-paced, globalizing world individuals are often
reluctant to use their native language in public as well as private domains. Even
in case of reading and writing also today the youngsters prefer English as the
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primary communicating language.
Diagram 3. Preferred Language for Reading/Writing
100%
90%
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70%

Newspaper

60%
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50%
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40%

Other Documents

30%
20%
10%
0%
Mother
Tongue

English

Hindi

Bengali

As diagram 3 shows, English is again the dominant language for both reading and
writing as compared to the respective native languages or mother tongues. Starting
from reading newspapers and books to writing letters and other documents English
prevails everywhere. And here also we can relate the findings with the gender of the
respondents, like for reading newspapers 76.31% women prefer English, but only
58.33% male respondents are found to have a preference for that. Then considering the
issue of reading books it has been recorded that among the 12 male respondents
33.33% prioritized English whereas 57.89% of the 38 female respondents have been
familiar with English in this regard. These are enough indications that English as a
Global Language is gaining recognition as a special phenomenon. The world has seen
quite a few international languages in the past, but not anything like English.
According to Mangesh V. Nadkarni, ‘the uniqueness of English as an international
language is not merely a matter of scale. Global English is a distinct and new
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phenomenon with dynamism and logic of its own. What we need today is an adequate
theory of Global English’. Kachru (1985) comes nearest to recognizing this position in
a number of his papers. For example, in one of his papers he declares: ‘my position is
that the diffusion of English, its acculturation, its international functional range, and
the diverse forms of literary activity it is accommodating are historically
unprecedented. I do not think that linguists, pedagogues, language planners – and, if I
might include the purists here – have ever faced this type of linguistic challenge
before. I do not believe that the traditional notions of codification, standardization,
models, and methods apply to English any more. The dichotomy of its native and nonnative users seems to have become irrelevant.’19
Table 4 .Preferred Languages in Domains of Culture and Religion
Domains of
Culture, Religion
Cinema
TV Programmes

Mother
Tongue
2%

10%

Hindi

Bengali

Others

-

-

88%

10.42%

89.58%

-

-

6%

10%

84%

-

-

Cultural Events

8.16%

4%

82%

4%

-

Religious

62.07%

-

-

6.89%

Songs

-

English

31.03%

Programmes

Now, finally in the domain of culture and religion also major shifts have
taken place, resulting in a downward trend in the use of mother tongue or native
language. In these segments respondents have showed stronger liking again for
Hindi and English. According to the results as presented in Table 4 except
religious sphere, mother tongue is hardly used even in various cultural realms.
For present day youth the use and importance of mother tongue/native language
in watching films, TV programmes or listening to songs has decreased to a
large extent. Since youth spend most of their leisure time by watching
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television or movies etc., they also often try to be updated about the events of
the country as well as the world. And here updates refer not merely to the
significant events in economy, politics or sports, rather their willingness to be
attuned with the popular cultural and media practices have often driven them to
select programmes that are most popular among the mainstream population.
This is one of the reasons why they switch to various cultural programmes and
movies that are in the prevalent and dominant languages of the time. Thus
Hindi and English have come in displacing the native ones, which are confined
to the home domain only and especially while interacting with the members of
the older generation.
Recent Trends in language use patterns among the youth;
Increasing importance of English and other popular languages has not only displaced
native languages but also has placed young individuals in a situation of twin crisis,
where they are constantly struggling to maintain a balance between their public and
private life. According to the respondents, the inability to speak in English and Hindi
fluently often label them as ‘uneducated’ with a low social status and thus marginalize
and exclude them from the mainstream young population; while on the other hand
excessive usage of these two languages create a huge distance and gap from others
within their own native language community. Many of the young respondents also
voiced concern about the endangered status of their native, which for them are heritage
languages. They admitted that maintaining the Native language is important because
the language is dying out. And since, they are losing it, so it’s very important for them
to learn about it and to speak it. However, to avoid the conflict between the status of
the native and the prevalent languages, they said, mixing or combining languages often
help them to manage the whole scenario. And thus there emerges a new version of
youth language where they constantly mix more than one language at a time and thus
give birth to language forms like ‘Hinglish’ i.e., the combination of Hindi and English,
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‘Benglish’ i.e., the mixture of Bengali and English etc.
David Crystal, the famous British linguist at the University of Wales, projected
in 2004 that at about 350 million, the world's Hinglish speakers might soon outnumber
native English speakers. Part English and part Hindi- Hinglish has now become the
lingua franca of India’s young urban middle class.20 Words and phrases used in
advertisements representing young generation also reflects the huge inclination of the
youth towards using these two newly emerged forms, e.g., ‘Yeh Dil Maange More
[The Heart demands more] (Pepsi)’, ‘Yehi Hai Right Choice Baby’ [This is the right
choice- baby], ‘Yeh Hai Youngistan [It is the place of youngsters]’, ‘Hungry Kya [are
you hungry] (in ad of Domino’s Pizza) etc. and many more. Respondents argued that
while interacting with classmates or friends who are not the same native language
speaker, using such mixed language is always the first choice. Phrases like ‘Cool yaar’
or ‘Chill yaar’ or even ‘Bindaas’, are very much common these days among them,
where ‘yaar’ refers to ‘friend’. Mixed language is always helpful because it bridges the
gap between the two different language speakers and thus makes communication
easier. Besides, the rise of new vocabularies worldwide, both in spoken and written
language has dramatically transformed the communication patterns of young
individuals. Frequent use of internet, accessing emails and accounts at other social
networking sites (e.g., Orkut, Facebook, Twitter etc.) and even sending SMS have
created lots of new terms (particularly in English) that are used mostly by the young
generation e.g., ‘OMG’ for Oh My God, ‘LoL’ instead of laugh out loud, ‘Cool’, Sry
for conveying Sorry, TC instead of Take Care etc. and many more. SMS language has
become so popular today especially among the youth that it is now playing a
predominant role even in writing emails, where the growing tendency to write new
forms like ‘OKIES’ (ok), ‘B’COZ’ (because), ‘2’ (to), ‘U’ (you), ‘FYN’ (fine), ‘TYM’
(time), ‘GR8’ (great), and ‘GD NT/GD N8’ (good night), ‘Galz’ (girls), ‘Babes’’
(baby), ‘Dude’ (fellow men or friends) can be found very easily. SMS language and
vocabularies used in emails and social networking sites are so common these days that
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these youngsters often admit that while writing letters or even in examination answer
sheets they often write such abbreviations simply out of their regular habit. They no
longer say that they are typing and sending an SMS, for them it is just “Texting”.
Respondents well versed in English also expressed that the drastic change in their
language use patterns is to a large extent the result of huge media exposure, which
present the trends among youth worldwide. Youth culture, thus, which actually
originated in the era of globalization in the advanced capitalist countries of Europe and
North America, has also embraced the entire world and the English educated new rich
and new middle class young adults in almost all parts of the world today are
representing an innovative as well as universal way of living their life, speaking their
language and so on. Calling their siblings as “BRO” (brother) or “SIS” (sister) is also
the latest trend today and use of such abbreviated forms and many more like “FRNDZ”
(friends), “PPL” (people), “SENTI” (sentimental), “4got” (forgot), “WID” (with) etc.
once again portray youth’s active capabilities of initiating change through language in
their socio-cultural surroundings. The young respondents of the study explained that
they use such forms mainly with their friends and siblings and they are very
comfortable with such practices in conveying and understanding what they are trying
to say. Therefore, as long as these new forms help them communicate with others
properly and they are at ease using these because ultimately these reflect their
‘innovation’ and ‘agency’.
It is obvious that youth language in recent times has got a new dimension.
Contemporary youth lives in a present marred by extreme uncertainty, facing a future
that is murky and unpredictable. Today media culture, computers, genetic engineering,
and other emerging technologies are dramatically transforming all aspects of their life
and also these impacts have radically changed the norms and values of the youth in
modern times. And these changes are visible in both their private and public life, in
their culture and nonetheless in their language use patterns. Thus the findings of the
research reflect that-
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1. ‘Native Language Displacement’ characterizes youth language in present
times, whereby major shifts are being noticed in their linguistic usage in
both private and public domains.
2. English and Hindi have taken the place of most popular languages among
youth all over the country.
3. Using mixed language (Hinglish, Benglish etc.) is also one of the important
innovations of youth, especially in a multilingual metropolis.
4. Rise of numerous new vocabularies also characterize youth language in the
recent times, especially in a modern urban metropolis like Kolkata.
5. This no doubt makes both ‘Hinglish’ and ‘Benglish’ hybrid languages, i.e. a
linguistic phenomenon that emerges when one fuses or merges two different
languages.25 The discourse(s) on the development of hybrid identity is
beyond the purview of this paper but it can be stated that hybridity is now an
integral dimension of globalized existence and the cardinal question is
whether or not hybrid identity is seen as a new entity that challenges and
subverts hegemonic identities, or if it is just another subject position that will
in time be shored up by the hegemonic ways of ‘being’ and living out our
identities.26

Conclusion:
Jean Aitchison wrote in Language Change: Progress or Decay that ‘everything in this
universe is perpetually in a state of change, a fact commented on by philosophers and
poets through the ages. Language, like everything else, joins in this general flux. There
can never be a moment of true standstill in language, just as little as in the ceaseless
flaming thought of men. By nature it is a continuous process of development.’21 As a
continuation of this thought we can thus state that youth language also reflects its
dynamic nature through the changes and continuities in language usage, attitudes etc.
Accordingly it becomes equally necessary to examine these dynamics through the lens
of interactional and sociolinguistic analysis, for language, as a primary interactional
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resource for the construction of flexible and shifting identities, mediates both local and
trans-local social experience. Moreover because of young people’s access to multiple
linguistic and cultural resources via global media, marketing processes, migration and
transnationalism, and trans-cultural contact in modern urban settings, they have
exposure on one hand to identities that are both global, with respect to transnational,
non-territorial youth culture; and on the other

local, by virtue of the particular

meanings which the insertion of such forms takes on in local youth-centered linguistic
and cultural practices. Through language, young people lay claim to multiple identity
resources and thereby construct dynamic identities that challenge established notions
of collectivities based on skin color, parental background, year or place of birth, and
other traditionally-static markers of identification. As recent sociolinguistic research on
youth identity has shown, young people as actors and subjects construct selves and
others via multidimensional and interpenetrating discourses of ethnicity, language,
gender, sexuality, nation, race, and culture (e.g., Alim, 2004a & 2006;
Androutsopoulos & Georgakopoulou, 2003; Bucholtz, 1999; Cutler, 1999; Doran
2003; Giampapa, 2001; Heller, 1999; Lo, 1999; Mendoza-Denton, 2008; Pujolar,
2001; Rampton, 1995, 2006; Reyes, 2007; Roth-Gordon, 2007; Rumbaut, 2002; Shenk,
2007; Skapoulli, 2004; Tetreault, 2002; Warriner, 2007).22
However, considering our own society, we cannot deny that the country’s
linguistic and cultural diversity is endangered by the forces of globalization, which
work to homogenize and standardize even as they segregate and marginalize. 23 It has
been noticed that more than half of the world’s population is bilingual and many
people are multilingual. They acquire a number of languages because they need them
for different purposes in their everyday interactions.24 In fact, so we often find our
youth to shifting to languages other than their own native one, which in some way or
other threatens the existence and maintenance of the ‘native languages’. Eventually
there is a need for conditions in which young people’s decisions about language are
made and which can alternately empower them to take the risks necessary to sustain a
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threatened heritage language or constrain their choices and imagined futures. Besides
this, it is being reported often that youth in our society are informed, thoughtful, and
vested stakeholders in indigenous language reclamation. But youth cannot singlehandedly confront the myriad pressures on their language choices; they need support
from families, communities, and other social institutions, particularly schools and
above-all economic institutions. To conclude, it can be underscored that the
multiplexity of intersectional youth identities living both in the temporal “now” of
modernity and the “then” of tradition and history (Bucholtz& Skapoulli, 2009)
indubitably will create in the linguistic domain of ‘outsider within or ‘insider without’.
This will call for reflexive analytical approach for future works in these very important
areas of Sociolinguistics and Sociology of Youth.
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PORTRAYING WEAKER SECTIONS VIS-À-VIS INDIA’S
URBAN SOCIAL SPACE: MANIFESTATIONS FROM
JAMMU CITY
IN THE STATE OF J&K
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Abstract: Defining urban space as modern assumes that there is a complete
annihilation of the traditional space in the city. Interestingly, the post-modernity
constructs a different notion of the space. With the introduction of modern
urbanization in India, significant changes occurred in different areas of traditional
urban, social and cultural life. The present work thus explores the social space of a
traditional Indian city (here Jammu city, in the state of J&K) and similar aspects with
special reference to the location of lower castes areas, history of their settlement and
strategies of assertion and relationships changes. One may deduce that historically,
the so called scheduled castes were residing in the periphery of the Jammu town but
with the gradual pace of urbanization they have become part of the main city today.
Key words: Urban social space, Weaker section, Caste, Weaker sections, Jammu city

Backdrop:
Development in the modern context connotes that all the advances in science
and technology, democracy, values and societal organization fuse into the mega
humanitarian project of producing a far better world. In its stronger sense, development
means using the productive resources of the society to improve the quality of life of the
peripheral people. In true sense, development means improving the conditions of life.
Majority of developing countries thus provide a great deal of emphasis on creating and
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strengthening infrastructure facilities and reflecting

development as higher

expectations of the material welfare. These expectations are generally crystallized at
the level of planners and policy makers and it is the experience of many that such
expectations do not find affirmation through the responses of the people on whom such
a benefit is meant to be bestowed. The proponents of alternative development feel that
the chasm between the perceptions of the people at large seems to be widening. It is
seen that in the dominant development paradigm economic development is considered
to be synonymous with large projects and thus excluding the ‘marginalized’
communities. Seeing development in terms of the substantive freedom of people has
far-reaching implications for our understanding of the processes of development and
also for the ways and means of promoting it. On the evaluative side, this involves the
need to assess the requirements of development in terms of removing the unfreedom
from which the members of the society may suffer. The process of development, in this
view, is not essentially different from the history of overcoming these unfreedoms.
While this history is not by any means unrelated to the process of economic growth
and accumulation of physical and human capital, its reach and coverage goes much
beyond these variables. In focusing on freedom versus evaluative development, it is
not being suggested that there is some unique and precise “criterion” of development
to which the different development experiences can always be compared and ranked.
Given the heterogeneity of distinct components of freedom as well as the need to take
note of different persons’ versus diverse freedoms, there will often be arguments that
go in contrary directions. The motivation underlying the approach of “development as
freedom” is not so much to order all states- or all alternative scenarios- into one
“complete ordering,” but to draw attention to important aspects of the process of
development, each of which deserves attention. Even after such attention is paid, there
will no doubt remain differences in possible overall rankings, but their presence is not
embarrassing to the purpose at hand.
It should be clear from the above discussion that the term ‘freedom’ here is
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being felt on the lines of equality and liberty to all sections of society, be it Scheduled
Castes, Scheduled Tribes or any other minority. It involves not only the processes that
allow freedom of actions and decisions, but also the actual opportunities that people
have, inspite of their personal and social circumstances. Unfreedom can arise either
through inadequate processes (such as the violation of voting privileges or other
political civil rights) or through inadequate opportunities that some people have for
achieving what they minimally would like to achieve (including the absence of such
elementary opportunities as the capability to escape premature mortality or preventable
morbidity or involuntary starvation). It is very important to see freedom in a
sufficiently broad way. It is necessary to avoid confining attention only to appropriate
procedures (as so-called libertarians sometimes do, without worrying at all about
whether some disadvantaged people suffer from systematic deprivation of substantive
opportunities), or, alternatives that bring the opportunities about or the freedom of
choice that people have). Both processes and opportunities have importance of their
own, and each aspect relates to seeing development as freedom. While presenting
empirical studies; Sen (1999) discuss a number of instrumental freedoms that
contribute, directly or indirectly, to the overall freedom i.e. people have to live the way
they would like to live. Thus, diversities of the instruments involved are quite
extensive. According to Sen, the freedom can be viewed on three parameters viz: political freedom, economic freedom and social freedom.
Speaking about the contemporary conception of space, the post-modern
construction reflects it as a blurred reality governed by fuzzy logic (despite the fact that
the logic of urban space continues to be governed by instrumental rationality).The
post-modern concept of the urban space has veiled and hidden much more than what
the modernist discourse did a little earlier. The market creates differentiation on the
basis of the exchange value of the commodity that an individual possesses. Thus what
we find is that certain features on the basis of class, as the term has come to exist to
denote urban community, characterize the urban neighborhood. The conflicting
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currents in modernism spawn both explicit dialectical tensions and less deliberate
inconsistencies. ‘Far from abandoning modernity, we are experiencing its
intensification and acceleration, indeed globalization, with its procedures reaching
deep into patterns of cultural transmission. This is not to deny that mutations have
taken place: the ongoing dynamic of modernity certainly has dissolved its older forms
and the blinkered belief in technological progress is widely challenged. It is now
broadly accepted that cultural (and scientific) outlooks are constructed and negotiated.
Modernization is transgressed in its willingness to destabilize tradition, but has a bland
uniformity in its ability to turn difference into equivalence, to make objects fungible.
Modernization can also be characterized by an awareness of history as opposed to
awareness of tradition. History is the rapid transformation of space by time and
tradition is the re-assertion of space outside time…. .’ (Gupta, 2000). His
understanding clearly points towards negation of rural space in the process of
modernization; whereas it is quite possible that non-contemporaneous formation may
simultaneously co-exist. Defining urban space as modern assumes that there is a
complete annihilation of the traditional space in the city. Interestingly, the postmodernity constructs a different notion of the space.
Indian society is said to be caste-ridden in whatsoever form caste exists,
whether in old or new or even newer form. It is to be emphasized that Indian social
structure has always been marked by resilience concerning Indian traditions but it
should not mean as complete overhauling of the structure of Indian society. One may
however, observe that India is changing rapidly, industrialization and urbanization
growing exponentially, and yet our distinctly un-modern attitude still conditions our
social relations. ‘Modernity has been mis-recognized in India because of the tendency
to equate it with technology and with other contemporary artifacts. The possession of
modern technology, however, does not always signal modernity. Modernity has to do
with attitudes, especially those that come into play in social relations. A study of urban
social structure and organization, apart from contributing to a fuller understanding of
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Indian social institutions, has relevance in the context of wider theoretical problems.
Sociologists focus sharply on the study of urbanism and urbanization in terms of
structural and organizational aspects, and of processes of social change. The ecological
approach well known as the Chicago School, had assumed a significant place in urban
studies in the thirties in different parts of the world. While Park and McKenzie
considered the city as representing an externally organized unit in space produced by
laws of its own, Burgess treated the growth of the city in terms of its physical
expansion and differentiation in space.’ (Rao, 1974). With the introduction of modern
urbanization in India, significant changes occurred in different areas of traditional
urban, social and cultural life. Hence it is necessary to investigate what has happened
to such major social institutions such as caste, marriage, family, religion and politics. It
is also necessary to investigate what are the factors responsible for migration of people
into towns and cities? What happens to the people who migrate? How do they adjust
themselves to the city life and become a part of it?
Jammu city, the winter capital of Jammu & Kashmir State is an important
historic centre. It has experienced phenomenal growth in the last three decades and has
gained tremendous commercial, social, and political significance. Its physical and
population growth reflects its rising role in the regional economy, polity, and culture.
The city has a history of mass migrations in different times; the most recent being the
influx of Kashmiri Pundits from Kashmir Valley in 1989-90. Besides, it has been
receiving a slow flow of people from the surrounding region. It has traditionally been a
multi-religious and multi-castes urban settlement. Against this backdrop, the present
paper is an attempt at analyzing the matrix of weaker sections vis-à-vis other caste
groups in the city and urban social space. How do various caste groups interact with
the scheduled castes? What are the physical locality of scheduled castes and their
neighborhood in the city? Are scheduled castes still secluded, exploited and
discriminated in the urban space? Do city and urban social space reflect the freedom,
equality and mobility of the weaker sections? The present work thus explores the
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social space of a traditional Indian city (here Jammu city) and similar aspects with
special reference the location of lower castes areas, history of their settlement,
strategies of assertion and relationships changes. The present paper also highlights the
relevant review and status of scheduled castes in the State of Jammu and Kashmir
(J&K), especially Jammu region.

City life ramifications of Urban Space:
Many of the basic problems in societies stem from the attempts by one
dominant section to displace another from power, and from the domination and
exploitation of one section by another. How certain groups come to occupy positions
of domination and others are relegated to subordinate positions are important questions
of social and historical inquiry. As referred by D’Souza 1, urbanization is one of the
major forces of our times, changing and restructuring social reality in its own
characteristic forms and throwing up social problems stamped with its own
peculiarities. Although urbanization has a rather long history over 5,000 years, it
became a major force in history only during the last 200 years or so when, coupled
with industrialization, it began to make rapid strides and brought about large-scale and
fundamental changes in society.
‘The theory of urbanization refers to the positive aspects of urbanization as a
process of development. Starting with the assumption that a city comes into being to
fulfill the needs of its region, the theory of organization propounds a symbiotic
relationship between the rural and the urban areas. There is thus an intimate
interdependence between the city and its region, the latter giving sustenance to the
former and the former triggering the growth of the latter, resulting in an integrated
rural-urban development.’ (D’Souza, 1975). Attention may be paid to some of the
important details about the differences in rural-urban population composition, which

1 See Sandhu, R.S. (eds.). 2003. Urbanization in India- Sociological Contributions, New
Delhi: Sage Publication.
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seem to underlie much of the social tension in our country. First, in every region the
religious minorities of the region are over-represented in the urban areas. Second, the
higher castes, except the cultivating ones, have more than their share in the urban
population (NSS 14th Round); conversely, the Backward and Scheduled Castes are
under-represented to a great extent (ibid.).
Speaking about the understanding of ‘city’, Aristotle's defense of the
naturalness of the city may seem so straightforward as not to need a careful study. It is
brief; it occurs only once and so takes only one shape; it is typical of what we think we
know about Aristotle, for it tries to present both a noble defense of the city and one
which grants it generous authority over the individual; and it is often summarized in
more or less the same way. The very first sentence of the Politics asserts that the city is
the supremely authoritative association, that it encompasses all other associations, and
that it aims at the most authoritative good. But if Aristotle begins by thus seeming to
confirm the city's authority, he immediately proceeds to point out that some deny that
the city is truly as authoritative as he has declared.
Aristotle's account of the natural genesis of the city traces the city's ancestry to
two associations which are said to be formed out of necessity. The first of these is the
association of male and female; the second is that between the "naturally ruling and
ruled." What most needs to be stressed about these associations is that neither simply
describes the relationship between two human beings. Aristotle emphasizes that the
coming together of male and female is hardly unique to human beings; it extends to
plants as well as animals. He notes that this account of the growth of the city is
relatively silent about man's role as cause and beneficiary of this growth. It does not
derive the city's naturalness from its contributions to the complete human life. Of
course man's needs must lie behind the growth of the city, but Aristotle does not yet
put them in the fore- front. We see an emphasis on the completeness of the city rather
than on that of men in the city. The city is seen at first not as a creature of men's needs
but as a natural creature with a life of its own. If man is related to the city as part to
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whole, it would seem that the superior and natural being which is the city must guide
the lives of the men who are its parts 2.
Sociologically, Weber makes a distinction between the economic and the
politico-administrative concepts of the city, yet he tends to cover most of the aspects of
the fundamental differences between the city and village as well as modern city and the
pre-modern city (that would include the ancient town and the medieval cities). Four
major characteristics emerge from the reading of Weber’s views on the nature of
modern city. These are density of settlements, impersonality, permanent market and
administrative set up. The variation in the ideal existence of the four characteristic
determine the character of medieval cities, oriental cities and the modern western cities
(Weber 1958). Park who wrote his article in the 1920’s belonged to a different
tradition of sociological imagination. For him the city is “a state of mind, a body of
customs and traditions, and of the organized attitudes and sentiments that inhere in
these customs and the transmitted with this tradition. The city is not, in other words,
merely a physical mechanism and an artificial construction. It is involved in the vital
processes of the people who compose it; it is the product of nature and particularly of
human nature.” (Park & Burgess, 1967). Braudel (1981), as a historian has dealt with
the evolution of cities in the historical and comparative perspective. He makes it clear
that the city presents a complex division of labour, but the foremost feature of the city
is the market. Without market there cannot be a town. City also symbolizes power.
The empirical approach to the definition of the city entails the identification of
measurable indicators, which is convenient device to identify the process of transition
of rural areas into an urban one, particularly in developing countries like India. A city
in India is looked upon as an arena for the development of different dimensions of
Great traditions. To Rao (1974) in India, since different civilization flourished at
different points of time in the past, the traditional cities reflect the social organization
2

See Ambler, W.H. 1985. ‘Aristotle's Understanding of the Naturalness of the City’, The
Review of Politics, Vol. 47, No. 2 (April), pp. 163-185.
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of not one but a plurality of civilization in their interaction. To him, the cities existed in
and beyond the Indus Valley as early as about 2500 BC. The noted ones were Harappa
in Punjab, Mohenjodaro in Sind, Halar and Lothal in Saurashtra and Telod near
Narmada. Of these, Mohenjodaro clearly revealed many features of urbanism. It is
possible to deduce from the physical features of these cities a high civic intelligence,
systematic town-planning, and differentiation of functions To Ghurye 3 of Great cities,
India had seventy-five in 1951. Even though the number of great cities may be
relatively small, they can discharge their socio-economic functions so as to serve their
country more or less properly.
One may observe that theorizing the city is a necessary part of understanding
the changing post-industrial, advanced capitalist, postmodern moment in which we
live. The city as a site of everyday practice provides valuable insights into the linkages
of macro-processes with the texture and fabric of human experience. The city is not the
only place where these linkages can be studied, but the intensification of these
processes – as well as their human outcomes – occurs and can be understood best in
cities. Thus, the ‘city’ is not reification but the focus of cultural and socio-political
manifestations of urban lives and everyday practices (Low, 1996).
With the emergence of the Chicago School in the 1920s and 1930s and the
development of an urban ecological perspective, the city is viewed as made up of
adjacent ecological niches occupied by human groups in a series of concentric rings
surrounding a central core. Class, occupation, world view and life experience are
coterminous with an inhabitant’s location within these niches. Social change occurs
through socioeconomic transitions, with each group replacing the next in an outward
spiral. The image of the ethnic city, which has deep historical roots, focuses on ethnic
politics and ethnically based urban social movements. The ethnographies that portray
the differences in the structure of opportunity, access to power by generation, location
of headquarters and subsidiary relations, and self-conscious creation of collective
3

See Rao, M.S.A (eds.). 1974. Urban Sociology in India, New Delhi: Orient Longman. Pp 178.
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identities define the parameters of group success and failure in the urban model. There
are two dominant streams of research: a) studies of the ethnic city as a mosaic of
enslaves economically, linguistically, and socially self-contained as a strategy of
political and economic survival; and b) studies of ethnic group that may or may not
function as enslaves but that are defined by their location in the occupational structure,
their position in the local immigrant social structure, their degree of marginality, or
their historical and racial distinctiveness as the basis of discrimination and oppression.
Studies of urban ethnic communities provide important insights into collective ethnic
politics (ibid.).
The cultural meaning of Urban Space reflects an attempt to understand “the
meaning of urban spaces through the knowledge of the people who live within them”.
The studies are characterized by the search for the underlying social and cultural
values and power politics that give form and meaning to the cityscape and the built
urban environment. McDonogh’s ethnography of “emptiness” provides an evocative
theoretical category that marks not an absence of urbanness but a zone of intense
competition that betrays the imposition urban power. Low focuses on the historical
emergence of spatial meanings of power relations in the Spanish American plaza,
while others are concerned with the symbolic mapping of contested arenas of urban
social interaction such as privacy, neighbourhood and schooling. Research on the
design of housing and place attachment to urban space also contribute to this ongoing
venture (ibid).
Simultaneously, modernity defined and explicated in the western mould
simply and, sometimes in a complex jargon, signifies the industrial-capitalist
rationality. Since in capitalism man appears as a possessor of commodity and in the
case of worker his labour power is commodity, his primary objective and concern is to
dispose of his possession in the market situation as exchange value. Capitalism thus
enables the individual to transcend his all other positions and identities by transforming
him into an objectified subject. Seen from this perspective of the capitalist rationality,
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there is an inbuilt assumption that the market, which gives identity to the city as both
the place of commodity circulation and centre of power, provides uniformity to its
structure and functions that is linked with the logic of capitalism.
In the construction of the urban space in the capitalist modern societies, the
notion of class has been the governing principle of locating and situating people. Three
forms of examination of the urban space have emerged. In the first place, the urban
space was defined as something enumerable and classifiable, whereas certain notions
of community have been changed to fit into the description of urban neighbourhood.
Secondly, the objectification of the urban space was carried out in terms of spatial
features of the city and the size of its population and its distribution by simultaneously
taking into consideration the migration of the people to the city. Thirdly, the urban
presents a way of life distinct from its binary opposite called rural space. Gupta (2000)
has lucidly worked out the relationship between space, time and modernization that has
implication for the understanding of urban-rural space distanciation thus:
‘Modernization, as it is generally understood, is a rapid thermodynamic engine on hot
rails. Consequently, time past becomes distinctly different from time present, and time
future is already round the corner promising further transformation. These changes
destabilize space even when geography remains stable. The most recent contribution to
the urban dialogue is Rotenberg’s (1996) contention that the identity of the city also
structures resident’s urban experience, adding urban identity to place and time as
universal sources of metropolitan knowledge.

Bearings of Caste on the Urban Space:
The origins of caste and of untouchability lie deep in India’s ancient past. The
dominant view traces the origins of caste and untouchability to the Aryans and to their
ways of relating to the people of India with whom they came into contact. However,
since the last few centuries, in India, winds of change have been blowing over many
traditional institutions and concepts. The process of modernization and mobility is, the
process of far reaching social and economic changes affecting the values and
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institutions in society. New technologies in agriculture, industrialization and the
growth of urban centres are bringing extensive changes in the ways, in which people
are related of life, nature, time, work, family and the community. The study of
occupational mobility is done by scholars like Srinivas (1966) and Rowie (1968), who
have argued that one or the other type of flexibility existed in the caste system even
during the early periods. “Theoretically, there were only two means of improving
status. One was by opting out of society and becoming ascetic, the other was by
ensuring rebirth in a higher social status in one’s next life-----”. However, the group
mobility was possible through a period by changing habitation, geographical location
and occupation of the entire group 4.
Historically, social inequalities have persisted in the Hindu caste structure and
they continue to this day. Caste discrimination has existed not only in the form of
social hierarchy but also in the location of habitations. Sheltering patterns of the socalled untouchables were such as to keep them separated from the mainstream society
denying them civic amenities and other services available to the others. In fact, the
settlements itself were evidence of these inequalities. For instance, the lower castes
settlements were/are located invariably in the downstream of the villages, which is
unsanitary in all possible manners. However, the relationship between the caste and the
city in its numerous forms and dimensions has been partially explored in sociology and
it is being relatively ignored, as the recent work on the Indian slums shows (Schenks,
2001). There is a reason for the relative ignoring of the castes in the cities. The first is
that in comparison to a village, the city is large in size and, in the light of the limited
time frame and resources; it is difficult to map the social structure of a city by keeping
the caste identity in the centre of examination. Secondly, the conception of the city is
based on the process of continuously becoming more and more complex division of

4

See Thapar, Romila. 1974. ‘Social mobility in Ancient India with Special Reference to Elite
group’ in R.S.Sharma (ed.) Indian society: Historical Probings, Delhi: Peoples Publishing
House.
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labour as a result of which the defining principle of city take cognizance of the
economic process by pushing the sociological dimension to the backseat. Since in this
economic view of the city market turns into a governing criterion of how the people
interact with each other, the question of particularistic identities of the people in the
exchange of commodities is expected to become irrelevant or relatively secondary. The
market as the governing space in the urban milieu is a force that only recognizes
capital due to which the market space is generalized into urban space. The underlying
assumption that since all particularistic identities disappear at the time of exchange of
commodities, it makes the urban space an egalitarian, libertarian and competitive space
that recognizes no other hierarchy and difference than the class position. The economic
division of the people in terms of class relationships makes the urban space a
universalistic one.
As far as the marginalized groups are concerned, for the dalits the city
acquired paramount importance when B.R.Ambedkar told them to go to the cities
(Virdi, 2004). His emphasis on the relevance of city in the social mobility of the dalits
puts Ambedkar in the category of modernists. City for him was the space that could
decisively contribute to the dilution or elimination of caste identities, which could not
happen in the villages. He reacted to the British construction of Indian village as little
republic when he wrote, “In this republic there is no place for democracy. There is no
room for equality. There is no room for liberty and there is no room for fraternity. The
Indian village is very negation of the republic (Moon, 1989). It is obvious that in the
village situation there is a close and intimate interaction and the socio-economic
interaction is shaped and determined by traditions and caste. Caste identities are a
powerful basis of the form and content of interaction among the people as they
implicate inequality, power and exclusion. Moving from village to the city signified
coming out of the entire socio-economic milieu. In this respect, one could see why
Ambedkar addressed the dalits to go to the cities.
Ambedkar’s modernity in building a comprehensive critique of the village
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community and encouraging urbanization among the dalits was based on the western
notion of the city life. The post-colonial city in India could be an interesting landscape
to know whether the movement of dalits from rural to urban areas has occurred.
Further in sociological terms, it may be enquired whether the urbanization has brought
change in the conditions of dalits. For example, three changes are expected to happen
in case of the dalits living in the cities. First, they would experience the occupational
change. In the village situation, they were supposed to be carrying out their traditional
occupation because of the limited division of labour. Second, in contrast to close and
face-to-face interaction in the rural setting, the city offered them with a sense of
anonymity from the caste identity. Thirdly, their spatial distribution might have
occurred on the basis of their economic conditions but unlike their separate and
segregated settlements in villages, they could move to diverse localities thus avoiding
ghettoisation in the city (Judge, 2007).
The above processes have led to great changes among all sections of
population including the Scheduled Castes in India since its political independence.
People belonging to the Scheduled Castes have availed relatively more facilities and
enjoyed better social status in urban than in rural areas. After independence, the
scheduled castes (SCs) and scheduled tribes (STs) received special attention trough the
Constitution of India with special provisions in education, employment and political
representation. Article 46, for instance, declares: “The State shall promote with special
care the educational and economic interests of the weaker sections of the people and in
particular of the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, and shall protect them from
social justice and all forms of exploitation.” “Untouchability” was declared abolished
under Article 17. Consequently, avenues had been opened to these people to enter into
modern and secular sectors of development which are based on rationality as against
the tradition and religion.
No doubt urbanization and industrialization have induced mobility in the
stratification system. D’souza (1975), however, has maintained that the role of
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industrialization in bringing change in the caste system and social mobility has been
overemphasized. Urban areas do provide more opportunities for social mobility, but do
castes in towns and cities succeed in raising their social status? Bopegamage refers to
studies he made in Delhi. He compared two housing areas with the intention of
assessing the degree of ‘neighbourliness’ in each. He asserts that the ‘cul-de-sac’ form
of hosing lay-out is more suitable for people living for long times. It is also an
exclusive caste or kinship arrangement of houses of which the original is still to be
seen in the villages. While refereeing to Chamars’s position in the eyes of higher castes
has given them a sense of group consciousness 5. The lower castes in urban areas
showed strong inclination to maintain their traditional privileges and obligations. The
caste system, however, does admit mobility; but it is the group as a whole which
changes its position in the caste hierarchy. Scholars like Lynch (1969) and Saberwal
(1976) speak about this issue. To Lynch, Agra city is divided into over 200 mohallas
(neighbourhood). One of the first continuities with village organization that one notices
is the tendency towards residential segregation by caste and caste groups within the
mohallas. To him, with the opening of educational institutions and introduction of the
parliamentary democracy (party politics, courts, panchayat system), the mohalla
solidarity has broken to some extent. Patwardhan in his study of Poona 6 showed the
degree of social mobility that has been possible for some of the low, polluting castes in
an urban context. Urbanization leads to alternative models of imitation, and these
models may differ from group to group. Exposure to urban influence, availability of
new economic opportunities, higher education, political participation and charismatic
leadership, and conversion to other religion are some of the factors which have led to
the changing models of emulation as well as the nature, type and degree of social
mobility. Hardgrave, Ashish Nandy and others too have pointed out many instances
where urbanization and industrialization have supported caste mobility. As rightly
suggested by Nandy (2001), the anonymity and atomization in a city are doubly
5
6

See David Pocock in M.S.A Rao; 1974.
See Rao; 1974; pp 300
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seductive in a society scarred by socio-economic schisms and cultural hierarchies. A
Dalit, landless, agricultural worker or a rural artisan seeking escape from the daily
grind and violence of a caste society has reasons to value the impersonal melting pot of
a metropolitan city…….to loose oneself in the city is to widen one’s freedom in a way
not possible by migrating to another village, however distant from home. The colonial
city made a place for itself in the India’s fantasy life by promising freedom in place of
caste-specific vocations, ascribed status, and the crosscutting obligations of the jajmani
system.
Strictly speaking, Indian economic development in general as well as the
reservation policy and the special component plan in particular has led to some
improvement in the educational and economic status of the Dalits. The new economic
policy also affected the Dalits adversely (Thorat, 1996). After about sixty years of
independence, a paradoxical combination of unyielding deprivation and growing selfassertion among Dalits has been displayed. Still the core values of new India and the
central ideological organizing principles of Hindu society appear to be incompatible.
The absence of coordination between the new and the old India has led to many
conflicts and movements making the Indian society as a disharmonic one. The
deliberations ahead highlight some of these issues.
Though individual social groups have attained development, discrimination
between the groups still persists on several grounds. A dalit settlement is one such
widely prevalent discriminatory practice in most of the rural Tamil Nadu. Several
housing schemes have been initiated for dalits but these are located far away from the
main residential area. Of course, dalits are no longer "hutted like pigs", and their
housing conditions have improved but the problem of untouchability still persists.
Government programmes and policies in general are not bold enough to address such
discrimination directly, that is, they never attempted to built the 'adi-dravidas' houses
in the midst of other dominant communities or vice versa. In the early 1990s, Tamil
Desiya Pothuvudamai Katchi (Tamil Nationalist Socialist Party) and its leading
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functionaries, P Maniyarasan, Rajendra Cholan and Yoganathan, opposed the creation
of 'colonies' and demanded collective housing where dalits could live among others.
The government, however, failed to respond. The 'samathuvapuram' (equality village)
housing scheme initiated by the Tamil Nadu government during the Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (DMK) under chief minister Muthuvel Karunanidhi, broke out of this
mould 7.
Government housing policies and schemes had confined themselves till
recently to the economic dimension ignoring the social and cultural implications of
housing. The spatial separation of housing settlements due to social exclusion on caste
lines may cut off communication, interaction with other communities and sustain
practices of social exclusion and untouchability. Thus, housing, in its broadest
connotation, encompasses not only shelter, economic services and facilities, but also a
harmonious social environment, conducive neighbourhood and peaceful coexistence
necessary not only to build social capital but also to develop to human well-being.
Since independence, the government has provided housing facilities for the
untouchables in exclusively isolated places of the main village or at the outskirts of
small towns. In other words, the government policies had not considered the
integration of untouchable communities with mainstream communities. However, the
DMK government initiated housing policies whereby all communities could live
together in the village and share all civic and other infrastructure facilities. Lower
castes, higher castes and those 'in between' were to live together in equal comfort, selfrespect, and dignity with mutual respect and interaction. It launched one such housing
scheme to establish social equality through spatial equality by the creation of model
villages called ‘samathuvapuram’
Post-colonial government policies have not encouraged integration of different
settlements. On the contrary, they have encouraged segregation indirectly by passive
7

See Sivagnanam, K. Jothi & M. Sivaraj. 2002. ‘Samathuvapuram: Towards Spatial Equality’,
Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 37, No. 39 (Sep. 28 - Oct. 4), pp. 3990-3992.
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silence about such inequalities. The government, of course, allotted lands/built 'cluster
houses'/'group houses' under various special schemes for the dalits and all such efforts
have changed only the nomenclature from cheries to colonies. However, the social and
spatial distance between the nagar and colony has not been bridged. In other words,
colonies are nothing but government-sponsored cheries, still at the outskirts of the
village without any free access to the nagar and its civic amenities (ibid.).
Today, the communal space has totally engulfed the life space of the city's
residents, no matter what religion one belongs to. A combination of factors has led to
ascendancy communal space over life space in Ahmedabad. About a decade and a half
ago, a well-known geographer, John Friedmann (1988) argued that in the cities that
hosted global economic activities, economic space ascends over the life space, and the
people's survival activities are marginalized by the activities of the rising global
business class. In much the same way, in Ahmedabad city, communal space has
displaced people's life space, coinciding in times with beginning of Indian economy's
global integrating. May be that is not a coincidence, and such a violent face of
globalization can emerge in the developing countries.
Even the city has been influenced by globalization through many ways. In the
1980s, the textile industry was restructured because of emerging global competition in
the textile sector. Thereafter, in the 1990s, when one thinks the real global integration
of Indian economy started, the city level planning processes got influenced by global
thinking. In many countries and in India too, globalization of cities has been launched
through new systems of resource mobilization and urban governance, operationalised
through privatization and commercialization of infrastructure. The cities, especially the
metros enter into competition with each other to improve their economic efficiency,
which they attempt to do through a process of exclusion - exclusion of marginal areas
and marginalized segments of population who cannot afford the costs of living in the
fast globalizing urban space. Future investment is attracted to the cities by allocating
more land for commercial and other profitable usages, by improving city's macro
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environment and large-scale infrastructure projects taken up through privatization
(Mahadevia, 2002).
Apart from the caste based ramifications, the city has a history of terrible
communal riots, in which the poor in general have suffered. The worst of all riots prior
to the 2002 carnage in the city were the riots in 1969. Labour areas in the eastern part
of the city were special targets of the communalists. Some Muslim labour activists
were exterminated and the poor, mainly dalits and Muslims suffered. But, that did not
lead to the Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation discriminating against the Muslims or
the poor. But now both forms of discrimination have been legitimized, that of the
former by the communalization of minds in the city and the latter by the city's attempts
to globalize. In this paper, we have seen various processes of exclusion
institutionalized in the city. Exclusion started from the employment sector and
extended to overall development processes, in a situation of ideological and
institutional vacuum that-is pro-poor. The ideology that bound the city and that took
care of the poor was 'economic prosperity would take care of everything' (ibid).
Hindu communalists surprisingly enough were found making confident claims
about the communal friendship with the dalits against the Muslims in Maharashtra
during the first phase of the recent troubles. Therefore, in view of this Hindu
communalist claim, it is essential to raise the question as to why these Hindu
communalist forces are trying to win over the dalits against the Muslims. In other
words, why are these forces creating enemy image (anti-Muslim) among the dalits of
Maharashtra? Being a political party and an important member of the Sangh Parivar,
the BJP's main objective is to weld the Hindus into a political community. This unity is
sought by the BJP for fulfilling its ambition of capturing political power in Delhi.
Dalits, if mobilized as one political group and in any electoral combination can form a
critically important element in the electoral politics of Maharashtra (Guru 1993).
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Outlining Weaker Sections in the State of J&K :
Commenting on the socio-economic system of the Jammu and Kashmir State,
the Census Commissioner of J & K in his report on the census 1911 has remarked that
“The caste system in its true sense exists only in the ‘Duggar Illaqa’. Here the
influence of Brahmanism has always been the strongest and there the complete
hierarchy of castes and sub-caste is met with its perfection (Gupta & Prabhakar, 1988).
All the Varnas of the ancient period were found, in this region. Among the weaker
sections of the state, shudras consisted of ‘serving castes’ having access to higher
castes. It includes various castes like Lohar, Tarkhans, Kumhar, Nai, Jhewars and
others. They have been characterized as weak and under privileged category by the
State government. On the other hand, the depressed caste people were termed as
harijans 8 by the higher castes. Prominent among them were Megh, Doom, Chamar,
Chura, Wattal, Ratal, Saryara, Jolaha, Koli, Barwal, Basith, Mussali, Halalkhor,
Dhuyar, Gardi and Munchi. During the first quarter of the 20th century, all such people
came to be known as ‘Harijans’.
Characteristics, occupation and population of few prominent ‘Harijan’ communities in
Jammu region are as follows: i.

Megh: - They constituted the largest segment of the ‘Harijan’ community.
The position of ‘Megh’ in the social hierarchy of harijans was somewhat

8

In Jammu and Kashmir the depressed classes constituted nearly one fourth of Hindu
population of Jammu province, but stood at the base of the Hindu social hierarchy. The
members of the depressed classes were put into the category of caste Hindus but latter
humiliated and maltreated former in almost all fields. High caste Hindus avoided contact with
the Harijians and the touch of the Harijian obliged them to purify themselves with the bath
(Census of India, 1961). They were, infact, debarred from free social intercourse. So much so,
they had no access to temples and public places, like wells and tanks. The condition of this
section of society was indeed pitiable. (Census of India, 1931).Having been denied the basic
rights, the depressed classes were forced to lead a precarious life in isolated localities.
However, they were granted access to temples and other public places and admission to
government schools only in 1931-32 A.D. (Fortnightly Reports, Sept. 1930).
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like that of the Brahmins among the High castes. They acted as the priest
of harijans and considered themselves distinctly superior to other harijans.
Their main occupation was agriculture and weaving (Singh & Balour1a,
1929).
ii.

Chamars/Ramdasis: - They were leather workers usually called Mochis
in the plains of Jammu region. There were two categories of chamars- one
that skinned the dead animals, tanned the hides and ate carrion, while the
others were shoemakers. The second were superior in status than the first.

iii.

Others: - Other

prominent

groups

in

Jammu

region

were

Dooms/Mahashas (who were scavengers, basket makers and musicians)
and Barwalas.
According to S. S. Soodan (1997) the numerical strength of the depressed classes,
treated as untouchable, was recorded by the Census report of 1931 as 1,70,928 person
i.e. 23.31 % of the entire Hindu population of the State, while in 1941, their total
population in Jammu province was 1,13,422. The Barwals were most numerous in the
Jammu and were found in Jammu province only; the Basiths predominated in Reasi
and Mirpur districts, the Chamar mainly in Jammu district, the Chura in Poonch Jagir,
the Dhiyar caste in all districts of Jammu province, the Jolahas in Reasi district only,
the Ratals in Udhampur & Reasi and Wattals in Srinagar district of Kashmir.
S.D.S. Charak’s (1979) work has explained the relatively heavy concentration
of depressed classes in Jammu region. To him, it may be attributed to the fact that, here
they could easily get land from Rajput and other High castes as tenant and they could
earn their earnings by labour and other traditional occupations. They were not allowed
to participate in social intercourse and had to suffer discrimination and untouchability.
Before 1930s the condition of the SCs in the State was miserable. Narratives from the
SC respondents revealed the following facts. They were not allowed to cover the upper
part of their body. They could not wear turban or new clothes (especially white).
During their marriages or any other occasions they were not allowed to sit on
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horseback and they could not hire musicians and could not go for any public
procession. Those who broke these social rules had to face atrocities. They had to face
discriminations in different walks of life.
Table 1: Overall socio-economic profile of Scheduled Castes in J&K
Parameters
Population1 (%)
Sex ratio (per 1000 males)
Literacy2 (%)
School going children (5-14 years) in %
Work Participation rate3
Category of Workers4
Religion5 (%)
Special Central Assistance6 (2006-7)
Atrocities against SC’s7(Cases)

2001
7.6
910
59.0+
69.8
Total: 36.7 (All India: 40.4)
Male: 50.3 (All India: 50.7);
Female: 21.7 (All India: 29.4)
Cultivators: 49.7; Agr. Labourers:
8.7; HHI workers: 1.7; Other
workers : 39.8
Hindu (98.7); Sikh (1.3); Buddhist
(0.02)
145.53 lakhs++
2

(Based on Office of Registrar General of India, census, 2001)
1 Out of thirteen SCs, Megh is the most populous caste having a population of 300,980,
constituting 39.1 per cent of the total SC population. They are followed by Chamar with
187,277 population (24.3 per cent) and Doom having a number of 159,908 (20.8 per cent).
2 Level of Education: Literate without education (3.0%); below primary (21.8%); primary
(29.0%); Middle (27.7%); Intermediate (16.3); Technical (0.1%); Graduate & above (2.0%).
Further, among all SC’s Chamars have shown the highest literacy rate (65.5%) highest
proportion of matriculates, followed by Megh. Dooms have registered the lowest percentage
of matriculates preceded by Batwal.
3 Among the major SCs, Megh have registered higher overall (37.2 per cent) as well as
female WPR (23.5 per cent) than those of all SCs at the State level
4 Almost half of total SC workers are engaged in cultivation1 and this percentage is more
than twice that of the national average (20 per cent) in respect of all SCs. ‘Other Workers’
also have a significant share of 39.8 per cent showing higher proportion than that of the
country (30.5 per cent). ‘Agricultural Labourers’ constitute 8.7 per cent which is
significantly lower if compared with the national average (45.6 per cent). At the individual
caste level, Megh and Chamar have maximum proportion of ‘Cultivators’ whereas Batwal
and Doom have the highest percentage of ‘Other Workers’ in their total working population
5 Hinduism is the predominant religion of the Scheduled Castes in the State.
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6 The total State Component Plan outlay during 1997-98 was Rs. 155.44 crores and State
utilization was 54.83%; During 1998-99 it was Rs. 103 crore, i.e. 5.42% of State Plan outlay.
Since the flow towards SCP has not been in accordance with the GOI guidelines, so GOI
directed the State to work sincerely in future, keeping in mind the population of SC’s (Vth
Annual Report of NCSC, India).
7 J&K ranks 28th (All India) on atrocities against SC’s. (National Crime Record Bureau,
GOI, 2006)
+

This figure is higher than the national average of 54.7 per cent in respect of all SCs.
Based on Annual Report 2006-07, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment.

++

Factually, high caste Hindus avoided contact with the Harijans and the touch
of the Harijan obliged them to purify themselves with the bath (Census of India, 1961).
They were, infact, debarred from free social inter-course. So much so, they had no
access to temples and public places, like wells and tanks. Not only this, they were also
denied admission to public schools. These classes had neither social status nor civic
rights. The condition of this section of society was indeed pitiable (Census of India,
1931). Having been denied the basic rights; the depressed classes were forced to lead a
precarious life in isolated localities. However, they were granted access to temples and
other public places and admission to Government schools only in 1931-32 A.D 9.
It is an established fact that historical background has had its impact in the
shaping of socio-cultural aspect of contemporary society. The socio-religious reforms,
economic gains, role of the rulers and State and other dominant agent has resulted into
the flexibility in the caste system and thus upliftment of scheduled caste population in
the State (Saxena, 2009). The present scenario of the scheduled castes is mentioned in
Table 1 above.

Mapping Weaker Sections in Jammu City 10:
It is a fact that considerable attention has been given to the development of
9
Fortnightly Reports of the Resident of Kashmir for the first half of September 1930, G.O.I.,
P.D.F. No. 22-P (sec) of 1930, Crowns film A.C.C. No. 291, (N.A. I), p. 24: A brief Note on the
administration of the Jammu and Kashmir of for the year 1932, J&K Govt. Publication, p. 10;
Govt. J&K, Vol. 4, No. 4, April, 1947, p.3).
10

See Ashish Saxena & Devinder Singh, 2010. ‘Urban Social Space and Weaker Sections: A
Case Study of Jammu City’, monograph series, Jammu: Ambedkar Studies Centre, University
of Jammu.
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areas based on ethnic groupings in the western cities and it is surprising that the
inherent diversity of Indian urban places has not been able to prompt many studies of
neighbourhood morphology (Noble & Dhussa, 1982). To Sharma (1993) historicity of
majority of the urban places in India and development of the distinct socio-spatial units
popularly called mohallas, the basic morphological functional unit and basis for
personal interaction and community cohesion should have provided additional impetus
for such studies.
Figure 1: Population growth of Jammu City (1901-2001)

Jammu, the winter capital of Jammu & Kashmir State is an important historic
centre. It has experienced phenomenal growth in the last three decades and has gained
tremendous commercial, social, and political significance. Its physical and population
growth reflects its rising role in the regional economy, polity, and culture. The city has
a history of mass migrations in different times; the most recent being the influx of
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Kashmiri Pandits from Kashmir Valley in 1989-90. It has traditionally been a multireligious and multi-castes urban settlement. The 1941 census provides a preindependence picture of social composition of the city, with the Hindus forming the
largest group (60.66 per cent), followed by the Muslims (31.60 per cent), the Sikhs
(4.23 per cent) and the Jains and Christian both accounting 3.49 per cent. The
population of Jammu had trebled during 1901-1961 from 36,130 to 1, 02,738 (Figure
1). The population almost doubled in the decade of 1971-81from 1.40 lakh to 2.28
lakh. The 2001 Census has recorded 607,642 persons for the city. In 1973, Jammu city
was spread over an area of about 41.78 sq. kms. which rose to 143.6 in 1995.Till 1950,
its physical spread was confined to the right bank of the river Tawi and now an equally
large city has come up to its left bank. It is this part which contains some of the
planned and posh localities like Gandhi Nagar, Trikuta Nagar, Channi Himmat, and
Sanik colony. Other large and unplanned localities include Nanak Nagar, Sanjay
Nagar, Digyana, Gangyal and Bhitindi etc. The phenomenal rapid growth in the
western parts of the old city is associated with the recent migration of Kashmiri
Pundits.
The density picture of the city resembles the old cities of India with the oldest
parts being denser than the newer segments. The recently developed areas to the
southern and western sides of the old historic centre are less dense. Slums are
temporary phenomena and only found in few vacant government or private lands and
house migrants from other states. The city’s Master Plan - 2021 shows 3.50 hectares
occupied by 7825 squatters.

Urban Social Space of Jammu City:
There is an intrinsic relationship between the social rank and place in a
traditional Indian town. And, there is evidence to show that all over India urban places
have shown conformity to this traditional pattern (Ahmad, 1999:35). The Jammu city
seems no exception of this wide spread urban socio-spatial reality. The 1911 census
documented the existence of separate colonies of depressed classes- Chamiars, Dums,
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Churas, and Meghs etc. on the outskirts of the city. These localities were Amphalla
and Rehari on the north-west and Gandu Chowni, Jogi Gate and Churia mohalla on
the south. It was not the simple relationship of socially marginal social groups on the
margin of the town. In addition, the inferior qualities of these localities (generally,
lower elevation and steep slope) added another dimension to this unequal and
hierarchical urban social space.
Sharma 11 has also reported occupation of disadvantageous sites by lower
castes in some Himalayan towns in Himachal Pradesh. The roots of traditional
seclusion of these groups in urban India lied in stigma conveyed by the spatial
association with untouchable (Duncan & Duncan, 1980).This traditional principle of
pollution by touch or proximity shrunk the social and religious spaces of these lower
castes. For example, none of the low castes, such as Meghs, Dooms, Chamars, etc.,
were allowed to enter the court-yard of a Hindu temple, nor any Hindu would like to
come in contact with them (census of India 1901).
Figure 2: Spatial growth of Jammu city

11

See Sharma, K.D. (1993), “Social Morphology of Himalayan Towns”
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Figure 3: Jammu Town 1900-1947

Figure 4: Old and New localities of lower castes 1950-2010
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Therefore, the placement of the depressed castes in the urban social space and
social relationship were rooted in centuries old social system. However, this period
witnessed significant initiatives both at societal and government levels to bring about
reforms in the social system. These reforming initiatives were part of the liberal
atmosphere created by development of the democratic and political ideas and the
advancement of education in the country as whole. The note worthy influences came
from the Arya Samaj Movement and Christian Missionaries. The Arya Samaj
(Vidayarthi 1978) established its first branch in Jammu and Kashmir at Jammu in
1891. The role of Arya Samaj movement in the upliftment of the submerged castes is
reflected in the fact that out of 1047 Aryas in Jammu and Mirpur, no less than 429
were Megh (Census of India, 1911).
The Christian Missionaries opened the Alexander Missionary School in
1892.The Christian population in the state rose from 204 in 1891 to 422 in 1901 .Of
the total in 1910, over 202 were converts. The erstwhile Churian mohalla and now
Christian colony seems to be hub of Christians in the city in Pre- independence period
(See Figure 2, 3 & 4).
Figure 5: Prominent Religious places 2010
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Another new element of social space has been the assertion of identity by creating
symbolic landscapes (Figure 5). This aspect has shown a close link between social
space and politic. Whelam (2002) rightly suggests that where cities evolve in
contentious political circumstances, aspects of the urban landscape such as political
monuments, street nomenclature, buildings, city plans and urban design initiative take
on particular significance. Collectively they demonstrate the fact that the city is a
product of a struggle among conflicting interests groups in search of dominion over an
environment. About the contested space an illustrations is as follows - Buta Nagar, a
small locality in the west Jammu was named after a venerated old community member
of the lower caste group in 1980’s. A banner was put up at the main entrance in
presence of a local political leader. In 1990’s, this locality experienced rapid growth
due to migration of Kashmir Pandits and migration from other areas. A group of new
inhabitants made several attempts to give new name to the locality. They removed the
old banner and put another banner with new name. The conflict about identification of
space persisted for few days and finally resolved with the intervention of local
authorities and local political leaders. Here, table 2 & 3 are indicative of the emerging
new localities in urban sphere.
The formation of community organizations has been another prominent practice of
this period. These politico-religious institutions, emulated from the high castes, have
been used as platform for assertion and development of new identities at macro-level.
For example Megh Sabha merged into Kabir or Bhagat Sabha and Chamar Sabha into
Guru Ravi Dass Sabha. And, this new mergence has given rise to the political
mobilization and assertion through annual processions (shobha yatra) in the memory
of the prominent iconic figures of the downtrodden community. These processions are
perceived by the communities as means to enhance the political visibility and identity
assertion of the community. Besides, it is also perceived as the reflection of freedom
for the social space. Viewing urban social space in this sense, one finds it as becoming
more contested, fragmented and attained more complexity.
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Table 2: Decadal variation in Scheduled Castes Population in Jammu City (19611981)
Sl.
No

Mohalla/ Locality

% of SC Population

Decadal Change in %

1961

1971

1981

1961-1971

1971-81

1

Amphalla

34.99

20.25

24.49

-72.79

+17.31

2

Rehari

26.64

24.29

19.70

-9.67

-23.29

3

Mohalla Ustada

12.67

16.01

11.99

+20.85

-33.52

4

Naraniana

11.44

7.60

6.29

-50.52

-20.82

5

New Plots

49.76

31.00

23.87

-60.51

-29.82

6

Rehari Colony

9.33

8.54

1.48

-9.25

-477.02

7

Krishna Nagar

29.39

30.99

33.6
5

+5.16

+8.17

8

Company Bagh

18.55

23.73

9.17

+21.82

-158.77

9

Roulki Colony

14.68

4.49

20.90

-200.20

+76.60

10

Gondu Chowani

24.73

33.69

17.6
3

+26.59

-91.09

11

Chand Nagar

20.55

7.17

22.53

-186.61

+68.17

12

Rani Mander

29.85

16.77

17.00

-77.99

+1.35

13

Gumat

21.16

6.61

5.98

-220.12

-100.53

14

Mohalla
Phararian

10.93

10.58

5.57

-3.30

-89.94

15

Jogi Gate

10.28

9.42

1.32

-9.12

-613.63

16

Talab Khatika

17.38

0.53

7.92

-3179.24

+93.30

17

New Basti

13.21

6.90

7.32

-91.44

+5.73

18

Kanji House

4.0

16.8
0

6.07

+76.19

-176.77

Source: Census of India, 1961, 1971, 1981
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Table 3: Decadal variation in SC’s Population in Jammu City (1971-1981)
S.No

Mohalla/ Locality
(New localities)

% of SC Population

Decadal Change in %

1971

1981

1971-81

1

Dogra Hall

10.58

12.56

+15.76

2

Reshamghar

9.97

12.14

+17.87

3

Residency Road

8.75

8.62

-1.50

4

Gandhi Nagar

3.62

5.79

+37.47

5

Talab Tillo

10.02

10.30

+2.71

6

Rajpora

44.05

34.83

-26.47

7

Nawabad

28.53

3.23

-783.28

8

Nagrota

20.5

7.16

-169.38

9

Narwal Bala

37.81

32.86

-15.06

10

Satwari

36.06

16.65

-116.57

Source: Census of India, 1971, 1981
Note: All localities in the above table appeared for first time in 1971

Contemporary Affirmative Actions by SC’s of Jammu Region:
The scheduled castes of Jammu region have shown their contemporary dalit assertions
on following grounds:
i)

Religious congregations and procession: The scheduled castes of Jammu
region come together for the celebration of birth anniversaries and ‘shoba
yatra’ of great persons of their community. Celebration of anniversaries or
‘prakash divas’ of the personalities like Ambedkar, Ravi Dass, Kabir,
Nabha Das and others are significant because this collectivity and its
demonstration is in public sphere i.e the main city area and they are
allowed now without any obstacles and also sometimes with the support of
few political leaders.
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ii)

Reservation issues: Recently various scheduled caste organizations have
come together to represent their protest against reservation policies framed
by the government. State regulation order (SRO) - 294 passed by the
government is one such issue. The concerned SRO has become the bone of
contention owing to the due reservation and also to exclude the state
formed reserved areas out the purview of the reservation policies. Their
demand is to increase reservation seats from 8 percent to 9 percent and to
enhance overall reservations in the state from 43 percent to 50 percent as
practiced in other states of the country. For raising these demands they are
even trying to develop alliances with ST and OBC organizations for
showing more strength and thus putting effective pressure on the existing
government. It is amazing to see the convergence of the three separate
entities (SC, ST and OBC) under one umbrella for a common cause. This
dimension not only reflects to horizontal mobilization of the SC’s but also
their vertical linkage with the other down trodden or marginalized
categories of the society, in order to show their numerical presence to the
ruling parties.

iii)

Inter-district recruitment bill: Passing of amended inter-district
recruitment

bill (The J&K Civil Services

Decentralization and

Recruitment Bill, 2009) by the State government, for thinking about
institutional representation and recruitment as part of a radical democratic
politics for the underprivileged, in light of recent reconsideration of
pluralism and recent concerns about the J&K state as an institutional site
for such politics. Evaluating the bills against Ambedkar vision on minority
representation, he rightly said that equal treatment of all the minorities in
the matter of representation is only a part of the problem of the
representation of minorities.
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Concluding Remarks:
The tables and figures cited above are indicative of the population growth and
territorial expansion of scheduled castes in Jammu city. Table 2 & 3 are indicative of
the emerging new localities in urban sphere. One may deduce that historically, the so
called scheduled castes were residing in the periphery of Jammu town but with the
gradual pace of urbanization they have become part of the main city. One can infer the
spatial mobility of the weaker sections in terms of their proximity to the main city. Few
localities like Valmiki colony, Kabir Nagar, Krishna nagar, Talab Khatika etc are
heartland of the Jammu city and are dominated by the inhabitation of weaker section.
Although government had rehabilitated them in separate colonies and which unintentionally segregate them from the mainstream localities. However, the evolutionary
process of urbanization had diluted the air-tight compartmentalized segregation of the
weaker section and paved the way for living with the other high caste groups. It has not
only brought equality of spatial living but has also provided them with a new level of
assertion. The maps are indicative of their population growth as well as emergence of
new localities. It is also resulting into erection of new monuments, temples, buildings
and statues symbolizing their identity and assertion. Common gatherings and
congregations in these spaces reflects high level of mobilization and assertion among
the weaker sections belonging to Jammu city and its surroundings.
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Education and Social Justice: Approaches, Contradictions and
Possibilities
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Abstract: The paper is divided into six sections. Section-I deals with cultural practices
which denied and legitimized negation of social justice to the lower segments
of population in India uptill British invasion. Section II explains continuation of the
same negative trend during the British period. Section III
examines
process and consequences of British led modernizational model of educational
development, other experiments and its implications after independence from social
justice point of view. Section IV makes a critical note on the plight of primary
education in the Indian state of MP and identified some of its causes. It also
examines relationship between globalization, education and social justice today.
Section V suggests ways and means for social and economic development of rural
masses in general and poor dalits and tribals in particular, especially from
educational development point of view, under the given socio-political context. In
section VI, the concluding observations have been made.
Key Words: primary education, social justice, contradictions, Varnas, middle class,
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.
Formal education is perceived as a necessary condition to provide social
justice to historically marginalized groups like scheduled castes and scheduled tribes in
different walks of life. Field based data and statistics reveal that neither education of
all types are available to the marginalized to a meaningful extent in comparison to
others nor it is effective enough to translate spirit of social justice into action. The top-
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down approach of education significantly ruined the indigenous management system,
particularly among tribes over the time. State initiatives contributed to number of
contradictions in different walks of life including education. Hence, in spite of number
of institutional initiatives, even after more than 60 years of independence tribal and
dalits are the victim of relative deprivation. Their presence in education and education
based fields are limited in spite of creation of new opportunities during last twenty
years. The paper suggests that even without putting a question mark on the negative
forces, social justice can be extended to them provided some innovative initiatives are
made in a holistic manner at the micro level. The paper is an attempt to suggest some
of these initiatives.

Section-I
Both the concept of education and the concept of social justice is time specific and
therefore dynamic. Its attributes and objectives, which are inter-woven, have
experienced change over the time. For instance, if we examine the concept of social
justice during ancient India it was totally different than the concept and meaning of
social justice as perceived today. Today social justice refers to equality of opportunity,
freedom from discrimination and marginalization and actualization of protective and
preventive measures initiated by different change agents particularly by the
constitution and the state. But during ancient days social justice was only linked with
birth based division of labour. During pre-British days education was linked with
Varna system and its hierarchical arrangement. Indian society was a Varna based
society in which few Varnas were placed at the top of the pyramidal type structure and
majority were placed at the bottom. Individual mobility was discouraged and therefore
it was rare and group mobility for status enhancement was strictly prohibited and
therefore it was impossible. Life was totally governed by the dictates of Varna system.
Ultimate goal of life was to achieve salvation, reward in the next birth and also to get
rid of the cycle of re-birth. As per the existing normative structure all the social groups
falling under Varna system including untouchables which were outside the purview of
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Varna order, were supposed to perform their duty already assigned to them by the
prescriptions of Varna system in an honest manner. Those who conformed to the
prescriptions were rewarded and those who violated were ridiculed, punished or not
rewarded. It was said that those who will perform as per the prescription of the Varna
system with honesty and sincerity, they will get freedom from multiple miseries. There
are many examples of punishment awarded to those who violated such codes during
the pre-historic days. As Mahabharata depicts Eklavya had to lose his thumb while
learning the use of bow and arrow because he was prohibited to learn it by the Varna
principle due to his lower positioning. Similarly Sambukh was killed by lord Rama
while worshipping which he was not supposed to do because of his shudra social
position. In other words, one’s station was duties (dharma), which was held to be
perfectly suited to one’s nature, and the discharge of those duties, whatever they may
be given, had a place in society and a certain personal dignity. Both the Bhagavadgita
and the Laws of Manu emphasized that it is better to perform one’s own duties poorly,
even to die doing so, than to perform another’s well. And the proper discharge of the
duties of one’s station will be rewarded in the next life. This principle and practice was
accepted and encouraged by the existing value system and the dominant public opinion
which was necessarily created and legitimized by the upper social order in their own
interest.
Like other indices of high social status, education was also not only
monopolized and manipulated by those who were assigned responsibility to read and
write but also it was consciously or social structurally denied to majority of the
population who were not assigned the responsibility of learning. This arrangement in
turn immediately contributed to inequality in the field of knowledge and wisdom but it
also legitimized unequal relations. It is said that village was a self sufficient republic
and collective consciousness was the main force to unite and sustain self sufficiency.
But this statement seems only partially correct. There are examples from both ancient
and pre-ancient Indian society to support the thesis that education was inequaliser and
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those who achieved and possessed it, they had higher social status and those who did
not had lower social status. Hence, if we critically examine the slogan of Vasudhaiva
Kutumbkam it was simply a slogan for majority of population. The philosophy
presented one sided picture of Indian society. Those sections of population including
women who were denied education, if they individually dared they had to pay heavy
cost and they were also perceived as violator of normative structure. The Tantric
tradition which emerged as an anti-thesis of the Vedic tradition to rectify the state of
affairs in different realms, including education, subsequently assimilated with the
Vedic tradition and lost its charm (for detail information see Sharma, 1966 and
Chattopadhyaya, 1959).
Hence, it can be said that Varna system, denied equal worth of all human
beings. It drew sharp, qualitative moral distinctions between human beings in different
Varna, and it did not sharply distinguished human beings from other parts of creation.
The human soul was not qualitatively different from that of beasts and even plants; it
was only a somewhat more evolved incarnation. In many ways the distance between
high castes and low castes was greater than distance between lower castes and animals.
For example, the Law of Manu prescribes the same penance whether a Brahman kills a
cat, a mongoose, a blue jay, a frog, dog, iguana, owl, crow, or Shudra and considerably
more attention is devoted to the crime of killing a cow than to killing a Shudra. “Lying
without the expectation of a reward, for the sake of Brahmans and of cows” will secure
beatitude for Chandalas. In a following life, “the slayer of a Brahman enters the womb
of a dog, a pig, an ass, a camel, a cow, a goat, a sheep, a deer, a bird, a chandala.”
Hence, the concept of social justice was highly localized. It was attached with duties
and it had nothing to do with cohesiveness in Indian society in the true sense of the
term. In practical life it revolved around prescription of Varna system. Its sole aim was
to maintain order. It had nothing to do with issues like human rights, development,
inclusion and empowerment.
Education during ancient and pre-British India was largely informal and by
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and large privately managed. It was also directed to promote isolation and exclusion
for vast majority of Indian population especially women, poor and all those who are
today termed as marginalized population. Purpose of education was neither to
contribute to social change nor social development in the wider sense. It was directed
mainly to self realization or self-actualization and maintenance of social order, the
order which had nothing to do with human rights of bulk of population in modern
sense of the term.

Section II
During British period there was diffusion of western ideas like rationality and scientific
spirit, culture of human rights, bureaucracy, new technology etc. Due to British impact
the nature of education gradually became methodical but from the point of view of
modern definition of social justice i.e. freedom, equality of opportunity and fraternity,
during this period also education as a value system, could not include the century old
excluded population under its umbrella. It was neither pro-shudra nor pro-poor.
Though Britishers had no experience of working with caste-ridden society but they
easily realized the importance of caste based power structure operating in Indian
society. They consciously made efforts not to antagonize upper segments of Indian
population merely on the basis of caste, class and lineage. By and large they were
indifferent with problems of the marginalized. Continuation of various types of crime
and exploitation with reference to the marginalized, practice of untouchability and
denial of their access to and control over sources of power are examples of indifference
on the part of British administration. Of course, number of schools, students and
teachers increased and the aim of education became more instrumental because the
basic objective behind introduction of English education was to prepare and make
available cheap clerks to the East Indian Company and subsequently British
administration in India, but issue of social justice could not become the state agenda. If
we see content of education, in many ways it was universal but it could not reach to the
door step of historically excluded communities due to number of social, economic and
physical reasons. This analysis may be supported by the field based remarks of Adam.
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He (1838) conducted fieldwork in two districts of Bihar to know the social profile of
students and teachers at the primary level schools. About profile of students and
teachers associated with Sanskrit education he said:
“Sanskrit learning is to certain extent, open to all classes of native society
whom inclination, leisure, and the possession of adequate means may attract to itsstudy and beyond that limit it is confined to Brahmans. The inferior castes may study
grammar and lexicology, poetical and dramatic literature, rhetoric astrology, and
medicine but law, the writings of the six schools of philosophy, and the sacred
mythological poems, are the peculiar inheritance of the Brahman caste. This is the
distinction recognized in the legal and religious economy of Hinduism but practically
Brahmans monopolize not only a part, but nearly the whole of Sanskrit learning. In the
two Bihar districts both teachers and students without a single exception belonged to
that caste” (PP.273-74).
More or less similar situation was reported with reference to Hindi, Persian,
Arabic and English schools.
On this basis one may say that British education created and contributed to the
formation of India within Bharat. Majority of the excluded remained part and parcel of
Bharat. Their entry within the domain of India was difficult. This process increased
inequality and subsequently divisions among different groups in the country. It had its
negative impact on freedom struggle, the process of nation building and national
integration during pre and post-British Raj. Under the given situation the philosophy of
equality, fraternity and freedom remained a distant dream. Education could not
contribute to social justice. It could not enter in the life of dalit and tribal masses
(Chaudhary, 2012).

Section- III
During the post-British Raj there was substantial expansion of all types and varieties of
education at all levels till late 80’s. Literature is full of data and statistics of expansion
of primary, secondary and higher education. This process was contributed by both
State through its provisions, policies and schemes and society through NGOs, Caste
and Sectarian Organizations, Philanthropic Bodies and individual efforts. During this
period education maintained balance between old conventional education and newly
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emerged technical education, although during this period also maximum number of
illiterate, dropouts, out of school children etc; were from the marginalized sections.
The reason is very simple. India won only political freedom. Social and economic
freedom remains a distant dream. Seed of inequality sown by Varna system and its
doctrine and nurtured by British Raj gradually became a big tree. It inhibited all those
factors and conditions which may contribute to overall development of masses. It was
because of this reason that in spite of number of protective and promotional measures
taken by Indian Constitution, agenda of social justice succeeded only notionally.
Socio-cultural and even the political environment, especially in villages where
majority of the marginalized reside, could not become democratic and therefore
egalitarian. There was a situation of new paradox i.e. conflict between prescriptions of
Indian Constitution which is universalistic and the local level caste based principles
which are particularistic in nature. There was both division and cohesion between these
two set of values in day-to-day life. Both opposed and compromised with each other.
Cohesiveness between caste and politics is an example.
Education was gradually supposed to replace caste and birth based
particularistic value system by the worth and social justice based universalistic and
democratic value system by diffusing scientific culture and universal value system
among the masses. But it could not do so.
Rather in many cases education in terms of its content and functioning was influenced
by social undercurrents. Practice of casteism, corruption, manipulation and gender,
communal and caste bias on campus is an example. Refusal of mid-day meal served in
rural schools by non-dalit students, prepared by dalit cook in schools may be taken as
another example.
Here it is worthwhile to explain relationship between three issues i.e.
modernization, education and social justice. Modernization is initially a western
project in Indian society. This process was introduced in India by British Raj for
furthering their own interests. At the time of its introduction core features and
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contradictions of Indian society was totally ignored by the Britishers. This model of
development remained a dominant model even after independence. Perception of
industry as the temple of modern India is an example of the legacy given by the Raj.
India consciously ignored alternative model of development suggested by Gandhi. The
net result of top-down approach is lop-sided development in different walks of life.
The socialistic goal of social justice could not be achieved with the help of British led
capitalistic model of development. Disparity between India and Bharat further
increased. Education system was highly influenced by modernization process but it
also could not contribute in a meaningful manner for the cause of social justice. It was
highly conditioned by the ongoing undemocratic socio-political order which was
largely against the interest and concerns of the marginalized groups.
According to Singh (1976) there are four dimensions of modernization, and if
society during the course of its change under the prime dictation of modernization does
not maintain balance between all these four dimensions i.e. (a) psychological (b)
normative (c) structural, and (d) technological, the situation of imbalance in
different walks of life is further bound to occur during the course of development; in
spite of the presence of protective measures. If one organ of society will go upward
and the other in the opposite direction the result will be chaos and the situation of what
Ogburn called “Cultural Lag”. Perception of upper caste respondents about lower caste
co-villagers

presented by Beteille (1965: 25) from Shripuram village reveal that

Brahmans (among whom modern education reached first) did not even include other
castes in their count of the village’s population, and non-Brahman caste Hindu’s
likewise do not count untouchables. This is an example of lop sided process of
modernization and development.
As a result of modernization led process of development, a number of
processes emerged during post-independence which are uncalled for from the point of
view of social justice to and empowerment of marginalized groups. Few examples may
be cited.
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a. Erosion of Tribal Educational Arrangement
Among many tribes Youth Organization was an effective instrument of socialization.
Content of stories and other narratives were full of local features. It was a type of
practical education without separation of collective consciousness and cohesion. After
going through socialization process under its umbrella both boys and girls used to learn
mechanisms to deal with day-to-day problems. The content of education was practical,
secular and democratic. It’s doors were open for all unmarried boys and girls of a
particular tribe. Making comments on the importance of youth organization among
Munda (known as Gitiora) Elwin (reprint 1991: 296-97) said:
“These Gitiora are in their own humble way seminaries for moral and
intellectual training. When young bachelors and young maidens are assembled
in their respective gitiora after their evening meals, riddles are propounded and
solved, folk-tales, traditions and fables are narrated and memorized and songs
sung and learnt until bed time”.
But today youth organizations are a thing of the past. Under the new education
system tribal children are taught in non-tribal languages in order to associate them with
so-called mainstream process and content of education is hardly local. As a result of
this process, they know about Mahatma Gandhi for example, but they do not know
much about social reformers from their own community and locality. They know about
modern cough syrup but they do not know about herbs and medicinal plants meant for
the removal of cough. They interact with family and community members in their
mother tongue but in school they are taught in the recognized languages. And except
Santali no other tribal language is recognized. Hence, the so-called modern education
system, which is not available to all of them, eroded their indigenous education and
knowledge system without making them fit to openly compete for education based new
occupations. Hence, they are neither local nor global. This is an example of exclusion
under the banner of inclusion. In the course of our field study among some of the tribes
of M.P. it has been observed that educated and well placed tribal youths have replaced
bride price by bridegroom price. Needless to mention that this development which
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lacks local level socio-economic and ecological support has contributed to both
landlessness and indebtedness among many of them. Similarly many boys and girls of
school going age groups are the victims of drop out and non-enrolment. Quality of
teaching and learning isa far cry in these schools. These problems were out of
imagination during the days of youth organization.
b. Erosion of Collective Consciousness
Indian society is historically a collective society although divisiveness, factionalism
and process of further marginalization of already marginalized existed within it but by
and large it was not an individualistic society. There were many issues on which
villagers cooperated with each other and maintained village/community identity on
secular basis. The new education system and its different types, directly or indirectly
eroded the feeling of collective consciousness and created heterogeneity within
homogeneity, educated within illiterate, rich within poor etc; which on the one hand
assimilated all those who availed benefits and isolated all those who could not avail.
But in no way integration became popular among these two opposite groups. Such a
process of development has contributed to different types of violence at individual and
collective level. Needless to mention that erosion of collective spirit is dysfunctional
for all those who are dependent and deprived. They are incapable of availing services
rendered by modern crisis management institutions and mechanisms partly due to
absence of modern requirements among them and partly because of apathy on the part
of change agents.
c. Unholy Alliance between Change Agents
Bureaucrats and politicians are the two important agents of change. They are custodian
of institutions and processes in a democratic set up. Bureaucrats are the product of
modern higher education. Their roles have drastically changed from status quo to
social change and development over the time. And most of the state and country level
politicians are now educated. There are many more examples to prove that they have
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jointly frustrated government projects directed to social justice upto a significant level.
One can take instance of land reforms from several states of the country. In BIMARU
states like Bihar for example, Zamindari was abolished sincerely and timely. This
development largely benefited affluent from among the backward castes. But there was
unholy alliance among the new-middle class from among backward castes with a
section of traditional landowners and the state representatives. The result was gross
violation of land ceiling acts and laws which were exclusively meant for landless and
marginal farmers, most of whom were from deprived castes (Chaudhary: 1999). Many
more examples of similar nature may be cited from across the country to substantiate
the argument and bureaucrats and politicians have jointly frustrated wefare and social
justice oriented schemes.
d. Established v/s Emerging Leadership: Two sides of the same coin
Most of the established political leaders at all the tiers were historically from upper
castes or middle class. By and large they have failed or have been only partially
successful in translating constitution set agenda of social justice into action. Existence
of poverty, illiteracy, hunger deaths, crime against women, poor quality education in
rural schools, casteism and regionalism, crime against SCs and STs, corruption etc;
are few among many examples which are largely due to their partial and apathetical
attitude.
Today there are a large number of leaders at all the levels right from Panchayat
who are from backward, scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. Many more of them
have rural base. But, in spite of that, it is amazing to note that the historical problems,
cited above, are still in existence and most of its victims are from rural areas and also
from lower castes and class. The history of reservation provisions at Parliament and
state assembly level is quite old. Today there is also reservation at all the three levels
of Panchayat. Most of the seats at all these levels meant for SCs and STs are filled.
Reservation was provided to them not simply for individual development and mobility
but also for being effective agents of change and development for their
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community/caste fellows. But why it is so that inspite of their huge and significant
presence, even after more than 60 years of independence, maximum number of poor
are for SCs and STs? This is also because of sense of de-responsibility and increasing
individualism and self-interest among Dalit and tribal elites, alongwith the presence of
many inhibiting factors. Earlier this trait was attributed to the traditional elites, most of
who were from upper castes. Today the emerging elites have adopted the culture and
management traits of established elites. This development has put a question mark on
credentials of leadership coming from the marginalized groups in relation to the
empowerment and development of dalits and tribal masses. On the basis of our field
experience with reference to rural Madhya Pradesh it is difficult to say that legitimate
rights and interests of poor dalit and tribal masses are protected and promoted at the
implementation level under the newly emerged dalit and tribal leadership in Panchayat
(Chaudhary, 2004). There are thousands of women representatives at all the three
levels of Panchayats in M.P. but maximum of them have not taken serious note of
even women related issues. This statement may be validated with the findings of
various studies (Buch, Jain and Chaudhary, 1999 and Chaudhary, 2004).
e. Increasing Social and Economic Disparity
The net result of macro and micro level socio-economic undercurrents, cited above, is
ever increasing disparity in social and economic life between different segments of
population and regions. This disparity is also a byproduct of education of a specific
variety which is valueless interms of humanity and the spirit of social justice and
instrumental in terms creating job opportunity. Instrumental education is more valued
than the conventional education since the formal introduction of globalization in 1991.
And as we move from conventional to technical education, the number of dalit and
tribal students decreases due to variety of reasons. Modernization in India contributed
to economic development without social change and social transformation. It may be
said that modern education is an effective instrument of occupational and social
mobility in an individual’s life. But it is not an instrument of social change and social
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transformation in Indian society. Positive co-relation between education and dowry,
bureaucracy and corruption and caste and politics may be cited as few among many
examples.

Section -IV
If we see relationship between globalization, education and social justice since 90’s it
is clear that education has become global. IT is a catch word and promotion of
technical education is top priority of the country. This education is job oriented. Today,
there is direct relationship between technical education and job opportunity.
Philosophy and world view of education is now a thing of the past. Technical
education has emerged and expanded at the cost of conventional education. Technical
education is global minus local. It has increased the size of Indian middle class by
creating new job opportunities and in turn it has strengthened the national economy.
Middle class has become the custodian of values generated by globalization and
market forces. This values is synonymous to consumer culture. Of course, a number of
new experiments have been made to popularize primary education in the isolated rural
and tribal areas. Introduction of Education Guarantee Scheme (EGS) and Sarva
Shiksha Abhiyan may be taken as an example. Today there is provision of Mid Day
Meal (MDM) at the primary level education, dress is freely distributed to poor girl
students, cycles are also distributed. Teachers in most of these schools are more
qualified than the teachers in the past, most of them are local, infrastructure wise there
is some improvement in primary schools and as a result in many villages number of
dropouts and out of school children have drastically decreased and enrollment rates
have massively increased. This narrates success story. But this is one side of the
picture. The other side is frustrating. There is no quality education. Products of such
schools are bound to remain unemployable.
Following three citations from Madhya Pradesh studies uncover the magnitude of poor
quality primary education.
Leclercq (2003) conducted study on EGS schools in Betul and Dewas districts
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of M.P. He observed the following about the quality of teaching delivered and received
by students in Betul schools,
Achievement was measured through simple tests aimed at checking whether
class-5 children – about to complete the primary curriculum – master basic literacy and
numeracy. Children were asked to read a few sentences of Hindi text taken from story
books or the Khushi-Khushi class- 5 textbooks, published by Eklavya. Few children
could not read at all, and hardly any could read fluently with few mistakes and correct
intonation, understanding the text. Most would either decipher each syllable separately,
or read words in one go but pause between them. They would try to read as fast as
possible without respecting sentence construction (e.g. pausing at full stops). In fact,
children are taught to decipher characters rather than understand sentences and texts. A
fraction of the children mastered enough to be able to use literacy for basic activities,
but full access to the Hindi written world is still far from sight. Children were asked to
write answers to a few questions on their family. The answer sheets show that many
children are unable to write the questions – which were written on the blackboard and
read aloud- without making mistakes. Many are unable to write correct and meaningful
sentences. Besides spelling mistakes, sentence construction is often absurd, and the
basic sentence structure of the Hindi language (subject/complement/verb) has not been
mastered. Answers are often not understandable. These children are not able to answer
simple questions even when they know the answers.
NCERT (quoted in MP HDR, 2007: 122) carried out a learning achievement
test throughout the country in 2004-05. The test was carried out in classes III, V, VII
and VIII. Madhya Pradesh was not included for class VII but results are available for
rest of the classes. In class III the state’s performance had been the worst among all
states. The mean score in this class were 36.94 per cent in Maths, and 42.21 per cent in
languages compared to all India figures of 58.25 and 63.12 per cent respectively. In
class V mean scores in EVS, Math and Languages were 54.09, 49.03 and 58.25 per
cent respectively. In this case also MP lagged far behind the national scenario. In short,
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as per NCERT report quality of education provided by Government run primary
schools in rural M.P. is poor.
Chaudhary and Chaudhary (2007) in the course of field study in the district of
Sehore also observed that students of class 5th and 6th do not know most of the basics
of GK, Maths, English, Physics and Chemistry. Only 44 and 48 per cent could
correctly name the capital of India and the capital of Madhya Pradesh. Not even a
single student know the name of a neighbouring district (Hosangabad) where national
poet Makhan Lal Chaturvedi was born.
Why this state of affairs? This is, besides the processes operating at macro
level, primarily because of two local level reasons viz, (a) in earlier days (around 50’s
and 60’s) most of the village schools were community managed. School teachers were
accountable to village elders or village informal or formal Panchayats. During those
days’ children of both rich and some of the poors used to study in the same school. The
trend of outmigration of villagers was by and large low and in some cases it was male
dominated seasonal outmigration. So-called privately managed English medium
schools were not in existence in the locality. The rate of interaction between school
and community was high. Most of the parents and students were personally known to
teachers. Most of the teachers and students were from higher or backward castes.
There was day-to-day and face-to-face relationship between teachers, students and
guardians. This situation forced teachers to ensure quality education although
infrastructure in schools was not upto the mark and level of qualification of teachers
was also low. Public opinion forced teachers to remain present in schools on all
working days. Today the situation is different. Government has taken over these
schools. Teachers are accountable directly to school inspectors. They are no more
accountable to local influential. They are well paid. Children from the so-called
affluent families are now no more enrolled in these schools. They have searched
alternatives either at the local level or at outside the locality. Local level influentials do
not exercise their command on schools for its effective functioning primarily because
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their children are not studying in these schools. These schools are now full of lower
class students. They all are first generation learners. Their parents are voiceless. They
are neither aware nor serious in favour of quality education to their wards. Hence, fates
of enrolled children are now totally dependent on the mercy of school teachers who are
most often engaged in non-academic activities. (b) For many purposes village schools
have been associated with local Panchayats, Parents-Teachers Association (PTA), Self
Help Groups (SHGs) etc. It has been reported from across the country that for petty
interests there is an unholy alliance between Headmasters and representatives of these
organizations. Such bodies/ organizations have hardly anything to do with quality
education and proper and effective functioning of these schools. How products of these
schools will reap benefits of globalization led opportunities and process of
development which is knowledge and cut throat competition based enterprise, is a
question which needs to be properly understood. It is here not out of context to
mention that at first the state nationalized primary schools and in the due course of
time for management purpose it handed over these schools to local level people’s
bodies and local bureaucracy. This experiment has totally damaged such schools by
injecting formality in the informal culture at least interms of quality education. It has in
trun; undermined the issue of social justice to the marginalized.
As far as higher education is concerned, interms of it types, content, quality
and market value, it is now more diverse and heterogeneous in comparison to preglobalization days scenario. In spite of huge number of protective discrimination
measures like reservation in admission, scholarships and fellowships and many other
interventions, presence of SC/ST students in higher education is limited. For instance,
as per the Annual Report of Ministry of HRD, GOI (2010-11: 1198) during 2007-08
the number of non-Dalit and non-tribal students in higher education was 137.77 lakh
but only 23.24 and 9.46 lakh students were from SC and ST categories respectively
(ibid.198). The number of SC and ST students further decreases as we move from
general education to technical and more technical education inspite of the fact that
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there is a process of elite and middle class or what may be called “creamy layer”
formation among both SCs and STs, although in the case of latter the process is
extremely slow in non-north-east areas. In the field of general education the degree of
frustration in the life of students from marginalized group is limited but its amount
increases as they move from technical to more technical education. Such students feel
isolated. Most of the SC/ST students are first generation entrant in colleges and
universities. Even if they are second generation entrants, they suffer from
psychological shock due to culture conflict. Many have the problem of acceptance and
adjustment. Psychological shock experienced by SC and ST students in IIT and other
high ranking technical institutions is expressed in tragic manner. For instance, Anil
Kumar Meena was a bright young Dalit from a village in Rajasthan, who stood second
in the all India Medical entrance examination in the reserve category. After a year in
All India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) he killed himself over poor academic
scores, largely due to his inability to cope with English. He had often complained to
his classmates that he could not understand the lectures. Another dalit student at
AIIMS, Bal Mukund Bharti from M.P. had committed suicide two years ago after
failing in his exams (Times of India, dated March 16, 2012).
Globalization is partly an extension of the ongoing process of modernization.
It has greatly harmed the spirit of social justice incomparison to the earlier model of
modernization and its agenda for development. In the past there were two main players
i.e. the State and the society. But today there are three players. These are globalization,
both as a process and as an ideology, the State and the society. The prime mover of
globalization is the market forces. It is dictating the course of action in different walks
of life as per its choice. And the choice is not at all social justice centric. It is creating a
new culture which is highly consumerist with limited intervention from State and local
culture. As a result of the introduction of globalization, the gap between State and
society has further accelerated. In the past, there was both, horizontal and vertical level
collective voice of protest against State led oppression but increasing individualism
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coupled with lust in favour of consumer culture and modern life style has damaged the
voice of collective protest. Many movements are highly localized. TATA NANO
becomes talk of the town and catch word of Indian middle class but not the polyethene
free town which damages environment causing thereby health hazard to many, most of
whom are the poor.
Under the given situation no matter who are spokespersons of marginalized
groups, they are helpless to address the issue of social justice in a meaningful manner.
The dream of social justice is forced to remain dream in the life of the marginalized for
many more years. Under the globalization regime the state is helpless to address social
justice related issues in a successful manner. Poor functioning of primary schools,
Panchayati Raj institutions, PDS, health services, MNREGA, Forests Rights Act etc;
which are directly addressed to the poor may be taken as an example of near failure of
the state to deliver and ensure social justice.

Section-V
Under the given social, economic and political context which is capitalistic, which is
ideologically displaced from priorities of democracy, which is manipulative and so on
it is difficult to store human rights of dalit and tribal masses. And among them also
requirements of tenable development such as social capital formation, protest from
below etc, are missing. Another challenge is related to prioritization of area of
development and method of development i.e. social development (health, education,
and livelihood) first or infrastructural development (road, communication, industries)
or vice-versa. Protagonists of globalization believe that infrastructural development of
the area will lead to development in social sector at individual and community level.
But others have an opposite view. To them in the absence of social development access
to and control over benefits of infrastructural development will be partial, ad-hoc and
unsustainable. It cannot be inclusive. It will widen disparity and will make
beneficiaries dependent prone. In many cases benefits of infra-structural development
may not be retained in the absence of social development. It will not bring
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improvement in quality of life of poor and marginalized. Perhaps, it was because of
this reason that for Dalit’s empowerment Ambedkar suggested the formula to educate
them in the functional sense which in turn will promote unity among them and they
may agitate against exploitation and marginalization. But how this state of affairs may
be realized? Who will ensure that this formula will operate in the desired direction with
desired objectives? These issues are unanswered till date.
However, below are some of the suggestions to empower dalit and tribal
masses. These suggestions are state-centric and do not put question mark on the
negative historical forces. It neither challenges the capitalistic model of development
nor the vested interests. These suggestions are inter-connected in the absence of which
development is possible neither in the field of education nor in the realm of social
justice.
a. Primary Education
Improvement in the quality of teaching and learning at the primary level is the need of
the hour. For this purpose following steps may be taken. At the very outset, through
training and orientation, parents may be made aware about the long term importance of
education in the life of their children and the entire family. They have to be convinced
that tomorrow the nature of society will be what may be call “Knowledge based.”
Hence, knowledge is likely to become prime mover in the society.
We strongly believe that without enhancing consciousness among parents of
other supportive interventions like Mid Day Meal (MDM), free bicycle, free dress and
quality-ridden teaching and learning materials to the students will have only limited
success. The responsibility of awareness generation may be entrusted upon local
NGOs. Secondly, each year all the teachers should be asked to attend 15 days training
and orientation programme during summer vacation. Training Modules should also be
area and target group specific. Student should be taught about both global and local
issues. Annual increment of teachers should be based on attendance of students and
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teachers as well as their performance in the annual examination. The system of
automatic promotion in the higher classes upto sixth standard examination as practiced
in schools in Madhya Pradesh today must be discontinued at the earliest in the interest
of quality education and capacity building. Also, a new experiment may be attempted.
10 per cent students from each of the schools belonging to one Gram Panchayat or
neighboring villages may be selected. One coaching centre with having 10 villages as
catchment area may be identified. 3 or 4 local level educated and unemployed youths
may be identified. They should be properly trained every now and then at the district
level. Today except summer, in each season schools begin at 10:30 AM. The 10 per
cent selected students may be intensively taught and trained between 7:30 AM to 9:30
AM at the village level by the trained youths mentioned above. The coaching work
may be organized at the private residence/Panchayat Bhavan etc. Attempt should be
made to teach students the lesson/chapters in advance, which are to be taught at school
during the same day. It is presumed that if students are already familiar with the
content they will be relatively more attentive and easy in the classroom resulting
thereby qualitative improvement in teaching and learning. Each year monitoring and
evaluation of this experiment may be made to seek feedback for needful modification.
If the result is positive the entire students of the experimental schools may be covered
in a phased manner under this scheme. And subsequently this experiment may be
replicated elsewhere. We must remember that if we want quality students at college
and university level experiments like this must be made from school level onwards.
Also, there are hundreds of private schools/coaching centers etc; working in the
villages. A large number of retired school teachers are residing in the villages. It is not
harmful to seek support of this resource even on contract basis. They may be
contracted to ensure enrollment of all children, discourage drop out, strengthen quality
education etc; within a specific time frame. Private school and coaching centres
enrolling poor SC/ST students must be economically and technically compensated.
There are hundreds of temples with Pujari facility in the villages. These Pujaris are
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culturally accepted and command due social respect in the community. There is no
harm if these Pujaris are registered and occasionally trained to teach children and also
to increase level of knowledge of villagers regarding importance of literacy, value
education, health management, environmental preservation and up-gradation and
education in the life of their children.
b. Basic Health
Sound and healthy soul resides in a sound body. And both sound soul and bodies are
necessary conditions for development in the field of knowledge and education. But the
state of sound health and ensured nutrition is not possible in isolation. It requires
initiatives which are only possible in a congenial environment. But there is near
absence of such initiatives and environment particularly with reference to the
marginalized. Needless to mention that most of the diseases found among poor are
initially simple in nature. These are either water based, air based or both. People at
large depend on Jhola Chap (meaning quacks) doctors in the villages to be cured of
such diseases. Such doctors are found in large number in villages. They are not
formally trained. They have learnt their trade through trial and error and experience.
Critically speaking they are not skilled enough to treat properly but since long they are
extending services. People have faith in them and therefore their presence is culturally
and socially accepted. There is face-to-face relationship between these doctors and
patients. Both are usually local. Many times they treat on credit. Even medicine is
provided on credit. Such doctors are available every time. People totally depend and
trust on them. Looking to the grassroots level situation a recommendation may be
made. Why not to capacitate these doctors? All such doctors should be registered.
They should be provided training at least 4 times in each year. Training consisting of
100 doctors should be imparted at the district level free of cost. Each training period
should be of not less than one week. They should be taught basics of health and
diseases by the subject experts. They should also be advised that in case of failure
where they should refer the patient. Since they are already culturally accepted in the
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locality, their advice will be followed by the villagers without hesitation. This
experiment is also required because today there is shortage of trained MBBS doctors in
the villages. Even if they are posted they perceive rural posting as a punishment and
accordingly they try their best to get transferred resulting thereby on continued
dependence of villagers on Jhola Chap doctors. The Primary Health Centres (PHC)
were started with great hope but they remained invisible and ineffective at the
functional level. Hence, it is suggested that instead of thinking to abolish this
traditional institution or to keep away from it, it would be better to capacitate these
doctors and integrate them with the new health saving practices looking to the carrying
capacity of cross section of villagers. After functioning of this experiment for two
years evaluation should be made for feedback and subsequently the success story may
be replicated elsewhere.
There are other traditional health and disease management institutions and
practices which need promotion after needful value addition. Medicinal importance of
herbs, leaves, plants, trees should be popularized. Importance of environmental
cleanliness should be popularized. Yoga needs to be popularized. Also, in each of the
schools playground/ game facility should be made available. Cricket is very popular
today. But other traditional games should also be promoted. Such initiatives, besides
ensuring sound health will also create an environment in favour of education.
c. Economic Development
Another factor which is directly related to popularization of education among
marginalized groups is their sustainable economic development. So far as economic
development is concerned distinct action agenda is needed for cross section of
population including the marginalized. Broadly the population may be categorized
under two categories viz; population below the poverty line, most of whom are
landless and population which fall under the middle class category and whose
economy is mainly based on farming in the villages.
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Below poverty line population, especially those who are landless and mainly
depend on wage work for their unsecured livelihood, may be categorized under two
categories, one who most often seasonally out migrate and engage themselves in nonagricultural activities for their income and livelihood, and two, those who stay in the
village and mainly do farm wage work. Persons under category one take the help of
village and kinship network in out migration, searching work and accommodation at
the place of destination. Increasing number of trains to distant places even from the
small places, decreasing regular employment opportunity at the local level and
increasing lust in favor of consumer culture and urban ways of life encourage them to
out migrate. Most of these out migrants are from the lower castes. It is youth and male
dominated migration. Frequently they send money through money order, bank draft
and by hand. This money has different impact in poverty eradication depending on
multiple factors including location of the family in areas like flood prone, drought
prone, violence prone and normal areas. This section of the population needs specific
treatment for their better income and saving. Before moving out they should be
provided training and orientation for at least one week at the Block level for their
capacity building as well as techniques to save more and more income. Suppose a man
goes to Delhi for carpentry work with having minimum training of carpentry definitely
his bargaining power will increase and subsequently the income will also increase.
Also, a proper guidance should be provided to the would-be migrants about the place
where they wish to go or they should go? What they should do? How they should lead
life? How to cope with the anticipated or unanticipated challenges? They should also
be trained to manage and spend income at their native places in a proper way.
Those who do not migrate and do wage work at the native place, need different
treatment. Suppose they are field wage earner or rickshaw puller, this work does not
provide work in all the seasons or on all days in a season. Here attempt shall be made
to associate them with two or three sources of income. All these sources of income
may be primary and unorganized. All these sources may not become uneconomical and
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redundant at one point of time. Hence, the income will flow continuously and
regularly. And income from one work will strengthen income possibility from other
sources. For instance, suppose one is working as a field wage earner and at the same
time he is also rickshaw puller, in this situation he has two sources of income. Income
from wage work will help to modernize rickshaw and income from rickshaw will help
to improve quality of life. The net result will be overall development. Similarly
rickshaw work and such other works will also widen social network with customers
which will contribute to social capital formation.
Another category of population which is very large in size is of small and
middle rank farmers. It needs different attention. They produce partly for consumption
and partly for market. However, for many cases farmers do not get proper price of their
farm produce. Most of the benefits are cornered by the middlemen and traders. There is
neither storage nor proper marketing facility. In Bihar society for example, production,
marketing and consumption of milk succeeded like anything but the marketing of
green vegetables and fruits introduced by the then Railway minister Laloo Yadav
several years ago could not succeed. There is a need to search the roots responsible for
failure of this experiment and make frontal attack on the inhibiting forces. The state
must provide proper storage and marketing facilities for vegetables and fruits. Also,
with sound market mechanism, farmers at large should be engaged with value-added
manufacturing of milk, vegetable, mango, banana, wheat, maize and such other things.
Public Private Partnership Scheme (PPP) may be experimented for this purpose. We
strongly believe that today unemployed youth from farming background are highly
frustrated. They do not like farming work. Insufficient return from farming work also
increases frustration and decreases their social status. Many times their frustration is
expressed in different forms which are otherwise uncommon and unsocial. To arrest
this development there is need to reduce dependence of rural youths on agriculture.
Involvement in value-added manufacturing is an alternative provided proper market
facility is made available by the state. This calls for an urgent intervention.
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Section-VI
Concluding observations: Today India is in the third phase of globalization. This is
the phase of introspection. It is the phase to analyze gains and pains. It is the phase to
translate pain into gain. Luckily today Government of India is economically more
powerful than pre-globalization period. However, the main source of income of
Government of India is not the primary sector like agriculture or allied activities.
Rather agricultural contribution to national economy has decreased over the time. For
instance, between 1983 and 2007-08 agriculture share in total employment came down
from 63% to 53%, and it has since declined further. While the workforce outside
agriculture is mostly employed in the unorganized sector where productivity is only
about ½ or a third of that in the organized sector, it is the secondary sectors like
service, trade and commerce etc; which are dominantly contributing to the economic
growth. People living specially in villages have largely nothing to do with the
secondary sector in a meaningful manner. Today at the level of contribution in the
national economy they are at the margin. They are now forced to remain at the
receiving end. If we want our growing economy to sustain, it must be made inclusive
and participatory. To this end in mind we should create an environment which may
ensure participation and inclusion of rural population in particular and dalit and tribal
masses in general, in the promotion of national economy. But participation in national
economy in a sustained manner is not possible without focused and honest attention on
the issues of health, economy and education. There is need to concentrate more and
more on quality education because the society is becoming knowledge based. But
without improvement in health and economic sector development in educational sector
is impossible. Therefore, holistic approach of development is the need of the hour.
Keeping this objective in mind, some of the prescriptions suggested above may by
experimented as a pilot project to promote growth with peace with justice. However,
we must remember that for growth to be sustainable and inclusive equal attention is
required on the issues mentioned above.
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